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SPECIAL NOTICE.
would call special attention to the Assessors’ Notice, which appears In our columns today
with reference to Taxes, that all persons interested may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly the clauses with reference to the U. S.
Government Bonds, Deposits in Savings Banks,
and Abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard
thoughts and possibly hard words, when too late.
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MEDICINE
Never ffcfls to relieve Languor and Want of Vitality, which few escape at this season. An impoverished condition of the blood is the prime cause of the
trouble, and the use of this reliable purifier early in
Spring should not be omitted. Take Yegetine now and
you successfully counteract the effects of Malaria
upon the system.
Humors of a Cancerous or
Scrofulous nature are most troublesome now, and
no other remedy has such
power to eradicate them.
Should the blood impurity develop an Eruption of
the Skin, nothing will so effectually remove it as
Vegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by an impure state of the blood that is not
benefited by its use. As a tonic for convalescents,
ladies in delicate health aud old people it is

unsurpassed.

--

gjaSOULESPILLSjBIllOUS
Cure Headache, Sideache, Coated Tonffne,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste to the month.
The best Liver Regulator known. 25cts.; 6 boxes,
$ 1 .(XI By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.
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WEATHER.

THE

Washington, April 9.
Indications lor Portland and vicinity—
Fair, warmer weather.
Indications for New England to-day are
fair weather, slowly rising temperature,
winds generally northwesterly, becoming
variable.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., April 8, 1886.
1 7 A M |11 AM| 3 P M | 7 I- M |11 PM
Barometer 29.990 29.989 29.978 30.043 30.082
35.4
34.1
30.7
Thermo’r. 27.1
|34.4
29.9
28.9
3<>.5
i30.0
Dew Point ,25.9
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80.4
83.3
92.8
Humidity. 95.2
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Velocity... |7
Weather.. iLtSmv Cloudy LtSnw Cloudy Cloudy
Mean daily bar...30.017 Maximum ther...36.3
Minimum ther....26.9
Mean daily ther..32.3
Max.vel.wind....9 N
Meau daily d’wpt. 28.0
Total precip.0
Meau daily huiu..86.4
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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Kinney,

Private, Signal Corps, 0. S.
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WASHINGTON.

That Fishery Resolution.
[Special to the Press.]

Washington, April 8.—Senator Frye today secured unanimous consent for a consideration of his fishery resolution after the
morning business tomorrow. Senator Blair
attempted to object because he wished to
and Mr.
Riddieberger desired to get up the open
session question, but both finally yielded to
Afr. FrvPh

call up some

Killed and

private pension bills,

Dingley Presents Petitions.
Mr. Dingley has presented the petitions of
citizens
of, Franklin, Androscoggin and
Knox counties for a bill requiring scientific
temperance instruction in the public schools

Have

Been

to

the Ruins.

A Scene Never Before Witnessed in
GrtEExriELD, Mass., April 8.—At the
scene of last night’s disaster on the Fitchburg
railroad the work of rescue went onall night,
and continued this morning. Nineteen injured were accounted for last night at midnight. Since then others have been found,
and mans’ bodies have been recovered.
Merritt Sealy, superintendent of the Na-

been found in the wreck with the bodies of
Mr.
two 'unknown commercial travelers.
Littlejohn was living this morning, but it
was doubtful if he lived the day out.
Two bodies were brought here this morning by the wrecking train. One was identified by his order book as E. E. Hayden agent

Fisk Manufacturing Company of
Springfield, Mass, nis right hand and head
The other man was
were badly burned.
Ilis handkerabout G5 or 70 years of age.
chief bore the name of J. It. Gould. An Odd
Fellows pin was found on his clothes, and a
key ring was marked J. It. Gould, Abington,
Conn.
Nicholas Gorgan of Greenfield, agent for
Fleischman’sYeast company,had his snoulder
fractured and was injured internally. W. H.

Wilcox, living

Syracuse, N. Y.,

near

slightly injured.

C. P. Bell of Nashua, N. H., was injured
about the back and left leg, but not dangerously. He fell into 12 feet of water, battled
with the swift current, and saved his life by
grasping a jagged rock. He swam ashore as
He says
sood as he recovered his breath.
that several were in the water below him,
and he noticed none get to land. lie believes
that they were drowned.
Letters were found at the wreck addressed
to J. W. Priest, Littleton, New York. He
was found
this morning only slightly hurt.
John Crowley of North Adams, Mass., was
on tlie train, and is mildly insane.
Three bodies which have been found and
taken to Shelburne Falls, are those of Viola
Littlejohn, Occe Littlejohn, E. F. Whitehouse of Boston. The body of Ed. Whitehouse was brought to Greenfield this morning by a wrecking train. It was found in the
river under a car, with a terrible gash over
the right eye across his forehead. He was
proDaoiy stunned and men urowneu.
Another body found at the wreck is believed to be that of a man named Whitehouse, a New England traveling agent of the
New England and Boston line. He passed
through the night before with a large emigrant party for the West.
Other bodies found were those of Charles
Durkin of Boston, Mark Spencer, a brakeman, and Charles Temple, a commercial
traveler for small wares, and well known to
dry goods dealers throughout New England.
He was higli in the order of Masonry.
Nine of the dead are now recovered.

[THIRD DESPATCH.]
Engineer Littlejohn died to-day. Among
the dead identified to-day were
Charles
Dugan, a drummer of Boston; Chas. Temple,
a drummer of Waltham; Ed. Whitehouse of
Boston, E. E. Hayden of Boston. Thousands
of people have visited the scene to-day.
Many of the dead recovered died evidently
in horrible agony judging from expressions
on tlie faces and the positions in which they
were

found.

[SECOND DESPATCH.]
believed to-night there are

It is
a number
of bodies still under a car in the river, hut
the work of recovery Ikis been suspended.
The following is a complete list of the killed
and wounded so far as found:
KILLED.

Merritt Seeley, Boston.
E. E. Hayden, Beanford, Mass.
Charles Temple, Waltham, Mass.
J. E. Gould, Mlllbury, Mass.
Charles Durgan, South Boston.
Viola Littlejohn, Ocee Littlejohn, Engineer Herbert Littlejohn, North Adams.
Ed. Whitehouse. Boston.
Mark F. Spencer, Waltham. Mass.
INJURED.

Michael Dorgan. Greenfield, eerionalj-.

A. D. Cornell. Shelburne Falls, slightly.
C. F. Bell, Nashua, N. H.. badly hut not

fatal.
Conductor John Foster, slightly.
E. B. Stone, slightly.
J. P. Fowler, Cambridge, slightly.
A. C. Harvev, Boston, badly but not dangerous-

ly-

ALL LOST.

A. K. Warner, Greenfield, seriously.
F. S. Hagar, Greenfield, slightly.
Miss A. Derby, slightly.
Mail Agent
Eagle Bridge, slightly.
Henry C. Couillard, Cliarlemont, badly.

Putney,

J. E. Priest, Littleton, N. H., slightly.
Charles Bichardson, North Adams, slightly.
D. L. Crandalfi Athol, severely shaken up hut
uot seriously hurt.
Express Messenger P. 1* Streeter, Troy, N. Y.,

Bar Harbor, Me., April 8.—The fishing
schooner Chanticleer of Vinalhaven, at anchor at Southwest Harbor Tuesday night,
parted her cable and went ashore. The crew
of three attempted to reach the shore in a
dory, but it was swamped and all were lost.
One body has been found.

MAINE.
Death of

Sister of the Late Jacob

a

Abbott.
Sallicia
Farmington, Apiil 8.—Miss
Abbott, sister of the late Jacob Abbott, died
today, aged 85. She was the amanuensis of
lier brother, the historian, and a cultured
Christian woman. Only one, Mrs. C. A.
Cutler, now survives of this celebrated

family.

An Official Visit.

Augusta, April 8.—Governor Robie and
Councillor Hatch, accompanied by Hon.
James Weymouth, trustee of the Insane
Hospital, made an official visit to that institution today. They found the departments
in excellent condition. John Marston of
Portland, transferred to the hospital after
being sentenced to State prison for five
A pardon had been
years, was examined.
asked for him on the ground that lie had

consumption.

The Governor and Councillor Hatch will

visit the State

College tomorrow

and investi-

The diseased
gate the cattle disease there.
cattle will probably be ail killed.
Put In for a Harbor.

Gloucester, Mass., April 8.—Steamer
Katahdiu, Boston for Rockland, put In here
this morning for a harbor. Most of her passengers were landed and took the train for
their destination.

Seats.

•The Full Throated Irish Cheer Heard
to Perfection.

The Premier Accorded
thusiastic

Most En-

a

Reception.

Gladstone had entered the Parliament building. Within the building the prime minis-

Scenes and Incidents of

extinguished, a number of members of
Parliament, gentlemen sure of admittance.
began to arrive to make themselves doubly
certain of their privileges by getting to their
seats. McDonnell Sullivan, a Nationalist

The Culmination of
ment and

Political Excite-

Lawlessness.

gage in

Laredo, Texas,
Deadly Conflict.
in

En-

Wounded.

Lakepo, Texas, April 8.—The intense excitement and lawlessness which has prevailed here for the past fortnight, culminated
last evening in a bloody riot. The immediate cause is attributed by many to a circular
which appeared yesterday morning, announcing that the Democratic party would hold
funeral services at 4 o’clock in the afternoon
over the party known there as the “IIuarches.”
Directly after the appearance of
the circular, it was announced that the “Huarches” party would prevent by force any

such demonstration.
At 4 o’clock, the streets leading to the
point from whence the Democratic procession was announced to start, were blockaded
with armed men. For half an hour the susThen it was anpense was intolerable.
nounced that there would be no effort to
burn the effigy oF the “Huarches.” This
had a pacific effect, and the crowd began to

disperse.
Suddenly the music

of

the Democratic

band struck up, and the procession moved
out to and down Main street, turning into a
street leading to the Main Plaza. When
UI
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Martin’s store, a party of men, armed with
Winchesters and revolvers, charged the procession.
Instantly over one hundred men
became engaged in a deadly conflict, and for
half an hour a regular battle raged along the
street near the river.
During the height of
the conflict, a small cannon which had been
used by the “Huarches” party, and which is
said to have been charged with nails and
stones, was fired down the street.
By 5 o’clock the mob was supreme, and it

feared that the women and children
would be at the mercy of the rioters. At
this critical moment word was despatched to
Col. Barnard, commander of the United
States for;es at Fort Macintosh, that the
heavy firing in the city was caused by an attack by Mexicans from the other side of the
Rio Grande.
It took him but a few moments to double-quick two companies of infantry into the town. Before this force the
mob dispersed, and in a short time every
armed man on the street had his weapons
taken away from him, and order was restored.
The casualties so far as known are five
killed and three wounded. All the killed
were Mexicans, except one, a
young American, named Becker. The wounded are Pancho Garcia, Mr. Paggenpolil. and a nephew
of Dario Gonzalez.
Mr. Paggenpolil is a
prominent citizen, and was wounded by a
stray bullet while standing in front of A. G.
Dickinson’s law office.
Those who took part in the Democratic
procession claim that thev wore fired into,
and only acted on the. defensive. The excitement last night was intense, but it is
thought that further bloodshed will be
was

avoided.

_

The Frank N.

Thayer’s

Crew.

New

April 8.—The
Bedfoiid, Mass.,
whaling bark Itosseau, which arrived today,
the
bark Frank
of
some
of
the
crew
brought
N. Thayer, on which a mutiny occurred
January 1st, and which wa6 afterward
burned.
The Northern Pacific depot at Mile6 City,
Montana, was burned Wednesday night
All records
with a large amount of freight.
were burned.
The building was insured.

The time has arrived when both honor and
duty require Parliament to come to a decisive resolution. It should be our endeavor to
elevate Parliament from the restraints under which, during late years, it had ineffectually struggled, and to restore legislation to
its unimpeded course. It is our duty to establish harmonious relations between Great
Britain and Ireland on a footing of free institutions in which Englishmen, Scotchmen
and Irishmen have a like interest.

This statement was greeted with prolonged
cheers. As soon as quiet was restored, Mr.
Gladstone said:
MR. GLADSTONE’S SPEECH,

“I could wish it had been possible to
expound to the House the whole policy
and intention of the government with
reference to Ireland. Although questions of

reform in the tenure of land and Irish government are so closely and inseparably connected, it is yet impossible to undertake the
task of elucidating both questions together.
I do not know of any previous task laid up-

those retained possession of their chosen
seats by remaining in them bodily all day.

The chamber is swept clean and dusted evmorning during the session. Today it
was thoroughly scrubbed as well.
Disagreeable as all this was, it did not dismay
the gentlemen who were sitting for security,
and they maintained their nositinnc
they got hungry or thirsty they had food or
drink brought in to them.
Some of them
had been there all night, struggling to get in,
and these generally fixed themselves as com-

on me

tiulo

member for Tipperary, who was riding it at
the time, upon his head on the flagging.
He

going
were

Irishmen alike are unalterably attached.
(Loud cheers, prolonged by the Home Rule
members.)
Effect of Coercive LegislationAfter reviewing the condition and crime
existing in Ireiand since 1833 Gladstone described the coercive legislation enforced during the same period as not exceptional, but
habitual. He compared Ireland during all
this period to a man trying to find sustenance in a medicine only meant for a cure.
Coercion, however, had, he said, proved no
Serious disaffection continued to precure.
vail in Ireland and if England and Scotland

The crowds outside the House by this time
had increased to thousands. The Conservative politicians were not without hope to influence the feelings of this crowd against the
orator of the day, even in the last available
moment, for they had sandwiched men and
placard bearers among the crowd, carrying
such appeals as “Let us consolidate and not
dismember the empire,” etc.

Had suffered similar

At 3 o’clock the crowd outside the palace
was enormous. It covered all the space
down to the Westminster bridge and extended pretty well up Parliament street toward
Whitehall.
At that hour a perfeet jam of
people filled Downing street, where Mr.
Gladstone’s official residence is situated. This
crowd was patiently waiting for the premier
to make his appearance on his departure for
the House of Commons.
Mr. Gladstone finished reading his papers
and telegraphic and mail correspondence at
lie spent the remainder of
an early hour.
the morning and part of the afternoon in
He refused to permit himcontemplation.
self to be disturbed by calls from any of the
large number of persons who attempted to
see him, making but one exception, and that
in favor of John Morley, chief secretary for
Ireland, whom he sent for and conferred
with for a short time.

empire.
‘‘Something must be done,” continued
Gladstone. “Something is imperatively

Restore in Ireland the First Conditions of Civil Life,

“Big Ben,”

free course of law, the liberty of every individual in the exercise of every legal right,
their confidence in the law and their sympathy with the law apart from which no
country can be called a civilized country.”
What then was the problem before him? It
was this:
How to reconcile imperial unity
with diversity of legislatures! Other countries had solved the problem and under
much more difficult circumstances. We ourselves might be said to have solved it with
respect to Ireland during the time that Ireland had a separate parliament.
Did it de-

the streets, who depended on its tones for
knowing the time of day, and it was regarded by the thousands as an occurrence of
ill omen.
1-1...
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about St. Stephen were so crowded with
people that attempts to carry on traffic in the
neighborhood had to be suspended. Mounted
police were placed _>n duty because it was
impossible for officers on foot to go about.
In the House of Commons the members
now began to divide themselves into parties,
with a view to their probable support or opposition to the coming speech. They also
indulged in considerable bantering of one
another. Mr. Peter Rylands, Liberal member for Burnley, who had failed to secure a
seat on the floor, but had one in one of the
galleries, attempted to make a speech from
his lofty position, no was greeted with a
volley of yells which rendered his voice inaudible, and compelled him to relinquish his
purpose of giving the House some information. It was ascertained that no less than
450 of 050 members had entered and secured
their seats by personal occupation or “hotting.” Before 12 o’clock the wives, daughters and female relatives and friends of these
members thronged the waiting rooms. They
were provided with provisions with which to
subsist and pass the time
were

during

which

stroy the unity of the British

empire?
(Cheers.)
Mr. Gladstone then pointed to the case of
Norway and Sweden, which countries were
he said, united upon a footing of
Strict Legislative Independence and
Co-equality.
lie also referred to the

of Austria and
Hungary to show that legislative diversity
and government unity in one empire was not
a paradoxical condition.
The claim of Ireland to make laws for herself was denied, continued Mr. Gladstone,
until the reign of George II.
To speak of
dismemberment of the empire was in this
century an absurdity. The fault of the administrative system of Ireland was that its
case

spring and source of action was English.
(Cheers.) The government therefore felt
that the settlement of the question was to be
found by establishing a

Parliament in Dublin.
(Irish cheers) for the conduct of business of
botli a legislative and administrative nature.
The political economy of the three countries
must be reconciled.
There should be an
equitable distribution of the imperial burdens. Next, there must be reasonable safeguards for the minority.
He had no doubt
of the ability of the minority to take care of
but
for
the present tuore were three
itself,
classes of people whom they were bound to
consider: Firstly, the class connected with

they

waiting.

Soon after 3 o’clock, the Parnell members

began to take possession of their seats. They
arranged themselves in serried ranks on the
Opposition benches in front of the places
where Gladstone was to speak. Thomas
Power O’Connor, Nationalist member for
the Scotland division of Liverpool, explained
the haste exhibited by his party to secure
seats by saying that the Tories had organized a plot to take possession of the seats in
such a way as to make it impossible for the
Parnell party to sit together, in order to rob
Mr. Gladstone of the chorus and cheers
which the full throated Irish members would
be sure to give him if they were in a body,

Mr.
de-

manded from us to

time in Victoria tower, on the southwest comer of the
Parliament building, stopped this afternoon.
Its stoppage was noticed by the crowds in

O

he believed

The consequence was that the mainspring of
the law in England and Scotland was felt to
be English or ScotchThe mainspring of
the law in Ireland was not felt by her people to be Irish. He therefore deemed it little less than mockery to hold that the state
of this law which he had described conduced to the real unity of this great, world-wide

England’s giant bell, rings the

«

hardships

the people of these countries would resort to
means similar to those the Irish had used to
ventilate
their
grievances.
(Pamellite
cheers.) Coercion was admitted to have been
a failure for the past fifty-three years. What
was the basis of the whole mischief was
the fact that the law was discredited in Ireland. It came to the Irish people with a
foreign aspect and their alternative to coercion was to strip the law of its foreign character and invest it with a domestic character. (Loud Irish cheers.)
Ireland, though
represented inParliament, numerically equal
with England or Scotland, was really not in
the same position politically. England made
her own laws; Scotland had been encouraged
to make her own laws as effectually as if she
had six times her present representation.

gates

~

(jUfiSuon.

under which of late years it has ineffectually
struggled to perform the business of the
country, and will restore British legislation
to its natural ancient and unimpeded course,
and above" all establish harmonious relations
between Great Britain and Ireland (Hear,
hear!) on the footing of those free institutions to which Englishmen, Scotchmen and

day.

— ~
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Liberate Parliament from Restraints

picked up bleeding profusely and very
badly stunned. His forehead was deeply cut

clock for which

(Ji
or

s-nriouo

have arrived at a stage in our political transactions with Ireland when the two roads
part, not soon probably to meet again. The
time is come when it is incumbent on the
duty and honor of Parliament to come to
some decisive resolution on this matter. Our
intention is, therefore, to propose to the
Commons that which, if happily accepted,
will, we think

selves on the river terrace, borrowed a bicycle and had great sport, racing up and
down the terrace with it until finally it collapsed, throwing P. J. O’Brien, a Parnell

enormous

exposition.

L..4 -L

possible and slept.
number of members disported them,

The

an

We should no longer fence
skirmish with
this question, (Loud cheers.) We should
to
come
close quarters with it. (Cheers.)
We should take means,
not merely
intended for the wants of today or tomorrow,

as

insisted on
his
wounds

involving so diversified

In contemplating the magnitude of this task
I am filled with a painful mistrust, but that
mistrust is absorbed in a feeling of responsibility that will be upon me if 1 should fail
to bring home to the public mind the nagni-

every

dressed he returned to occupy his seat. After
exhausting all expedients to kill time outside
the members assembled in the House after 1
In an hour the floor was pretty
e’clock.
well covered with groups of members, animatedly debating the possible outcome of the

A BLOODY RIOT.

a bill to amend previous legisla.
tion, and to make provision for the future
government of Ireland. On making this
motion, Mr. Gladstone said:

members were afraid to trust to the honor of
their colleagues for the maintenance of the
rules on an occasion like that of today, and

hospital, but he
barelieaded, and after

was

introduce

his advantage by bribing a friendly policeto permit him to have access by way of
the back stairs.
The South Westmeath member was not
long the sole occupant of the chamber. He
was almost immediately followed by a score
of Parnell’s colleagues.
The rule regarding
seats was first come, first served.
Sullivan
therefore had his pick of the whole floor. He
chose the very best.
It was not long before
all of Parnell’s followers were in the House,
and they pre-empted the best places in the
locality invaded by Mr. Sullivan.
The rest of the British members followed
close upon the advent of Parnell’s followers.
It was yet early in the morning when all the
seats on the floor were taken.
A number of

badly.

Y., severely bruised.
Henry A. Scribner, mail agent, Waltham, slightlyJ. M. Watkins, Oswego, N. Y., internally.
C. M. Peckliam of Orange and F.
F.
Finch of Boston are yet missing.

and it is safe to say that no such
ever witnessed before in the
House of Commons.
As soon as the cheering had ceased, Mr.
Gladstone rose and moved for permission to
scene

man

to an

G. W. Dunnell, Boston, badly bruised.
Miss Mary Gowing, Poughkeepsie, N.

vailed,

in as early as 5.30
in the morning, and
at once proceeded to make sure of his place.
It is alleged, however, that Sullivan secured

slightly.

J. B. Sturtevant, baggage master, slightly.
Walter Parker, Cambridge, N. Y
brakeman,

Parnell party, the wildest enthusiasm pre-

member for South Westmeath, was the first
man to gain entrance to the Ilouse.
He got

over the eyes, and his face and hands were
much torn and bruised.
He was, in fact, so
seriously injured that he had to be removed

Elisha Cornel], Shelburne Falls, slightly.
Lewis, (colored), porter of the palace car

4.30 o’clock, Mr. Gladstone entered the room.
His entrance was followed by loud and prolonged cheers, which were continued for
several moments. Among the Liberals and

were

fortably

reception, though less demonstrative,
equally enthusiastic with that he had

just received without.
As soon as the usual formalities attending
the opening of a session of Parliament were
over, it was voted to postpone the reading
and answering of all questions on the notice
paper. Hardly had this been done when, at

London,April 8.—At the houses of Parliament this morning, before the night watchmen in the House were relieved or the lights

ly.

Aaron

was

markable Event.

was

Edward H. Arnold, North Adams, slightly.
Miss Cornell, Shelburne Falls, slightly.
A Mr. Wilcox living near Syracuse, N. Y.,slight-

ter’s

This Re-

slightly.

null

Vinalhaven Schooner—
The Crew Drowned.
a

Night la Their

A

Five Persons Killed and Three Others

Wreck of

Proportions.

Many of the Members Remain All

was

tion of the Hennepin Canal.

Smyrna Mills, April 8.—A fatal accident
occurred here Tuesday. Jeff Roberts, an
unmarried man, aged about 50 years, while
fixing a bight on a rifle, accidentally discharged the gim, the bullet striking just below the breast bone, and inflicting aluiost
When hit, Mr. Roberts
instant death.
straightened up and exclaimed, “Boys, I am
gone! I forgot that gun was loaded!” He
then sat down, and in a few minutes fell
over backwards dead. He was 50 years old,
and leaves no family. One of his brothers
lives in Portland, another in Bangor, and a
sister at Smyrna Mills. He was a hunter by
profession. Several men were near him
when the accident occurred.

The Crowd In and About the House
of Enormous

people.

The weather at this time suddenly changed;
the clouds lowered; and thunder was heard.
Nevertheless the mass of people eutside increased and became denser. Catholic priests
were conspicuously numerous in the crowd,
and no less than 35 branches of the London
organization of the Irish National League,
were represented by full deputations, whose
identity was easily established at a distance
by their green regalias. Political clubs beyond numbering were also present to take in
the popular demonstration. At 4 o’clock deputations from 32 Liberal clubs alone had
been counted in the throng.
Mr. Gladstone went to the House in an open carriage, and his apppearance was greeted
with deafening cheers.The enthusiasm of the
people all the way from the door of his house
to the entrance of the Commons was spontaneous and thrilling.
It vented itself at the
beginning of the journey in a roar of applause, and when the whole immense multitude caught the signal, one tremendous, long
sustained cheer was set up, the like of which
and
was never before heard in London,
which was plainly audible in the House.
The cheering continued until long after Mr.

of the

Two Factions

A Smyrna Man Killed by the Accidental Discharge of His Rifle.

crowded with

London.

tional Express Company, died this morning
at G o’clock. Brakeman Spencer’s body has

of the Territories and District of Columbia;
also the petition of the Knights of Labor
assemblies of Auburn and Rockport, Me.“
for a liberal appropriation for internal improvements, and especially for the construc-

FATAL ACCIDENT.

House of Commons.

be Still in

Mr.

Personal.
John E. DeWitt of Portland, and J. R.
Bodwell and wife, of Ilallowell, are here.
Minor Matters.
Mr. Dingley presented today the petition
of ill citizens'of St. George, Me., who favor
the passage of the Dingley pilotage bill.

Gladstone Presents His Bill in the

Twenty-Eight Injured.
Supposed

liking. O’Connor
said that when his colleagues discovered this
conspiracy, they at once took steps to circumvent it by reaching the scene in time to
get the choice of places. O’Connor said he
was satisfied with the result, and added that
the Irish cheers would he not only full
throated but unanimous.
Right Hon. Arthur Wellesley Peel, speaker
of the House, took the chair promptly at 4
o’clock. The chamber at the time was packed to the very extreme limit of its capacity,
and every doorway showed the hallways

Horror.
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the land; secondly, civil servants and officers
of the government in Ireland; thirdly, the

Protestant minority. The speaker could not
admit the
Claim of the Protestant Minority in

!

4Ulster

elsewhere to rule on questions which were
for the whole of Ireland. Several schemes
for a separate government of Ulster had
been submitted to him, one being that Ulster
province should be excluded from the operations of the present bill. But none of the
proposals had appeared to the government
to be so completely Justified by its merits or
by tlie weight of public opinion in its favor
as to warrant the government in including it
or

in their bill. However, should any feasible
and satisfactory plans be discovered, the
government would do its best to adopt the
plan that seemed likely to give general
satisfaction.
Referring to the Creat Settlement of
I 782,
Mr. Gladstone said: “It was not a real
settlement, anil why '.’ Was it Ireland that
prevented a real settlement being made?
(Irish cheers.) No, it was the mistaken

of England, listening to the pernicious voice and claims of the ascendancy.
(Hear!) The Irish Parliament labored under
great disadvantages, yet it hud in it a spark
of the spirit of freedom, and it emancipated
Homan Catholics in Ireland when Roman
Catholics in England were still unemancipated. There was a spirit in that Parliament which, if it had had free scope, would
have done a noble work and probably would
have solved all the Irish problems and have
saved this government infinite trouble.”
The speaker said he would now pass to the

policy

plan

Ireland a Legislature,
to deal with the Irish as distinguished from
imperial affairs. (Hear!) He was confronted at the outset with what he felt to be a
formidable dilemma. If Ireland was to have
domestic legislation for domesti# affairs,
were the Irish members and Irish representative peers in either House to continue
to form a part of the representative assemblies ? The speaker thought it would be perfectly clear that if Ireland was to have a
domestic legislature, Irish peers and Irish
representatives could not come to Parliament
How to Cive

English

control

to

and

Sootch

affairs.

(.Cheers.) Then with regard to the question
whether the Irish representatives should
come to the House of Commons for the
settlement of imperial affairs, he thought
that could not be done. He had therefore
arrived at the conclusion that the Irish members and Irish peers ought not to sit in the
palace of Westminster. (‘Oh! Oh!’ and
cheers.) If the Irish members were not to
sit in the House of Commons, the Irish peers
ought not to sit in the other House of Parliament. (‘Hear! hear’and ‘Oh!’)
How

the

were

People to

Irish
Taxed

Two courses
powers of the legislature.
might have been taken. One was to endow
this legislative body with particular legislative powers; the other was to except from
the sphere of its action those subjects which
the government thought ought to be excepted, and to leave to it every other power. The
Administralatter plan had been adopted.
tive power would pass with legislative powThe duration of the proposed legislaer.
tive body should not exceed five years. The
functions which it was proposed to withdraw from the cognizance of the legislative
body were three grand and principal functions, viz.: Everything which related to the
crown; all that which belonged to defence,
the army, the navy, the entire orgamm^tion
of an armed force, and our foreign and colonial relations. It would not be competent to
pass laws for the establishment or endowment of any particular religion (cheers), and
as to trade and navigation it would be a
misfortune to Ireland to be separated from
England. The Irish Parliament would also
have nothing to do with the coinage or crea*
tion of a legal tender.
The subject of the
post office would be left to the judgment of
vuu

viuutuuv

luvmieu

to the view that it would be more convenient
to leave the post office matters in the hands
of the Postmaster General. Quarantine and
one or two other subjects were left in the
same

category.

The next
that of
The

subject he had

to

approach

\vu3

Composition of the Proposed
Legislative Body.

The bill proposed to introduce two orders
who would sit and deliberate together, with
the right of voting separately on any occasion and on demand of either body, which
should be able to interpose a veto upon any
measure for a limited time, either until dissolution or for three years.
These orders
would be constituted
as follows:
First,
there were 28 representative peers, who
could not continue to sit in the House of
Lords, and after the representatives of the
Irish people left the House of Commons.
They would have the option of sitting as a
portion of the first order in the Irish parliament, with the power of sitting for life. He
proposed that with the 28 peers now in the
House of Lords there should sit 75 representatives elected by the Irish people.
With
regards to the powers of election, their constituency would be composed of occupiers of
the value of £25 and upwards, and they
The propwould be elected for ten years.
erty qualifications of these representatives
would be £200 annual value or capital value

of,£4000.

Mr. Gladstone then said he proposed that
the hundred and one Irish members in the
House of Commons should be members of
the Irish parliament, and whilst the first order of the legislative body would consist of
one hundred and three members, the second
order would consist of two hundred and six.
It was proposed
To Retain the

Viceroy,

but he would not be a representative of any
party or quit office with the outgoing govern-ment.
The Queen would be empowered to
delegate to him any prerogative she now enor
would
joyed
enjoy.
Religious disability
now existing, which makes Roman Catholics
ineligible to office, would be removed.
Law and Order in Ireland.
With regard to the judges who had been
concerned in the
administration of
the
criminal law in Ireland, Her Majesty might,
if she saw cause, by an order in council
antedate the pensions of those particular
judges, but in future judges would be appointed by the Irish government, be paid
out of the consolidated fund and be removable only on the
joint address of tho two
orders. The constabulary would remain under their present terms of service and under
their present authority. The charge for the
constabulary was over £1,500,000 per annum
and the ;speaker felt confident the charge
HUIUU
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proposed to relieve the Irish legislative body
of all expenditure for the constabulary in excess of £1,000,000 per annum.
Civil Service.

With respect to the civil service the govnot think their case was the
that of the constabulary, and the
transfer of the civil service to the legislative
body would effect a great economy. He
therefore thought it would be wise to authorize the civil servants now serving to claim
the pensions that would be due to them upon
the abolition of their offices provided they
served two years.
In order to prevent inconvenience from the rapid transition of the
service, and at the close of that time both
parties should be free to negotiate afresh.
That was all, Mr. Gladstone stated, that he
had to say on the subject of the new Irish
constitution
ernment did
same as

Bearing the Imperial

Burdens.

The proportion of the imperial burdens
which he had to propose that Ireland should
bear was as 1 to 14.
He thought the new
Irish parliament ought to start with a balance to its credit.
But the only fund it
would have if left alone would be the soli-

tary £20,000 from the Irish church fund. He
knew no way of providing the necessary
money except by carving it out of this years
budget, and he proposed that in the future
Ireland should pay one-fifteenth towards the

imperial expenditures.
Speaking of trade between Great Britain
and Ireland, he said the Irish receipts would
gain from Great Britain a sum that would

amount to a no less total than £1,400,000 per
annum on spirits alone.
He then entered
into an elaborate calculation of the total
income and expenditure of Ireland, in the
couse of which he stated that the total
charge to Ireland as her imperial contribution Tie put at £3,242,000 per annum.
He estimated the total expenditure of Ireland, including payment as a sinking fund
for the Irish portion of the national debt, at
£7,046,000 per annum, and against that there
was a total income of £8,350,000 or a surplus
to the good of £404,000.
“It has naturally been said in England and
Scotland,” said Mr, Gladstone, ‘‘that for a
great many years past we have been

Struggling

Laws for
Ireland
and that we have sacrificed our time, neglected our interests and paid our money; and
we have done all this in the endeavor to give
to

We had

assemblies.

Continual Shocks With the Colonies
The
then. But all that has been changed.
British Parliament tried to pass good laws
the
colonics
“We
for the colonies but
said,
don’t w'ant your good laws; we want our
own good laws” and Parliament at length
admitted the reasonableness of this princihas now come home to
This
us from across the seas and the House has
to
now to consider whether it is
the case of Ireland. We now stand face to

principle

ple.

applicable

face with what is termed “Irish Nationality,” “venting itself in the demand for a general self-government in Irish, not in imperial affairs.
In conclusion Mr. Gladstone said, “I hold
there Is such a thing as
Local

which in itself is

To Maintain the Fiscal Unity of the
Nation,
there is another point with regard to the

wiuugii

since 1849, but many of those laws have been
passed under an intluence which I can hardly describe other than as the influence of
fear. “He did not deny the good intentions
of the British parliament to pass good law's
for Ireland,” but, he said, “In order to work
out the purposes of the government there is
something more in this world occasionally
required than passing good laws. (Hear!
hear!) It is sometimes necessary not only
that good laws should be passed but also
that they should be passed by the proper
persons. The passing of many good laws is
not enough. In cases w'here the strong instincts of people, distinct marks of character, situation and history require not only
that these laws should be good, but that
they should proceed from congenial and native sources, and that besides being good
laws they should be their own laws.” (Irish
cheers.) "At times I doubted whether this
necessity had been fully developed and especially with respect to Ireland, but if doubts
could be entertained before the last general
election they cannot now be entertained.
The principle I have laid dow n I am not
laying down for Ireland exceptionally.
When I held office at the colonial office fifty
years ago the colonies were governed from
Downing street. The result was that the
home government was always in conflict
with those countries which had legislative

be

if they had legislators in both countries? He
believed Great Britain would never impose
upon Ireland taxation without representation, and added, “If-we were to have taxa
tion without representation then there would
come another question which would raise a
practical difficulty, and that is, ‘Are we to
eive nn the fiscal nnitv of the ernnire?’
He
believed that to give up the fiscal unity of
the empire would be a great misfortune for
Great Britain, and a greater misfortune for
Ireland. He conceived that escape from that
dilemma would be such an arrangement as
would give the imperial government authority to levy customs duties and such excise
duties as were immediately connected with
The conditions of such an arthe customs.
rangement were, first, that the general power
of taxation over and above those particular
duties should pass unequivocally into the
hands of the domestic legislature in Ireland;
secondly, that the proceeds of the customs
and excise should be held for the benefit of
Ireland and for the discharge of the obligations of Ireland.and payment of the balance,
after these obligations
were discharged,
should be entered into the Irish exchequer
and be for the free disposal of the Irish legislative body. The government bill provided
for this, and the bill then provided that the
representatives of Ireland should no longer
sit in the House of Commons or Irish peers
in the House of Lords, but at the same time
they would have the right of addressing the
crown and so possess all the constitutional
rights they held now. (“Oh,” and cheers.) It
would, therefore, relieve the Irish members
from attendance at Westminster.

1/uiiiuuivukf

Ireland good laws. That is quite true with
regard to the general course of legislation

Pass Cood

Patriotism,
not bad but good. (Cheers.)

A Welshman is full of local patriotism; a
Scotchman is full of local patriotism.Now,the
Scotcn nationality is as strong as it ever
was and if need were to arise I believe it
would be as ready to assert itself as it was in
the days of Bannockburn.
(Cheers.) If I
read Irish history aright misfortune and calamity have wedded her sons to their soil
with an embrace yet closer than is known
elsewhere and an Irishman is still rnoie profoundly Irish, but it does not follow that because his local patriotism is strong he should
be
incapable of imperial patriotism.”
“There are two modes of presenting the
which
I
have
argued.
subject
One
nf them
is
t.n
present
wliat
we now recommend as good and the other is
to present it as a choice of evils and as the
least among varied evils with which as possibilities we are confronted. Well, I have
argued the matter as if it had been a choice
of evils. I do not know whether it may appear too bold but in my own heart I cherish
the hope that this is not merely the choice
of the lesser evil but that it may be proved
to be ere long good in itself. (Loud cheers.)
There is, f know, an answer to this, and
what is the answer?
The answer is only
found in the view which rests upon the
basis of despair, of absolute condemnation
of Ireland and Irishmen as exceptions to
’those beneficial provisions which nave been
made in general, Europeans in particularly,
English and Americans, capable of self-government, that the Irishman is a lusus
naturae; that justice, common sense, moderation and natural prosperity have no meaning for him; that all he can understand and
all that he can appreciate is strife and perpetual dissension. Now, sir, I am not going
to argue in this House whether this view,
this monstrous view’, is a correct one. I say
an

Irishman is as Capable of

Loyalty

any other man. (Renewed Irish cheers).
But if his loyalty has been checked, why it
is because the laws by which he is governed
do not present themselves to him as they do
to us in England or Scotland, with a native
and congenial element.
I have no right to
say that Ireland, through her constitutionally elected members, will accept the measure
1 propose. I hope they will, but I have no
right to assume it. Nor have I any power to
enforce it upon the people of England and
Scotland. But 1 rely on the patriotism and
sagacity of this house, on a free and full discussion. and more than all, upon the just and
generous sentiments of the two British nations; and, looking forward, I ask this house,
believing that no trivial motive could have
driven us to assist in the work we have undertaken—a work which we believe will restore Parliament to its free and unimpeded
course,—I ask them to
as

Stay the Waste of Public Treasure
system of government and

not in sufficient numbers to cause illnature or attract much attention.
During the delivery of the speech, as
night approached, the crowd outside gradually disappeared but inside the Commons
there was a constant quiver of excitement
from early morning until adjournment. Before the speaker entered, the floor of the
House, the lobbies, stairways and galleries
were all in the possession of a scattered mob
of gentle and aristocratic people, struggling
to hear and see the orator of the day. There
were fifty times as many persons engaged in
the struggle as could possibly be accommodated, and in the surge bishops, peers and
plenipotentiaries ran foul of commoners, reporters and people of every sort. In one
seen at one time was the Greek amassador, the United States minister, Cardinal Manning. Editor Burnund of Punch, the
Japanese ambassador and Michael Davitt.
These six were jammed in the struggle about
the door of the speaker’s gallery but were
finally rescued and taken to the accommodathem. Every squ'are
tions provided for
and
foot of space in the
galleries
the floor held a
human
on
being.
of
his
The Prince
Wales,
son. Prince Albert Victor, the Duke of Cambridge, Prince
Christian and Minister Phelps occupied seats
during the speech in the front row of the
gallery, Mr. Phelps sitting beside
Prince Christian.
As well known members entered the House
they were greeted with cheers. John Bright,
who entered with a feeble gait, was greeted
with ringing and approving cheers. The
Parnellites gave Parnell and Morley a hearty
reception, but welcomed Goshen with derisive shouts.
During a momentary lull in the confusion
of the cheers, the House was suddenly startled by a wild cry.
It came from the throats
of those who were the first to catch sight of
Gladstone gliding toward his seat from behind the Sneaaer’s chair.
The Irish members sprang to their feet as one man, and for
several minutes an uproar of enthusiastic
applause continued, and the full-throated
Irish cheer that Mr. T. P. O’Connor had
feared the interloping Tories might deprive
of half its power, was repeated till the whole
building seemed to reverberate with its triumphant peal. Gladstone seated himself between Morley and Sir William Vernon Harcourt. He looked very pale, and the lines on
his forehead appeared to have deepened
since his recent illness.
But his.step as he
entered was elastic, and his bearing indicated that he felt full confidence in the success
ef his forthcoming speech.
Gladstone was
both pleased and agitated
by the extraordinary enthusiasm of the populace.
The rule which practically excludes ladies
from the public sight in the House of Commons and which on occasions like that of today inexorably separates the husband and
wife who are fortunate enough to secure
seats among the spectators, compelled Mrs.
Gladstone to hide herself behind the screen
were

froup

peersF
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I
face, and have not feared to deal with.
ask that we shall practice as we have very
often preached, and that in our own case we
should be firm and fearless in applying doctrines we have often inculcated to others—
mat; me

Concession of

Local
ment

Self-Govern-

is not the way to sap and impair, but to
strengthen and consolidate unity. I ask that
we should learn to rely less on mere written
stipulations and more on those better stipulations written on the heart and mind of
man.
I ask that we should apply to Ireland
the happy experience we have gained in England and Scotland, where the course of
generations has now taught us, not as a
dream or theory, but as a matter of practice
and of life—that the best and surest foundation we can find to build on is the foundation afforded by the affections and convictions and will of man, and that it is thus by
the decree of the Almighty that, far more
than by any other method, we may be enenabled to secure at once the social happiness, power and permanence of the em-

pire.”

Gladstone resumed his seat amid
bursts of enthusiastic cheers, which were
sustained for several minutes.
Mr. Gladstone's speech was three hours
He
and twenty-five minutes in duration.
finished at 8 o’clock.
When the applause had subsided, George
Otto Trevelyan, who recently resigned his
position of Secretary for Scotland, arose.
After eulogizing Gladstone’s oration, Trevelyan said he resigned because he could never
Mr.

consent to such a scheme as Gladstone had
proposed. He had done his best to prevent
the Liberals from identifying themselves
with what he regarded as neither for the
For his
welfare nor benefit of the country.
part, he had no hesitation in saying the
complete separation of Ireland from Great
Britain would be preferable to the plan of
We should
the government just proposed.
then know the worst at once. As an alternative scheme, Mr. Trevelyan proposed one of
his own, giving Ireland self-government only
in the most trivial affairs.
At the conclusion of Trevelyan’s speech
which was chiefly a denunciation of Gladstone’s proposition, Parnell arose and was
received with cheers by the Irish members.
He ridiculed Trevelyan’s propositions, insin-
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for his resignation and referred feelingly to
the sympathy in America with the cause of
Ireland. Parnell congratulated the House
on the fact that there was still living an English statesman who could devote his attention to this important matter and begged to
thank Gladstone for what would not only
prove a beneficial measure from au Irish
point but what he (Parnell) believed would
be
of
to
equal benefit
England.
The bill, nevertheless, contained blots which
the Irish representatives would do their best
to remove. One of these was to be found in
the financial proposals of the bill, which he
regarded as very unfavorable to Ireland, especially in regard to the Irish tribute to the
imperial exchequer. He also complaine'd of
the proposition relative to the two orders
intended to constitute the Irish parliament
on the ground that the first, consisting of
peers not subject to the influence of a popular vote, would have the power of hanging
up measures demanded by the people and
their representatives for two or tlnee years.
On the whole, however, apart from these
defects, he believed the measure would be

cheerfully accepted by the Irish people and
their representatives as a satisfactory solution of a long-standing dispute between the
two countries and as tending to prosperity

and peace in Ireland to the

satisfaction of

England. (Cheers.)
Bight Hon. David Robert Plunkett (Conservative) member for Dublin University,
predicted that public opinion would regard
the measure with consternation, and felt assured that it would

never

be passed.

Chamberlain, debate
was adjourned. Sir William Harcourt previously stating that Gladstone would move toOn

motion

to give
other matters.
morrow

of Mr.

the debate precedence

over

Gladstone left the House ten minutes after
concluding his speech. He was affected by a
reaction after the intense excitement of the
day, and was obliged to retire to rest immediately after dinner.
The Cabinet has been summoned to meet
Friday.
The crowd which remained around the
Parliament buildings all day was the largest
The
ever collected in one body in London.
excitement during the day was intense, and
the steady rain which fell all day could not
dampen the ardor of the multitude, among
the members of which a sentiment of symThe
pathy with Ireland predominated.
Irish colors were worn by a vast majority of
the crowd, the friends of Ireland being out
Notwithstanding the
in tremendous force.
immensity of the multitude, good order was
generally observed.
Among the thunders of cheers as Gladstone's carriage passed through the streets
there were heard a few groans, but they
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the privilege of sitting beside her husband
in the House any more than the Prime Minister’s wife’s claim could gain for her the boon
of witnessing the noblest effort of her great
There were also In the
husband’s career.
ladies’ gallery many women of noble blood.
It was 4.35 when the speaker called on M r.
Gladstone to take the floor. Gladstone then
rose and met with the most prolonged outburst of cheering ever heard in the House of
Commons.
He was evidently deeply imDuring the propressed by his reception.
gress of his statement of the features of his
bill there was little or no demonstration of
friendship of hostility from either part of
the House. This part of his oration was
admirably cold, precise, methodical and instructive. Occasionally, however, the Parnellites gave a vigorous cheer when some

sentiment was expressed which they could
re-echo now and then—likewise a half audible sign of dissent came from the Conservative benches. But for the most part the
arguments were heard in silence and a stranger would easily have supposed the voice
some
of
the
was
that
of
speaker
impassioned man in the full vigor of the
Even the natural stiffness of
pnme of life.
old age (Gladstone is 76,) gradually gave way
to the flexibleness in movement, animation
of utterance that are
amazing in themselves, but which do not
strike the auditor as anything but matters of
course, so generally and imperceptibly do
the fires of the grand old man’s eloquence
light him up.
in manner and in fire
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to work today, because the mills use coa
from cars handled by non-union switchmen
and these establishments have all shut down
Labor Difficulties Settled In

Belfast

Belfast, Aprils.—The Belfast Journa
has the following:

everywhere was home rule. The stock exchange, the club rooms and all places where
telegrams were received from London were
crowded all

day.

The excitement here over

Gladstone’s action concerning home rule exceeded that caused by the Catholic Emanci-

pation.

Labor

Notes.

The Connecticut Senate, yesterday, passed
bill exempting wages of 8100 from attach-

a

ment ; also a bill requiring corporations to
pay weekly 80 per cent, of wages due when

requested by employes.

XLIXtli CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, April 8.
After the morning hour the Senate took
and
up
passed the bill providing for the erection of a building for the congressional libra
ry.
Mr. Frye tried to have the fisheries resolutions considered and succeeded in obtaining
unanimous consent for their consideration
after the morning business tomorrow.
The Washington Territory bill was then
taken up and freely discussed but no action
was taken, and the Senate at 5.50 adjourned
until tomorrow.

HOUSE.
Mr. James of New York called up the
ver bill.
The bill for free coinage of silver was
bated at considerable length and a vote
ing taken it was defeated, yeas 126, nays
After the vote on tbe free coinage of
ver bill the House at 6.00 adjourned.

sildebe161.
sil-

FOREIGN.
Boats for the Irish Fishermen.

Dublin, April 8.—The Cable News Comhas opened a fund in the National
thn

■
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boats to the impoverished people inhabiting
The fund
the islands along the west coast.
will be known as the American Cable News
Company’s Fishing Boat Fund, and its managers and promoters intend to lose no time
in carrying out the objects of its creation. It
is proposed to purchase boats at a cost of
£50 each, completely equipped for service,
and sell them to the fishermen at cost, to be
paid for by installments within two years.
The money received in payment for the
boats wili be used to purchase additional
ones, which will be disposed of under the
same conditions as the first.
Another of M. Pasteur’s Wolf*Bltten
Patients Dies.

Pakis, April

8.—A third member of the
party of wolf-bitten Russians who came
here to be treated by M. Pasteur, lies dead.
Like the other two, he showed symptoms of

hydrophobia.

The Italian Ministry Resigns.
Rome, April 8.—The resignation of the
ministry was announced today. The ministry was formed June 29,1885, with Signor A.
Depretis as president.
A Cabinet Officer Resigns.
London, April 8.—Edward Heneage has
resigned the cabinet office of Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster.
CENERAL NEW8.
A strong petition on the part of the citiof Centre Conway has been filled with
the railroad
commissioners, asking for a
change in the location of the Portland & OgA
densburg railroad depot at that place.
hearing will be had on the 37th inst.
zens

The Strike on the Could Railroads no
Nearer a Settlement.

Trains Said to be Moving
of the Roads.

on

Many

New York, April 8.—General Manager
Hoxie telegraphed this morning that the
business of the system has about resumed its
normal condition at all points.
Philadelphia, April 8.—Secretary Turner, of the Knights of Labor, while passing
through this city on his way to Scranton
yesterday, said in regard to the prospect for
a settlement of the Missouri Pacific strike:
The matter now rests with District Assemblies.
Nos. 101, 93 and 17, of the Knights of Labor,
chance of a settlement.
In fact the situation is worse than it ever was. Gould undoubtedly is responsible for the failure to keep the agreement. Mr. Hoxie undoubtedly is acting under the
president’s directions.
The Fort Worth affair is unfortunate, and the
order being opposed in every way to such measThe
ures, should not be held responsible for it.
people were driven to desperation, and the deputy
sheriff who led the posse is a well known desperado. He has quite a history in that line.
The despatches sent by Hoxie to Gould every
day telling of the freight trains moving freely are
untrue. There is practically no freight traffic to
and from St. Louis and along the line except a few
The
empty cars or trains filled with armed men.
strikers do not want to meddle with the trains.
The rompauy desires to leave us alone, and
the Knights are going to leave the road severely
alone.
Topeka, Kan., April 8.—Labor Commissioner Belton of Kansas, in an interview
yesterday, expressed the opinion that if the
Missouri Pacific officials continue their discourteous treatment of the officers of the
Knights of Labor, a general -boycott against
The
the Gould system would be ordered
commissioner said that the western roads,
at his request, gave him figures regarding
their scales of wages. From these he made
a tabulated statement showing that the Missouri Pacific paid an average of 38 per cent,
less wages than any other road. The commissioner also expressed disbelief in Gould's
statement that the company had retained in
its employ hundreds of unnecessary men for
the
of precipitating trouble with
fear
see no

Knights of Labor.

East St. Louis, April 8.—It is believed
that there will be no more efforts to frighten
nom

Amnlmroo nnf

of tVio

varHa

lll/O

HlnSA

On the part of several
of the roads a determined feeling is shown
at present to begin to transact their business
as of old.
The resumption of traffic on the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago
& Alton, and the Ohio & Mississippi may
now be justly said to be complete.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has instructed
its Chicago officers to send on all freight
offered for St. Louis, and all freight offered
at St. Louis is promptly handled. Three
heavy trains were sent out of St. Louis yesterday, and an equal number were received
in the yards. The road, too. has made considerable preparation for the protection of
its property and employes as a last resort,
when it is unable to operate its trains without some such precaution.
About forty
deputy marshals are now kept on the premises armed with revolvers and Winchester
rifles. With these deputies the yards will
be guarded.
Waco, Tex., April 8.—At about 1 p. m.,

reported yesterday.

yesterday,
railroad
rena,
were

the agent of the Missouri Pacific

here, received a despatch from Lainforming him that 50 masked men
on their way to
destroy the Long bridge

) miles south of Waco.

The

report

was

subsequently verified by the conductor of a
Delated train, who said that 37 of the men
were travelling in the direction of the bridge.
Sheriff Harris was at once notified of the
[act, and he immediately collected an armed
Dosse, boarded a special train and proceeded
;o the threatend point on the Missouri Pa-

Bloodshed was expected to result if
;he authorities and maskers met,and if there
was the least hesitation shown on the part of
;he latter to surrender. The city marshal of
IVaco assembled his force, and was ready to
;o to the assistance of the county authorities
iliould it be required. At 12.30, information
was brought in by cattlemen that the band
Degan tearing up the track immediately after
he passenger train passed south, and that
hey bad commenced the work of destruction
The report, however,
>n the L#ng bridge.
acked confirmation. The Waco light infancy were in their armory awaiting orders,
ind the excitement was intense all day yesterday.
St. Louis, April 8.—A committee of the
xnights of Labor visited the yards of the
Vabash road in North St. Louis and repiested the men working not to handle cars
ontainlng freight on the Missouri Pacific
oad. After a brief consultation all the
uen in the yard quit work and business
here was brought to a standstill. It is said
hat the
engineers and firemen also quit
vork but they did so as individuals. Trains
:re running without
interruption in most of
I he Last St. Louis
yards, today, and a good
: .mount of business was transacted.
In Sympathy With the Strikers.
St. Louis, April 8.—Men working for the
5ast St. Louis rolling mill, Tuuor Iron
;
Vorksandthe Grain Elevator all declined
flfic.

THE SEA SERPENT.
A

Correspondent

Paper

of

a

Biddeford

Talks of Him.

[Biddeford Times.]
A correspondent from Wells says that during the height of the tempest Tuesday afternoon, while two local fishermen were lookout upon the tempestuous seas, which
*
lashed the sandy beach, an object was di.
of
a
mile
from
the
covered about one-eighth
shore, which might have been mistaken lor a
school of seals or of large fish, leaping from
It was nearly dark and a
billow to billow.
blinding rain was driving in from the eastward, but the man who witnessed the phenomenon declare that during the let-ups of
the storm they obtained a distinct view of
the object at sea; that it was neither seal,
porpoise, wreckage nor weeds, but a huge
animal as long as a whale, but of much more
One of the two men
slender proportions.
who watched the anjics of the monster is an
old salt, and he affirms that the animal is a
counterpart of the veritable sea serpent
which he once saw in the Carribean sea. except that it appears to have grown considerably in the years that have intervened. The
huge beast, the witness asserts, swam upon
the waves with ease. High in the air it held
its held, the size of a barrel, and containing
eyes like two cups, which gleamed out over
the dark waters with the brilliancy of elecThe animal had neither fins nor
tric lights.
legs, and its mouth, which was kept partly
opened, was armed with tripple rows of
teeth. It finally disappeared by diving into
The reputation of the two men
the ocean.
who reported the reptile have always been
and neither of them are addicted to
rink
Both declare that they were badly

ing

THE LABOR QUESTION.

1

Belfast has been exempt from tbe labor trouble
which have more or less affected other manufa
turmg places in Maine, but lust week we had 9cllttle flurry which happily was satisfactorily se a
tied. On March lr.tb, tbe Stone Cutters' Unlo tin this city made a schedule of prices and oth u
regulations governing work at Mr. C. J. Hai ler
stone vard, and asked for answer by April 1st. O’s
that day tbe Union went into session at their h Hu
and sent a committee to Mr. Hall, who recelv U
them In a friendly spirit, and In a shoit time ted
differences were settled, and the men went he
work. Tbe workmen receive a small Increase to
wages, a regular schedule of prices has bee la
adopted, a monthly pay day established, and nln u
hours constitute a day's work on Saturday, withe
out a reduction of wages on that day.

Excitement In Dublin.

Dublin, April 8.—The city was in a state
of nolitioai oxoitomont all day, ami there was
a feverish anxiety to hear from the Bouse of
Commons. The sole topic of conversation

under the present

administration in Ireland, which is not a
waste only, but a waste which demoralizes
I ask them to show to
while it exhausts.
Europe and America that we, too, can face
political problems which America had to
face twenty years ago and which many
countries in Europe have been called on to

~t

The venerable lady most interested of all the
spectators there met the Princess of Wales
whose royal blood could not procure for her

___

§ood,

scared.

_

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN.

In the six months ending April 1st, the
Lewiston & Auburn horse railroad carried
26,120 more passengers than during the corresponding six months of last year. This is

average gain of over 4000 a month.
At the annual election of town officers at
Sherman, the following were chosen: Moderator, J. Burnham; clerk, L. E. Jackman;
selectmen, assessors and overseers of poor,
J. \V. Ambrose, L. C. Caldwell, W. P. Ball;
treasurer, L. E. Jackman; school committee,
1). Lewis, L. G. Roberts, C. E. Robinson;
agent, D. Lewis; collector, J. L.Young; constables, J. L. Young, J. Gosnel, J. C. Merry.
Major Hendershot, the drummer boy, Is In
Aroostook county, and took part last week
at an entertainment given by the Sherman
an

V

R

Rnct

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

On account of the storm the temperance
convention held at Brunswick Tuesday was
not largely attended.
Rev. W. S. Mclntire,
president of the State Temperance Alliance
presided. Hon. Neal Dow of Portland and
Volney B. Cushing of Iowa made addresses.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Rev. Joseph C. Pickard, of the University

of Urbana, 111., is to deliver the address at
the Fryeburg Academy graduating exercises,
June 8tli.
Mr. Pickard is a graduate of
Bowdoin College, class of 1816. After grad-

uating he had charge of Fryeburg Academy
for two years.

The State College Cattle.
The members of the Governor’s Council,
Messrs. Smith, Sands, Bixby and Hatch, visited the Maine State College farm Tuesday,
and made a very thorough examination of
The councillors were
the diseased cattle.
accompanied by the cattle commissioners,
Dr. Geo. A. Bailey and Hon. Z. A. Gilbert,
and by Col. Henry M. Sprague of Augusta.
President Fernald and Superintendent Gowell were present during the inspection.There
has been no change in the condition #f the
animals since the last report, and it is generally understood that the cattle commissioners have no hopes of saving any part of the
herd, but will at once order it entirely exterAt present the cattle are of no
minated.
use, and the cost of feeding them is of course
It is therefore thought better to
large.
very
kill them, and thus end the disease, than to
keep them longer at a continued expense.
The herd is valued at nearly $5000.
The Bowdoin Bugle.
The Press has received from the editors
the Bowdoin Bugle for 1886, published by
the junior class and edited by the following
members of that class: E. C. Plummer (managing editor), J. V. Lane, E. L. Torrey, C.
il. Austin, M. H. Boutelle (business manager). Both in artistic make-up and the reading contents it is rather above the Bugle of
former years. The frontispiece is a portrait
of President Hyde with an accompanying
biographical sketch by Mr. C. H. Smith.
Among other illustrations is one of the
famous Bowdoin crew of ’85 and an excellent heliotype of the new gymnasium. The
proverbial personal ‘‘slug” is conspicuous
for its absence. The same may be said of
other objectionable features which are often
The
found in publications of this kind.

Bugle of ’86 reflects credit upon its editors
and testifies to a good deal of hard work as
well as college wit.

■----—----

the Missouri Pacific men went out they did
not pretend that they had any grievances
Mr. Powderly, the
against that railroad.
head of tho Knights of Labor, after examin-

0.
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tiie facts, pronounced the strike causeless ; so did the Governors of Missouri and
Kansas. Not until twenty-five days after
the strike began did the strikers set up any
complaint against the Missouri Pacific. If
public sympathy in this case lias been with
the railroad it is not because public sympathy naturally gravitates in that direction, hut
because the facts have compelled it to turn
that way against its inclination. The
underpaid and overworked horse car men
have never had any difficulty in bringing
they employers to terms. Their grievances

ing
ca
of good faitn.
tlcation lmt as a guarantee
to lehiru or preserve
VtV CJUU10i undertake
eoDiMUiiicati..iis tiiat are not

ust-il._

Tlie Louisville Courier-Journal calls for a
"definition of Democracy.” Mr. Watterson
should spend a few weeks up here in Maine.

Speaker Carlisle is reported as very restive and uneasy in his seat. With a Democratic majority in the Ilouse that lias as yet
done absolutely nothing to make a record to
take before the

country, no wonder Mr. Carlisle is so. Thejsituation is not at all pleasing to the element of the Democracy which
that gentleman represents.
In these days of Democratic prosperity,
when all should be peace and harmony, it is
Demoa little startling to find a Southern
cratic journal like tlie Atlanta Constitution,
of
accusing a Democratic^ Attorney-General
of
conniving at “a swindle of tlie people,
being “hand in hand with the whiskey ring
and of having a moral cuticle “thicker than
the hides of twenty rhinoceroses.”
Mr. Pulitzer of the New York World, who
is a member of Congress, has been in his seat
six days out of tlie eighty-two in which Convoted four
gress has been in session, and
It is a
times out of the forty-four roll calls.
doubtful question whether lie would not have
served his country better by remaining away
the whole eighty-two, and neglecting to vote
the whole

forty-four.

Logan’s

Gen.

increase the army
probably, had it not been

bill

to

would have passed
for Mr. Gibson’s amendment repealing the
section of tlie Kevised Statutes that forbids
the appointment in tlie regular army of any
ninn who served as an officer in the Confederate army. A test vote, taken previous to

the offering of this amendment, showed a
majority in favor of an increase. But when
Gibson's amendment was voted down, all tlie
Democrats who had previously voted for the
clause increasing the army, voted against
the whole bill and killed it.

have been recognized as genuine, and public opinion lias compelled the companies to
Under
listsn to them and redress them.
like circumstances it would prove equally
potent with Jay Gould. If the Southwest
strikers have any grievances let them state

them in good plain English, so the people
can understand them.
The wickedness of
Jay Gould they know about already.
CURRENT COMMENT.
A NEW YORKER OX THE

City official (advancing)—“’Pears to me
that policeman’s watchin’ me rather close.
Guess I’ll risk it, though, and pass by.
FROM A MUGWUMP.
Boston Transcript.
The Republicans made largo gains at the
city elections in Cincinnati and Chicago, this
the
week, simply because they represented
respectable element of the community.
THE WORKING MAX’S PARNELL.
Life.
Hats off to Grand Master Workman Powthe workderly, who shows promise of being
ingman's Parnell. A multitude who want to
made
are
dues
hopeful
its
just
see labor get
of strong sense shown in
the
THIS

IS

symptoms

by

ins behavior.
DISCUSSING INTERNATIONAL
Springfield Union.

Jjltnrei

u»»j

Mr. Lltchlamp post.
the Knights of Labor lecturer, thinks

should be bung to
man,

wimn-o

a

Mr.
it would be better to tax his income.
Martin Irons, assuming that he inspired the

St. Louis proclamation, proposes apparently
On the
to slay him as Da' id slew Goliath.
whole of the three programmes Mr. Litchman’s is to be preferred, as the least sanand the most effective, for as Mr.

guinary

George

Litchman says, if Jay should be slain
would stand ready to take his place.

There
other objections, too, to slaying him besides the one that the Knights of Labor lec-

say that Queen Victory and Mrs.
American Minister Phelps grew quite confidential over their tea at Windsor Castle,
and talked about housekeeping, servants and
all that. The comparative merits of English
and American jams came up, and Mrs.
Phelps had to confess that the English were
superior. Hut when it came to buckwheat
cakes and maple syrup the Queen had to acknowledge that America was far ahead.

It would seem that the exercise of a very
ordinary amount of prudence would have
prevented the accident at Bardwell’s on the
Fitchburg railroad. Heavy rains had been
prevailing for some days, and it was known
that the place of the disaster was one peculiarly liable to be affected by them. A constant watch should have been kept, therefore,
to see if the road bed was washed out, and
to give timely notice in case it was. A little

foresight and the expenditure

of

a

few dol-

lars would have saved many valuable lives,
and averted wide spread sorrow and suffering, besides preserving much property to the
railroad company. In the long run foreand caution pay heavy dividends.

thought

If Mr. Morrison’s tariff bill is to become

a

law it would have been much better for the
fishermen had the Treaty of Washington
remained intact. Under that treaty for the
concession of their markets our fishermen
secured the right to take fish along the Dominion coast and to run into Dominion ports
for any purpose. But if Mr. Morrison’s bill
becomes a law they will be compelled to sacrifice their market without getting anything
in return. Free fish, whether under a tariff
law or a treaty with England, means the
destruction of the American fishing industry. All the dwellers along the New England

coast, whether Republicans or Democrats,
are opposed to it, and had there been any demaim lor u iii tuu uesi

tiuuouum

it

nuuiu

made itself heard when the notice to
abrogate the Treaty of Washington was
pending. It was not heard then and it is not
have

The fisherman’s profits are
small enough under the tariff, and nobody
heard

now.

begrudges

him them.

Thus early have the Massachusetts papers
begun to discuss the Senatorship question.
The Boston Advertiser, though acknowledging that Mr. Dawes has represented his State
faithfully and well, intimates that the
younger members of the party would prefer
that he would now step down and out, and
give somebody else a chance. It announces
that ex-Gov. Long is a candidate, and that he
will accept if chosen, though he does not inHe is in the
tend to “work” for the place.
bands of his friends, who are legion, especially among the younger men of the party.
The Worcester Spy replying to the Adver-

Long will
tiser, professes
not approve the Advertiser’s method of opening his canvass, It accuses the Advertiser
of "insolently warning all persons that the
to think that Gov.

and that Mr. Dawes or
any other man who dares to be a candidate
The contest warms up
is a trespasser.”
readily, and before next winter it can easily
be made hot enough to make the State house

place

is

pre-empted,

comfortable without

a

fire.

The re-election of the Republican Governor of Rhode Island was a foregone conclusion, and so was the election of a Republican
to the legislature. The doubtful
matter in the contest was the fate of the
amendment to the constitution forbidding
the manufacture and sale of liquor as a bev-

majority

erage, and the fate of Attornoy General Colt,
which was intimately connected with it.
The returns show that the amendment has
been carried by two or three hundred votes
over the necessary three-fifths, and that Mr.

obnoxious to the Prohibitionalleged sympathy with the
liquor traffic, has been defeated. The amendColt, who

was

ists on account of

ment. which removed the property qualification from veterans of the late war, was car-

ried with no opposition of any consequence.
The result is a notable viotory for the Prohibitionists, and they have good reason for
rejoicing. A good deal more will need to be
done, however, before the rum traffic is driven
from

good

the State of Roger Williams.
beginning has been made.

But a

The Knights of Labor have ordered the
Messrs. Keene to discharge all the non-union help employed in tlieir shops at Skowliegan, and a dispatch to the Argus says
that the probability is that work will he suspended there and the business removed to
Lynn. When the Lasters’ Union were trying
to get possession of the shops of the Messrs.
at Norway, the Press pointed out

Spinney

that the inevitable result of their success
would be the removal of the shops back to
Lynn. The case of the Keenes is precisely
analagous, and the result predicted is about
to follow. All the proprietors who moved
tlieir business from Lynn to this State did
to escape from the control of labor unions. Lynn offers many advantages which
Maine towns do not, but the prospect of escaping from the labor unions was regarded
as a sufficient offset.
If, however, they are
to be stiil under tiie control of the unions, it
will be for their advantage to return to Lynn
and they will promptly do so. Perhaps after they are gone the Maine Knights may
so

awake to the fact that they have only been
pulling chestnuts out of the fire for the benefit of their Lynn brethren, and have badly
scorched their fingers in the operation.
If the individual who writes proclamations for the Knights of Labor at St. Louis
would occasionally dip his peu in common
sense his productions would he greatly improved. The workingmen of this country
are not in danger of being enslaved by Jay
Gould or anybody else. It was only a year
ago that tiie men employed on his southwest
system of railroads compelled him to hear

their complaints and redress their grievances.
When their cause was just they had no difThe reaficulty in bringing him to terms.
son they are not succeeding so well 110W is
because of the popular impression that in the
present controversy, up to a very recent date
No
at least, they have been in the wrong.
amount of fervid rhetoric can cover up the
fact that the strike at St. Louis originated,
not in any complaint against the Missouri
Pacific, but iu a difficulty on another road,
over which Jay Gould had no control. When

TELLS THE

TRUTH.

N. Y. Sun.
The defenders of the stolidly silent Attorney General call Dr. Rogers a crank. They
call him an unreconstructed rebel. They
say ho is visionary and emotional. They
say that he writes bad poetry. We have not
observed that any friend of Mr. Garland’s
has ventured to call Dr. Rogers a liar, or has
succeeded in impeaching nis testimony in
any respect. Crank, visionary,! bad poet or
not, if Rogers tells the trutli there is a black
stain on Mr. Garland’s reputation and on the
fame of the
Democratic administration
which hesitates to throw him out.

The road, the gauge ol which is being made
standard, has been in successful operation since

A 883
It is
which

with
a feeder of the Michigan Central,
cvmpany it lias a valuable traffic agreement, which practically guarantees the interest
on tlie bonds.
Its net earnings are equal to nearly four times the amount of its interest charges,
and this before the contract with the Michigan
Central was executed. We recommend this bond
on its merits as a first-class security and equal to
any 0 per cent, bond in the market.

583 and 587 Congress Street.

79 <V 74 Broadway, New York.
apr9

Nothing like it

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS JT.
1886.

ARETAS

SPRING

‘1**

Bath.«s & 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 6s
P. & O. R. R—08

SlURTLEFF,

and

we are

still

leading

in

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodt*
jelO

& SONS,

BANKERS,

Wrappers, they

Worth

are

$128,976.00
WE GIVE A WAV'
55 Upright, Concert Square and Grand
Pianos, worth 8400.00 .$22,000.00
100 Magnificent Organs, worth $180.00 18,000.00
1,625.00
25 Elegant Parlor Suites, worth $65.00
25 Elegant Chamber Suites, worth $50.00 1,2&>.00
200 Solid Gold Watches, worth $75.00 15,000.00
100 Diamond Ear-drops and Kings
7,500.00
worth $75.00
250 Silver-plated Tea Sets,,
14,750.00
list price $55.00
100 Silk Dress Patterns (18 yards),
value $27.00
2,700.00
2,600.00
50 Sewing Machines, list price, $52.00
list
price$27.00 5,400.00
200:Tilting Ice Pitchers,
1,600.00
100 I°® Pitchers, list price, $16.00
1,000.00
100 Student Lamps, list price, $10.00
1,600.00
100 Clocks, list price, $16.00
600
0UU Cake Baskets, gilt, gold-lined,
7,000.00
list price, $14.00
100’Butter Dishes, gilt, gold-lined,
3,000.00
list price, $7.50
dozen Knives (Rogers’)
2000
arvuw
|jgt price_ jg 50 p6r dozen
12,500.06
OflOOIdozen Tea Spoons,
<cuuu
list price, $4.10 per dozen
8,200.00
500 dozen Table Forks,
5,25Q.oo
list price, $6.50 per dozen

for

First National Bank Building.

Men’s,Youths’&Boys’
We have justly earned this
envious reputation, and shall continue to give our customers Clothing that is thoroughly made and
perfect fitting at the lowest possible prices. We are so situated as
to save you ONE PROFIT, which
accounts for the advantage we
hold over our competitors for
wear.

OHEWHATANIGHT!
Mr. Williams will introduce a number of his New
and Popular Songs, Recitations, etc.
Prices 75, 50 and 35 cents; Matinee 50 and 36
Sale of seats commences Wednesday.

ever before known

_

LOW PRICES.
We

Credit l«.ued, available in all the Principal Citie. of Europe.
invMitmeni Nornritiea lloiicht and Sold.
eodtl
janSl

showing

are

complete

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought aud .old at moat favorable rale..
Travelling and Commercial Letter, of

fresh and

a

Spring Oversacks

VILLA SOAP
FRENCH
Every Household Use).

find them elsewhere. Perfect
fitting and very thoroughly made.
In Men’s

49" Send two Stamps for Mammoth Illustrated
Catalogue, Free.

BUSINESS AND DRESS SUITS

Cousens & Tomlinson and Twitchell,
Champlin & Co., State Agents.
'12w
apr5

(For

Our Next

you

or!30tK™

GRAND DISTRIBUTION,

1096. ocT&KEK

R. W, BELL MFG. CO.. Buffalo. N. JO
French Villa.
Try It. f

Grocer for, and demand

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
eodtf

Choice

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
we

janl3

First

Mortgage Coupon

great reductions from former
prices. On short Pant Suits, 4 to
14 years, we have a large assortment at $3.00, $4.00, $5.00 and
at

Six Per Cent Debenture Bonds,
—

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,
—

FOB SALK BY

WILLIAM

H.

—

EMERY,

1S8 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Paid in Capital Stock

each

of

Company, $500,000.00.

marl2

§'

eodtf

$6.00.
Fine Suits for Boys, 8 to 14
years, at $7.00, $8.0<» and $9.00.
Boys’ “Rough and Tumble” and
“Knock-about” suite at less prices
than you can And them outside of
our store.

Boys’ Knee Pants at 50c, 75c,
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

per cent bonds guaranteed

More
by the Showalter Mortgage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and ltnode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address lor illustrated pamphlet,

lady of character and ability, with
eight years experience in teaching Indians,
was sent out tho past summer to investigate
the record of Hampton’s returned students.
She says:
“I spent over two months of last summer in Dakota, visiting ail the agencies there, from which
Hampton has drawn Indian students. With the
exception of Cheyenne River, where I had but a
few hours, I stayed at each of these agencies from
four to ten days, and am greatly indebted to the
courtesy of their various oillcers for full opportuTo these six
nities afforded me for observation.
agencies have been returned from Hampton, at
various times within tile last live years, 132 students: 47 young women and girls, 85 young men
and boys, of an average age of twenty years, and
in most cases, after a three years’ course at Hampton. Over fifty of these I saw myself. Of each of
thorn, by name, I have special and detailed accounts, gathered from their agents, missionaries,
teachers and employers. Tills is the record, good
and had.
Of the 132, four, and only four, aro “gone back
to their savage life,” “lapsed into barbarism,” to
the extent of wearing a blanket. One of the four
is an epileptic girl, anether one a consumptive
boy. who finds his accustomed dress the most
comfortable. The two others are young women,
for whom there is less excuse; they were urged
a

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agont,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST„ PORTLAND,

MJ^

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Our sales of the

on

Bonds a

hand.

To see it is
to be convinced of its merits as
thousands will testify. To be found
only with ns.
are

MORTGAGE BONDS
1-2 Per Cent.

7

—

OR

—

cent, with Guarantee of
Principal and Interest by the

6 per

application.

THOMSON, LANGDON & CO., New York.

tile, who spent months among tiie Dakota
Sioux. Also by Mr. Herbert Welsh, Secretary of the Indian Rights Association, who has
paid three visits, in the last four years, to
the Great Sioux reservation, and one to the
Navajo reservation in New Mexico. Also by
the lit. Rev. William Hare, D. D., Bishop
of the Episcopal church in southern Dakota,
who has spent twelve years among Indians,
whose children have been largely represented in these Eastern schools.
opened the Carlisle school in
a Jhaptaiu
lst.i. Since then he has had 10*11 students.
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Monday, April

I DOWN,

255 Middle
W. C.

St., Portland, Me.

WARE, Manager.
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421 Congress SI.,
SIGN OF GOLD BOOT

dJf

478 1-2

Formerly Murrell, Bailey

Co.,

CO.,

NO. 24 FREE STREET,
where he wli be pleased to see all who may be la
want of

of Any

Description.

Portland, MareU 29,1866.waKlO-61 m

ET.

COLUMBIA
AND

I

OTHER

BICYCLES I
C.

H.

LiNISOK,

Sole Agent,SOI Middle dtroee, Portland, He.
New Catalogue* just out, call and get one free.
Come end
New and ad-hand Machines for eale.
»
see them.
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BROWN
The Shoe Dealer.
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TELEPHONE 50‘i.
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Congress Square.

Congress Street,

593

GRAND OPPORTUNITY

NOVELTIES
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DRY GOfflS CHEAP!

Gents’ Heck Wear,
and
Dress
Driving

Gloves,

Fancy Fercale and
Positively this closing out sale will continue
White Shirts,
only a few weeks more. We are quoting low Collars,
and
Cuffs
Every
prices in order to reduce at once.
Hosiery,
in our store has been marked
class off

N.

H.

Congress St.,

lovomot utwl flnaot v1/vllnrVlt

These rooms
supervision o4

are

MR. J. M.

north

under the personal

PECK,

thoroughly capable anil practical Photographer
of large experience In all branclios of the Art.
a

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Host.
AIM:—To Pleat*?.
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STUDLEY,

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE.

J. G. HAVES & CO.

Congress Street, Cor.

Brown.

BY

UNIFORM
lENCE OF
THESE PIANOS
IN TCNE.flNISH
AND 0URA8ILITTf HAVE E3TA8LISHEO A REPUTATION UNEOUAtUO
8Y ANY MANUFACTURifh

•

8J-LAA0—BOSTON
CARL lERRANN k
—AMO HUN—
BftED* GF OTHER
MUSICAL AUTHORITII

ORGAM/^FWIO

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fin-

gers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano

Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting
their technique.
Herman Kotxsclf
References:
mar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Wni. Mason.

Fine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability and Experience. No apprentices employed.
oi prices :
From this date we agree upon the following schedule

—

31.00
'OO

SAMUEL THEM,

CASE SPRINCS,.*75
-lo
WATCH CRYSTALS,
All Work Warranted.

PIANOS.

GEN. AGENT,

MORRISON

565

&

CO.,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
Congress St., under G. A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel, Portland, Me. febO_
dti

mar20

CO-

631 TREMONT ST.
-..BOSTON,MASS*
MENTION PAPERSEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

CHANGE OF TIME.

—

TFUR^HIN^U^mA^^,
NO. 111 MAINE

REMNANT SALE.

eodly
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STREET^

SACCARAPPA, ME.

RESPECTFULLY inform the public that X am
prepared to furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,
Rosewood, Walnut, Whitewood or Pine Caskets at
the lowest prices. Having had experience in the

I

business. I shall manufacture many of these goods
myself, thereby giving the purchasers a reduction
from jobbers’ prices. Funerals attended Free of
Charge, nearses. Carriages jnd Flowers furuished at short notice.
B.—A good line of Picture Mouldings constantly on hand. Frames furnished at low prices,
job-work done as heretofore. Thanks for past

On and after

MONDAY,
April 12th, the up-town

We liavc decided to close our store in a few
days, and therefore every remnant has been
placed on our counters at a very low price
We are having
in order to clean them out.
a great rush on them and they will last only
a

few

grocers will close their
stores at (>.30 p. in., Satur-

fop excepted._

days.

AS.,-'!"
IILn | fen'll
AMICI
years.
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“TECHNICON”

PRESENTS GIVEN AWAY
AT MORRISON & CO’S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

GedSteck ace's.
fW- RAOFT-SERUM
BWNORUN-- KY

dtf

LADIES' WATCH AND CHAIN FREE!
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Manager,

MAINSPRINGS,.

ACCMTS

AT

apG

CLEANING WATCHES,
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J. T. STUBBS,

Opp. Preble House.

MR.JAMESS. MARRETT,
Would respectfully inform his friends and the
public generally, that he has associated himself
with

For the next 30 days shall offer at unheard of low
prices the largest and finest stock of Art Goods east of
Boston, consisting of Oil Paintings, Water Colors, Pastel
Paintings, Etchings, Steel Engravings, Photogravures
This
and Photographs, Pictures framed or unframed.
a
make
We
specialty
is an opportunity seldom offered.
of fine frames in every style at bottom prices. All goods
warranted of the very best.
Regilding Old Frames
made a specialty. Artist Marterial Department a complete stock. Windsor & Newton, and German Tubes, 7
cents. Academy Boards, 25 cents per sheet. All other
materials at correspondingly low prices.
Special discounts to the trade, teachers and schools.

down in order to meet with a ready^ sale.
Remember our store and give us a call iff yon
wish to find some rare bargains.
GOODS SOLD STRICTLY FOR CASH.

Photograph Studio,

Agent,
db

IMPORTANT ART NOTICE!

Our Bargain Sale of Fine
Boots still continues.
Fine Stylish Coods at Cost,
to reduce Stock.

_
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Cordially Invited to Visit

NEW BRANCH

No. 311-2 Exchange St.,
Portland, April 1,1881b_aprldtl

I
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—

Charles Barron, J. B. Mason,
W. F. Owen, Alfred Hudson,
Miss Annie Clarke, Blanche Thompsou,
May Davenport, l,oui*e Jordon,
And Others.
“The Magistrate is a play with a Laugh in every
Times.
York
Line.”—Neii’
Prices, 75, 60 and 35 cents. Sale of seats com

goods

--1

KUVUV

ties and with the names of prominent
New England Banking, Charitable and
Religious Institutions having large investments in them are invited to call at
my office, 81 1-2 Exchange streeet,
where they can obtain full information
and examine specimens of the Bonds.
Correspondence will receive careful
attention. 6 per cent, with guarantee,
7 1-2 per cent, without guarantee.

Carpetings

he record of the returned students of Car1'ac tory; but seven out of
tw, 1 Jm

dlw-teod2in

of Boston.

W. T. KILBORIM &
t

You are

England.

mortgages
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Headquarter for New
mch30

This uevv and beautiful Studio has Just been
lltted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and posses-

every where.
on

PORTLAND, DIE.

stantial New England business men, and
having a PAID UP CAPITAL of $700,000, with a large snrplns.

__i__:<i.

represented. For sale
Catalogue free

SQUARE,

MARKET

LOMBARD INVESTMENT CO.,
a corporation composed largely of sub-

tttljuuiuv

Sloyment,

CO.,

W. W. WHIPPLE &

eod2w
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These Bonds are based upon selected
on Farm and City Property,
in the thrifty States of Iowa, Kansas.
and
Nebraska
Missouri, and are issued
in small as well as large amouuts, with
interest coupons, and thus meet the
wants of all who desire exceptionally
safe investments. Investors wishing to
ARE STILL TRIUMPHANT.

AND AT

Messrs.

Send for Full Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, etc.

increasing daily.

Paying

For fifteen years, they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset tlirougbout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as long
We tiave lately introduced
as ordinary Corsets.
tile G and R—H grades with Extra Long Waist,
them
when preferred.
we
can
furnish
and
Highest awards from all the World’s great
last
medal
received
is for First Degree
The
Fairs.
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New
Orleans.
While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.
Retailers are authorized to refund money, if,
on examination, these Corsets do not prove as

—

DALY’S THEATRE, N. Y.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

The standard and reliable Portable Hoofing, for
steep or fiat roofs in anv climate. Skilled labor
required In its application.
STEAM-PIPE and
GENUINE ASBESTOS
BOILER COVERINGS. PISTON and WICK
FIRE-PROOF
MILL-BOARD.
PACKING.
PLASTIC
STOVE-LINING, CEPAINTS,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondcnee
nvit6(l
43
Street, New York.
apGdGin

l

BOSTON MUSEUM

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

not

Casco Clothing Co.,

specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on

4

ASBESTOS ROOFING.

tignmie patent snirt

margin.

husbands and masters. One more young man returned to the blanket and dances for a time, but
lias thrown them away and started fresli on “the
white man’s road.”
Still another “donned the
blanket,” when too weak to work for other clothes,
but pathetically begged to he buried “like a white
man.” Nine—two girls and seven hoys—are reported as "had,” lazy, vicious and troublesome,
though they keep themselves in citizens dress and
have not committed crime.
Forty—fifteen girls
and twenty-live boys—are doing “fairly well.”
Seventy-two of the 132, viz.: twenty-six girls and
forty-six boys are reported as having done “remarkably well” ever since their return home. The
hoys have worked at their trades, or on their
farms or at other manual labor, or as clerks or
teacliers: the girls as assistants in schools or
helping their parents. Eight have married well
and are keeping house for themselves.—Not such
a poor honor roll for any class of students.
Of
the whole number nineteen have died.
To look into the question of government emMr. Cannon declared: “We could not
nd a single student but bad gone back to their
savage life in a very short time, except a few that
were employed by the government.
Judge Holman confirms him, tutu adds, “unless they are
supported by file government.” They are “supported by the government,” just as every congressman is, or any other person in government
employ, who does, or Is supposed to do, so much
honest work tor so much pay.
Out of the 132 but
thirty-nine have been in government employ at
all; of these twenty-eight are reported as having
ff Judge Holman had made
done “very well.''
his weakest statement his strong one, If he had
called earnest attention to the fact, that without a
chance for some honest work and self-support, an
Indiau, like any other weak mortal, is “very apt”
to go down instead of up, lie would have been announcing a universal truth which cannot be too
often urged in the work of civilizing the Indian,”
The above testimony by Miss Ludlow is
abundantly borne out by Miss Elaine Good-

Strictly Pure Color, in Oil., Varnishes, etc
ROOF, CAR and BRIDGE PAINTS,
in various colors. Are especially adapted for outbuildings. barns, fences, and for iron and rough
woodwork.

21

POOR’S AIANI'AI, OF RAILROADS.

Railway

These are in every respect strictly first-class
Paints, composed of pure linseed oil and the highgrade of pigments; combined by processes
exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any
In richness and permanency of color, and are the
most durable and economical paints ever produced for general structural purposes. Sample,
sheets and pamphlet “STRCCTIJRAI. OljCORATION” free, by mail.
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Members of the N. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of

always

PAINTS.
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est

BOYS’Lose PAST SUITS

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
AND

examination before

an

purchase elsewhere.

you

Bonds, and
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excel all our former efforts and

only advise

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
Seven per cent.

As played with the greatest success at the

_

Aak your

we have an extra fine assortment
in Sacks and Frocks, 1 and 4 Button Cutaways, and invite inspection. Fit eqHal to custom work.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

too much is known throughout
the country about the results of the experiin
Indian
ments
education, to allow the
statement of the committee to go unchallenged. The active and philanthropic members of both the Indian Rights Associations
are to be found in nearly every state in the
Union, giving their whole time and a good
deal of money to investigating, observing and
sifting evidence with regard to different
methods of dealing with Indians, the end
being to fit them for the full privileges of
None of
citizenship in the United States.
these people wish to work for a cause whose
failure is a foregone conclusion. They are

The Magistrate

ALL OF THESE ARTICLES ACTUALLY GITEN AWAY
TO PURCHASERS OF THE CELEBRATED

can

BANKERS

Altogether

Presenting for the lirst lime here THK
NEW ROARINB COWED*,

be overlooked.
We have about 75 Fine All Wool Young Men’s
Suits left at only $8.00 and $10.00, carried over
from last season. Samples can be seen in our windows.
Men’s Dark All Wool Spring Overcoats in sizes 35
to 44, retail prices everywhere $10.00, our price only
$5.00 each.
Also Bargains in Gents’, Young Men’s and Boys’
new style Spring Overcoats at $8.00, $10.00, $12.00
and $15.00 and upward.
200 Men’s All Wool $15.00 and $18.00 Sack Suits
at only $12.00 each. Genuine Bargains.
Men’s Blue Flannel Suits, Boys’ Blue Flannel and
Sailor Suits, Odd Knee Pants, Long Pants, STAR
SHIRT WAISTS, &c., &c., in LARGE QUANTITIES, at manufacturers’ prices.

ft-rc 00

line of

for $3.00 to $5.00 less than

wlimf & iHLi.,

tion.

BOSTOOlISEll

....

H«. 218 Middle Street.

bent on a summer holiday
may not afford the best facilities for collectng evidence; perhaps they “could not find”
the Hampton students; all the same they
We have the testimony of minwere there.
isters, missionaries and teachers, absolutely
disinterested men and women, who have
lived among the Indians from one to twelve
years, and seen successive bands of Indian
youths and girls go East, stay their four
years, and return to lead a fairly industrious
and civilized life, struggling all the time
with obstacles of which we have no concep-

FRENCH VILLA 50AP
Save Your

CLOTHING

TRUST COMPANY

“TT BROWN

made

class, reliably

for first

PORTLAND

politicians

appliances lor
art; larcclv tho
outcome of private benevolence.
Judge Holman advises that, because in
his opinion, the day schools on the Reservations have done less in the way of educating
and civilizing than is desirable, they should
be abandoned. In the first place, the gentle-

us

Low Prices

194 HUDDLE STREET, Portland.
I an Id t!
January 1,1884

strongly:

and
these schools

eotul

__

BONDS I
Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..0s
Anson.4s

“We made diligent Inquiry across the continent
on the north and across the continent on the
south, and we could not find that there was one
student of all the hundreds educated at Carlisle
or Hampton, or in any one of the schools oft the
reservations, but had gone hack to their savage
life in a very short time, except a few that were
employed by the government of the United
States,”
The swallow flight across the continent of

liotli

1

apr3

is upon

(quoted from the Congressional Record):
“Let me ask the gentleman from Indiana if it is
not true that, upon the most careful inquiry
which he has been able to make, and from extensive travel among the Indians, that, without exception, the Indian children educated at Carlisle,
Hampton, and elsewhere off the reservations—
who were not given employment by the government—at a verv early period lapsed into barbarism ; and if it is not true that their condition was
frequently worse than if they had not. been educated at 311?**
Mr. Holman.—“Oh, yes; that I think isSto be
answered in the affirmative, etc."
Judge Holman afterward rather qualified
his statement, but Mr. Cannon toward the
close of the discussion restated his position

k ut

Special Sale of Clothing!

cents.

H. B. HOLLINS & CO.,

non

w oi

Soap Co.

____

of education among
the Indians with the purpose of influencing
government. The debate was on the appropriation for Indian education; the point at
issue, the efficiency of the Eastern Industrial
Schools at Hampton, Carlisle and the Lincoln Institute at Philadelphia, Mr. Holman
speaking was thus appealed to by Mr. Can-

!

presenting his New Musical Comedy bv Geo.
Hoev, Esq., entitled

—AT—

vestigate the condition

Va.,

JOHN H. ROBB,

OF OUR

Easier Cards! Easter Cards!

Indian Association bv Mrs. Ogden.1
It is almost enough to shake one’s faith in
the aggregate wisdom of our representative
law-makers to read the stupendous misstatements made in the House on March 11th by
Messrs. Holman, Cannon, Kyan and Peel,
the Congressional committee appointed to in-

gressional committee we submit the following.—Miss Helen W. Ludlow of Hampton.

WILLIAMS

m

and liis Excellent Co., under the management of

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

[Paper Prepared and Bead before the Portland

unsalaried, receiving no emolument.
They
are continually sending qualified persons
West to estimate the results of their efforts.
Against the negative testimony ef the Con-

Mr.

«P‘,dt[L
in this section of AprllJ\
PARLOR,
BIJOU SKATINC
the State. We can sell you whole suits for less than
Corner Federal and Church SI.
government will work its own reprisal. The
and
not
in
dried
are
tears
many eyes,
yet
will
Sessins from aud after Monday, March
bitter memories of the priee paid for oppressbuy the cloth. These BARGAINS
you can
29th, will be as follows:
ing negroes have not yet faded out from
please everybody, and an inspection of them is well
many homes. It cannot be possible that the
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Evening's
moral sense of the country will allow the inand Wednesday and Saturday Afternoons witn
worth at least an effort.
Music each Evening and Wednesday Afternoon.
iquity to be repeated.
mar29dlw
Prices as usual.
200 Boys’ Fine All Wool Suits, carried over from
FINANCIAL.
last season, and suitable for present use, Spring POLO! POLO! POLO!
FINEST DISPLAY IN THE CITY.
and Summer, at $5.00, $6.00, $7.00, $8.00 and Tlie Salems!
of
and
Description,
Souvenirs
every
Cards
(of Central New England Polo League) vs.
Ea6ter Novelties,
Ar- $10.00, ages II to 15 years, comprising Checks,
$720,000
BIJOUS!
Handsome Easter Books with Hand Painted Covers and
Decorated within in many designs. Large assort- Plaids, Plain Cassimeres and Worsteds. About half
Detroit, Day City & Alpena R. R. Co.’s tistically
Evening, April 14.
Prang’s, Tuck’s price.
ment of Novelties at reasonable prices.
Bijou Skating Parlor, Wednesday
FIRST MORTGAGE JO-TEAR O PER
Admission 25c: Reserved Seats 10c extra.
Rein large variety.
Cards
Manufacturers’
other
and
many
CENT. GOLD BONDS.
ap7
OUU esoys rvnee rani ouiis, siz.c» «+ iu
years, in
member that we furnish Envelopes or Boxes for all Cards or
ISSUED AT THE KATE OF §16,000 A MILE,
PORTLAND THEATRE.
both Plain and Norfolk Jackets, at $2.50, $3.00,
Novelties over five cents.
INCLUDING EQUIPMENT.
Wednesday and Thursday, April 14 & 15.
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $6.00 and $7.00.
Interest payable January and July, by tlie Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company, In New York.
and
at
$3.00
Suits
$2.50,
Our All Wool Knee Pant
CO.,
THE BONDS ARE IN EVERY RESPECT FIRST
and should not THE
merit
of
marvels
are
Manager.
$3.50
CLASS.
superior
Mr. E. M. Field,

The Statements of Messrs. Holman
and Cannon Refuted.

four

GREAT SUCCESS

6 Cents per Bar.

No.

more

Everybody's Favorite Comedian,

well seasoned policy of hindering education,
cheating and irritating Indians until they
retaliate, and then call on the army to exterminate them. The unmitigated wickedness
of such a course on the part of a civilized

INDIAN SCHOOLS.

are

turer suggests.

qUKSTIONS.

They

ROGERS
VUIlgrt‘5s5>llJiiU

STREET.

Life.

It is plain to be seen through all tins that
the whole system of Indian education is attacked. It is simply a new shoot off the old

Saturday Matinee 3.30.
“AM I I N D E R VAY.”

FRENCH VILLA SOAP !
See Advertisement of French Villa

9 and 10.

Saturday, April

and

Friday

the

whose one
some politically appointed agent,
object is to draw their salary, they should be
entrusted to competent Hampton graduates
with
or to earnest white men and women,
tlie love for humanity that characterizes the
the
no
doubt
have
we
missionary- teachers,
results would be satisfactory.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

__

results in these are more than
abundant. If instead of giving the government schools to the impecunious relations of

schools,

AMI'SHMENTS.

MHCELLINBOUS.

l«ISCEIiliANK«E»-

of the education committee made their
visit at a time when the government dayschools had their vacation, so they could
mnke no personal observation; there was
only one in session, and that one taught by a
Hampton graduate, a full blood Indian girl.
The committee visited this one, and according to the agent, Judge Holman expressed
himself as delighted with this practical result of Eastern education. Now in New
England, when the day school in any locality
does not produce satisfactory results, we do
not abandon the school system, but proceed
to improve that particular school, get a better
teacher, make a decent and suitable building
mission
etc.
There is no trouble with
man

apr3

Manager,

Congress Street, Corner Brown.
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■

for 15

a,''!r*.ilfpir;„?i'l,Powrar
“Vrn^im'e'voir address If
tell you howl obtained snfe
you sufl«?andei «rtll
cured easily, quickly
risk; neither knife
was

and speedy teller

I
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Kox 1092

Lewiston, Ste.

15318c; do fair to good 12$16o; extra Imitation
27@28c.
111/(11
:fancy ll Vac,
Cheese—Northern extra
do good to choice OMs^lOc; lower grades according to quality; Western lOtglOV.jC; job lots /ac

THE PBESS.

creamery

MORJfWG, APRIL 9.

FRIDAY

higher.

Eggs—Neat by nominal I4%c; Eastern extra.
Voi K
14® 14V4C; Southern choice extra 13c: New
amf Vermont 13%@14'4c ; Western choice 13U
@13y3e; held stock, nominal as to quality.
Beans—Choice small N Y hand picked peal qOJB
p hush: choice New York large hand picked
at
do 1 30® 1 35; small Vermont hand picked pea

WIT AND WISDOM.
sent by bis parents

Georgia
A little boy
Just as lie
to enter school in his neighborhood.
arrived at the schoolroom the class In Greek was
called up to recite. As he entered the door one
to
of the big boys rose and looking at him, began
was

in

—

Maine

Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins, 125;
OO
Baldwins at 1 25®SI 37% ;No 1 grcenlnes at l
1
®1 25; No 1 New York State apples 1 00 ft 25,

call the Greek alphabet: “Alpha,beta, gamma,
delta, epsilon, zeta etc. When lie pronounced
turned on his heels

No 2 apples 75c® 1 00.

the last letter the little fellow
and ran as if for life, not stopping until he arrived
know
home. His mother met him and wanted to
what was the matter. The little leUow said:
one
“Mamma, just as I got in the schoolhouse
of the big boys got up and cried out, 'Alfred, beat
I
and
him, d-n him, pelt him, help to eat him.
Just left that schoolhouse In a hurry, and don t
want to go to school nohow.”
Ministers, Lawyers,
occupation gives but
Carter’s Little Liver
biliousness. One is a

to
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 00@$20: fair
good at $17®$18; choice Eastern line $10®«eu
fair to good do at $14®$ 15; poor to ordinary $13

Kye straw, choice,
®$14: East swale Sl5®il
$19 00@20 00; oat straw $10®$11 P ton.
68
rose
Potatoes—Houlton
G8@70c; do Hebron
do 55®
®70c; Me Burbank seedlings 60c; No
do
do
Rose
55c;
GOc; N Y Hebrons at 50®55c;
1.

prolifics

Teachers and others whose
little exercise, should use
Pills for torpid liver and
dose.

stoMr Davis, of the Coast Line, tells some apt
ries. He said that one of the officers of a road
curiosity
the
at
importunate
was much annoyed
of an old Boston lady, with indescribable baugs
upon
upon her forehead, and gigantic spectacles
fuel,
her nose. Every time the train stopped for what
know
to
this formidable female wanted
caused the detention. Tired of this monotonous
interrogation, the persecuted man determined to
of
put a vindictive stop to it. When the dragon
virtue assailed him again with the old question,

h*‘My dear

Madame, the brakeman is very sick

at“Good°heaivens,

ejaculated

sir!”

the woman;

“is he very ill?”
The man nodded in solemn affirmation.
“How do vou know?” asked Boston.
“Because,” wickedly retorted her victim, "he is
throwing up wood.”
That silenced her questions, but she made an

Shore 2 75.
Frozen herring 70e p 100 for
50c for Grand Manan.

12 00.
Pure

Chicago

month of the
April was called Ostermonah—the
is
Ost_end wind (wind from the East). Easter
lasted
eighty
which
therefore the April feast,
is the first Sunday
Easter
Sunday
Our
days.
of March.
after the first full moon after the 21st
as
It may fail as early as the 22dof March, or
late as the 25th of April.

20@6 00; stockers and teeders at 2 75a4 25;
cowsHiulis and mixed 2 00@4 20; through Texans
4 00@5 15.
4

_

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
HEW YORK. April 8, 188G— Flour market—
12.388
Dins; exports 1472 bhls and 500
Receipts

There are many forms of nervous debility in
that yield to the use of Carter’s Iron Pills.
Those who are troubled with nervous weakness,
night sweats, &c., should try them.

3ilLR3

men

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

PORTLAND, April 8, 1886.

of
The following are today’s closing quotations
Flour. Grain. Provisions, &c.:

stone ground.4
TwOuis st’et

45 ram.

lots..23 00®24
bag... 24 00@25 00
Sack’dBr’u
car lots. .19 00@20 00
do bng. ..20 00^21 00
Middlings, 20 00®23 00
do bag lots,21 00@24 00
Provisions.
car

76-g5

00

do

roller
50@5 75
clear do....525@5 50
Winter Wheat
Piiteuts.6 75@6 001 Pork1
14 00®1 T 60
Backs
Flail#
13 00@1360
Cod & ntl—
! Clear
12 00
Large SShoreS 2533 501 Mess.11 850®
5<5®9 00
BaukB 00®3 25|Mess Beef.
0
50®9 75
Small .2 7533 00 Lx Mess. 10 00310
60
2 25.33 251 Plate
£
Haddock.1 50@2 001 Ex Plate.10 76®11 00
Hoke .1 75*®2 25 Lard—
I Tub8^^..Gya^63/4c
Hemnu6%@6%c
Scal«hP bx..l4®18c Tierces....
Pails.6%®7%c
No 1
.12®15cl Hams
c
«>....y%@10
1
4>
bblMackerel t>
Shore Is.19 0O@21 ool do coveredlO%®ll%
*>■»•
8
001
7
2s.
Shore
00®
Med. 3s. 5 00® 6 001 Kerosene—
I Port. Ref. Pel. 6%
a
small
9%
I Water White..
Produce.”
13
iPratt’sAst l.Dbbl.
Cranberries—
...13
Brilliant..
Maine.3 50@4 60|Devoe’s
.5
SOILigonia.-....10
Cod..
50®6
Cape
9
Pea Beans.. .1 50®1 75|Silver VVhite.
Medium.... 1 5031 75ICentenmal...10
KaUiu*.
German inal 65®1 751
Yellow Eyes.l 40-31 651 Muscatel.... 22o332o
2o
Irish Potatoes... 603701 Loudon Lay r 3 15®3
@^00 OnduraLay. 13 @13%
8t Potatoes
Onions.3 75®4 001 Valencia.7 @10%
Sugar.
Cabbages.$10@$12|
lb.6%
Turkevs.17@221 granulated
-.6Vs
Chickens.J 5®161 Extra C...
...

....

lirge

....

■

@141

llVz&lSc

I Clover\

-n ..ii

1()

nmmiir,

-to

fa. 1Z

Nol Baldwlnsl 00® 1 50’ N.Y. factory 10 ®12
Biuter.
100S160
Greenings
Creamery Iff it. ..2Sa32
Iff lb 8@llc Gilt Edge Ver....28®32

Evaporated

CHARLESTON,April 8,1886—Cotton unchang
ed; middling 8 % c
lrlQJUX XIlO)

SdmtgCs...

»

3 A I LI NC DAY S

Sarnia.Portland_Liverpool

Sardinian.Portland_Liverpool

Sunsets.6.18 Hlgn

ar artiste

Illinois Central. 01,
Lake Shore... ^i

Sell

CORRESPONDENTS.
POET CLYDE, Apl 7—Ar, sells Frank Nelson,
from Eastport for Boston; Charlotte Morgan, fill
Orland for do; Pavilion, Calais for Boston; Exchange. Eoekland.
The cargo and materials of the wrecked sclir
Leader,.were sold for ;s50. The hull has gone to
FKOM OUB

8

Parker,

Memoranda.
Brig E T Campbell, Lord, at Point-a-Pitre from
Feb
Boston, reports,
26, while running under bale
poles, was struck by a sea which stove In alter
filled
house
with water, damaged some
gangway,
of tiie cargo, stove skylights, &c.

6(1
of
Of
OF
if

Sell Watchman, of ana from Calais lor Boston,
with lumber, was driven asbore at Lubec night of
dtb, on Sewall’s Point, and bilged. She win probably come off after lightering part of cargo.
Sch Amirald was driven ashore at Machiasport
night of 6th during a severe storm.
Sch Orozimbo went ashore at Lubec night of
6th. during the gale.
Sell S G Haskell, from New York for Galveston,
before reported ashore at Abacoa, will be a total
wreck, vessel’s materials and part of cargo can
be saved.
Sell Geo B Somes, of Calais, was driven ashore
at Cutler night of 6th, and will probably be a total

},/*
?Ve

Savage.1%

■

IlLns

TB

best thing known

"»

,,

Julia A Ward,
Boothbay for Philadelphia; Sarali Hill, BobBoston.
inson, Bockport for
POBTSMOUTH—Ar 7tl>. sch

from

WASHING"” BLEACHING

to size auc
at 9y2®10V3c p lb, according
sfioulders 7&7%c; pressed hamt

country 5V2

“

Biltter-Niw York extra
fit 33a3Bc: do extra firsts

fresh made creamer;
do firsts 26a
30^32c; extra fres]
29c; do seconds at 21@22c; western
th
a.32^330;
firsts
do
extra
made at33&35c;
se
firsts at 27 a30c;do seconds 18@22c;
Coun
Franklin
new
lections dairy,
milk. 28®90c;
tv. Vt., ex do 26@28c; Vermont extra do 2G@28
Vermont choice old stock 16@18c; do fair to gooc
12@1Gc; New York extra new 24<<t2Gc; do choice

Fishermen.
at New York 7th, sch F R Nickerson, Barbour, Boothbay for south shore.
Marblehead, April 7—Sell Paul& Essie, Benson,
is waiting favorable wind for Portland, to fit foi
Western Banks. Wants a crew of good men.
Lamoltie, April 7—Schs Walter M Young, and
Edith B Coombs, are fitting for the Grand Banks.
Their crews are on the way from Nova Scotia.

1

Domestic Poris.
SAN FRANC fSCO-Ar 6th, ship Columbia, Hogan, Sydney, NSW.

C. SAWYER,

W.

o

1 leble

St._<>-l

HOL'MEM
street,

street.___5-1

Middle

8AXE-A good paying manufacturing
which pays good living profits
moderate capital reyear through;
a business can learn
anyone desiring such
by calling on N. S. (.AKD1NER, No.

particulars

Junes'8inquire

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

SAAB—Farm In Windham, containing
Seven miles from Portland, two
Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills;
Enwell adapted for a milk farm; terms easy.
quire of F M. RAY, 10« Exchange St, Portland,
HARRIS. 5-1
or on the premises, of STEPHEN
60 acres.
FOR
miles from

AE-The best lines of Boots and Shoes
The best
women and children.

>h/s Knot

WAGE.—Valuable land

street,

COMPANY,

$8,361,920.4?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862735

BAt°Manila

to

TOTAL PAYMENT

A

rilWENTY-TWO MILLIONS OI' DOLI. ARM, equal to
HUNDRED

THOUSAND

DOL-

year of

the company's

ASSETS A ICE
its Liabilities are only

ITS

HAS

*5,413,416.74.

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
*400,000 according to the Massaover *700,000 by

IT Nearly

MUTUA L, recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its

UNION

dealings with

policy-holders.

its

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms and no chance lor

ITS

misconception.
POLICIES ARE
INt'O NTESTABLE
After three years tor any cause except fraud.

ITS

HEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
immediately as soon as the
proofs are complete <jnd satisfactory, and without
waiting 60, 00, or any number of days.
PATS

IT DISCOUNT,

POLICIES

ISSUES

ITplans.

on

approved

nil

ADVANTAGES of this Company

are

management.
circular

.JOHN E. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D„ Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

SINKINSON,

JAMES

nected,
school and churches, will be sold at a bargain,
terms casv. 11 quire of DANIEL DOUGLASS,
3-2
Gorham, Maine._
SAGE—The freighting sloop Island
Belle, with the good will of the business;
been established for 5 years. CAI’T. S. S. YORK,
30-4
Peaks Island, Me.

FOR

WAGE—Hard wood from bobbins, only
S6.00 per cord; delivered; telephone 609.
C. W. YORK. 60 Commercial St.30-4

FOR

Schooner yacht about 30 feet

FOR
long; well found in rigging and
low if applied for
will be sold

furnishings;

Address
soon.
very
YACHT. This Office.30-2
SAGE—Peaks Island Bathing House,
with bathing suits, boats, etc., with the good
C.
will of the business. No. 60 Commercial St.
W. YORK.30-4

FOR

SAGE—Eggs for hatching, from pure
bred poultiy, viz: Plymouth Bock, Houdan,
Pekin Ducks eggs si per setting; Wyandottes,
Dark Brahmas and Black Cochins S2 per setting;
Excellent
9 duck eggs per setting, all others 13.
stock. Address II, 431 Congress St., Portland.
marl8-4

FOR

OK SAGE OK TO GET-House No. 259
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St._1-tf

niHE Portland Railroad Company offer for sale
Jl at their stable corner of Spring and Clark,
twenty-five Horses suitable for farm or express
work. Farmers and others wishing to purchase
horses for their Spring work should call early as
this is one of the best opportunities that will be
E. A. NEWMAN,
offered this season.
Gen’l Manager.
apr6dlw

A HEALTHY PLACE.
for sale

Cots

^rto0Afe§'DRU(f«STlAOEScrtie7
—-iiWashington
Boston._
St..

drug
SALE—One of the best country
ve to nui

stores in the State of M “3. ,inal
For
small competition,

on

Chebeague Island.

6000population;

busSI 60 a year: licensed, and doing anaverage
to sell, price
iness of $106 a week; owner obliged
DRUGOlsio
ADAMS
to
Apply
82000 cnsb.
AGENCY, 207 Washington St., Boston._

A

marlleodlmBoston,

■ PCIITC with small capital. Wo have something
AUER I 0 new.no risk, large proflts, special 30 day
oSer, write at once. Enriaa Co., 381 Caual St., N. Y.
mar3
GENTS WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
particulars address
profits and sure to sell. ForMaine.
22-tf
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston,

__eod3m

miscellaneous.

m

street, on
election of Directors and for the transaction of
such other business as can legally be presented.

can

FOB

LET-'Tenement of nine rooms, sunny,
modern conveniences, good neighborhood,
location central. Apply to A. S. FULLER, 96
Elm St.
LET-From the first of April, a desirable
Hanover St.
up stairs rent of 6 rooms at 67
to WM. M. MARKS, 97% Exchange St.
Apply
"
mar24-tf

TO

__-U-

Cannot be made by medi-

cines, or the skill of physicians; but the old ones

be strengthened and
nreserved by the use of

can

Adamson’s
Botanic

Balsam,
for

cure

a sure

LET-Joiner’s shop with three good bench-

Inmortise machine and circular saw.
TOes,
quire of A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial
street._4tf

BOONS TO LET.

FOB

LET-In Boston. If you want a nice quiet
or
room when you come to Boston, for a day
wool?
call on or address, MRS. MORTON, 8
at
Avenue
Place, South End, off Sliawmut
1-4
oston, Mass.

110

_

LET—A front room, furnished, up one
flight, excellent bath room accommodations.
This is a good large room for two gentlemen or
gentleman and wife; will be let with or without
board. For further particulars, enquirt at 106
12
PARK STREET, (Park St. Block.)

TO

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 80 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.,
18 BE AVER STREET,
NEW

YORK.

___dlV

mar 10

Coughs,

In them Every Objection to ready-made
The success at once
shoes is removed.
attained by our goods wherever introduced
are
because
is
glove-fitting, elegant
they
in style and finish, of the finest materials
and workmanship, and moderate in price.
The horrors of breaking-in are avoided,
they are comfortable from the very first.

—

Job Printer
PBINTEB8’ EXCHANGE,

97 1-2

the market.
N v nAiMTt

QQ Mil

i do AY

STREET.

M&Fnrmly

dec7

FINE JOB 1 BlNTlNw A SftUliLii.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

COUSINS,
YORK.

WILSON,

DR.

Treats complicated Diseases and
those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
free
and examination

Portland.
Agent foreodtfnrmcM
CouKiiltation
from 9a.

m. to

8 p.

janlidtf

m.

BUY THE

—

Photographer,
CONGRESSJJT.,
work,

Portland.

both in Plain and
We guarantee finest of
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain

Photographs.

_feb!7dtf

HALE’S HONEY is the best Cough Cure, 25, 50c., *1.
GLENN’S SULPHUR SOAP heals and beautifies, 25c.
GERMAN CORN REMOVER kills Corns & Bunions, 25c.
HILL’S HAIR & WHISKER DYE—Black & Brown, 50c.
PIKE’S TOOTHACHE DROPS cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS ate a sure cure, 50c.
eod&wnrmly
mar26

—

ITS

PHOTOGRAPHER,
near corner

&

ST.,_^

PBRTLAND^ME.

DR.

MAYOS’

Vegetable Vapor!
A pleasant and perfectly
harmless ancwtlietic for
the painless extraction of teeth.

DR. C. M. TALBOT,

J unction of Free and middle
marll
land, me.

Streets, Pm,td3m

REASONABLE

PRICES.^

DYJERr

ISAAC W.

Counsellor at Law,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

DEALERS IN

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,

Avonmouth

|

STEAMERS.

20th March

I

Montreal
Ontario

kept

Station, Portland,

R.

WANTED—10,000
M. G.

St.. Portland.

PALMER.3-1

reliable middle
can drive oxen and do the
farm for my interest. References
K. SHAW, North Scarboro, on the

WANTED_A

aged man that
work on my
required. C.
Marr farm.

3-1

let a part of my store for a
watch-maker, or any light,
Enquire of L. D. STROUT, 518 Con-

dress-maker
WANTED—To
work.

or

clean
gress St.'3-1

girl for general houseCall
work, with satisfactory references.
4 to 5 p. m., 01 STATE ST., Portland, Ma

WANTED—Capable
from

house in the westerly

WANTED—Furnished
part of the city for the summer months, by
references. B. SHAW, 48 Vp
small family; good
Exchange St.__

a

3-1

to sell fruit trees and
expenses
names of ref;
Address,
M. V. B. CHASE, Augusta. Maine. 31-4

other nursery stock; salary and
WANTED—Agents
stating
outfits free.

paid;

one
spice house; salary or
MATTHEWS, UNDERing trade preferred.
20-2
New
York.
190
Chambers
&
St.,
HILL
CO.,

lady about to marry,
gentleman intending to

every lady
WANTED—Every
to
or

journey,
provide themselves with a
Lined Leatheroid Trunk” and have their
taken
without
mussing. Send for
safely
apparel
LEATHEROID
the
illustrated circular to
feb!5-3m
MANUF’G CO., Kennebunk, Me.
go on

a

“Steel

one to

know that the ele-

LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
WANTED—Every
gant
the LEATHEROID MANUFACSTEEL

manfuactured by
TURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., aro the lightest
strongest aud bests trunks in the world. Wardrobe trunks for ladles and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated cirJanl5d3m
cular.

and all tarts of

—

BrnuNwick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.

new

Gen 1 Manager.

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

LINE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

tfanttrOL-.

m.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Tine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,
insurance

mi

at 10

a. m.

uuc-uau im.

a»vx-

lillm iinrl
R. R., and
Freights for the West by the Penn.free
of comSouth by connecting lines, forwarded
mission.
Bound Trip 818.
Passage 8IO.OO.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
JO l.oug Wbnrl, Boston.
31dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

HASKELL & JONES,

BOSTON
TREMONT and FOREST CITY

CUNARD LINE.
STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM

Joseph A. Locke.

STREET,

Liverpool Every TlilRSDAY,
—

have removed to

New

of foimer office.
Ira 8. Locke.

AND FROM

—

York every SATURDAY, calling at
Queentrtown Cork Harbor.

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.

feb27dtf

Scythia.April 15 Catalonia.May 273
22
29
6
13

Cephalouia.June
Gallia.June 10
Pavonia.Juno 17
Scythia.June 24

20
Cabin Passage, 860, 880, and 8100. ac
cording to accommodation In.crmediaie Pasand Iresage, 833. Drafts on Great Britain
land. For passage or freight apply at the ComBoston.
Ktate
90
Street,
pany’s Office,

Scythia.May

STEPHEN

ffioclc, fob

BERRY,

and (ga/td

fflwvleh,

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.

feb27(l-iln

No. 37 Plum Street,

For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchbnrf,
3(ii.huu. Cowell, Windham and fcpptng
at 7.3« n. m. and l.«3 p. ni.
For Jlanrhe.ter, Concord, and points Norm
at 1.05 p. m.
For Bochenter, Spring vale, Alfred,
boro and Saco River. 7.30 «. m., 1.05
m.
^turning,
p. in. and ^mixed) at 0.30 p.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m..
m. and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For iworham, Nacrarappa, CuidbcrlaM
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’* at 7.30
a. m.. 1.06, 6.20, aud mfxed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. from Portland connects at Ayor
Junct. with ffloonar l uouel Boute for the
West, and at Faioa Depot. Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and nil rail.
B
Via Npringfleld, aiso with N. Y. A N. E. B.

Watery

(“Steamer Manrland Route”) for Philadelphia.
the *outh, and
Baltimore, Wawhington,
With Boston & Albany B. B. for the Went.
J«ncWestbrook
Close connection made at
R. R-,
(
tion with through trains of Maine
entail
with
through
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland,

1
Cleek of Coukt’s Office,
Machias, Washington Co., Me.)
this
PROPOSALS will be received at
office until ■Op. m. on the 24th day of April,
1880, for furnishing the materials and performing
the labor required in making the proposed
changes and alterations of the Court House at
Maclflas, Maine, according to plans now being
l>3
prepared by Fassett & Tompson, Architects, and
Exchange St., Portland, Maine. The plans
specifications will be ready for inspection about
April first, and can be seen at the office of the
Clerk of Courts, and at the office of the Architects.
For further particulars apply to the Clerk of
Courts at Machias, or to the Architects, at PortThe right is reserved to reject any or all
land.
bids.
J. 15. NUTT,
ROB T F. CAMPBELL,
WM. F. JOHNSON,
County Commissionees.

SEALED

mar27d2w
DR. C. W. BENSON’S

£

I SKIN
Sr

A CO'S.

GIRL

WANTED.
A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. A., Press Office.
dtf

CURE!

it, Warranted to Care

u

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, «
g INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,! C
£ j ale rough SCALY ERUPTIONS,! ®
§ DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALPl*
« SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES^

^ AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all partsj a
O of the body. It makes tbe skin white, soft I <
and smooth; removes tan and freckles, and is the
BEST toilet dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly
put up, two bottles in one package, consisting of
both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it. $1 per package.
dnrmttmcTh
aprS

ImilCTlON

l\ ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.
7

COLCORD,

BOYD

they
city
from the first to the fifteenth day nf April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from nine to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two to five

day

purpose

oi

receiv-

01

And all such persons are hereby notified to make
briug to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1886. and be prepared to make oath to the truth
and

ot the same.

And when estates of persons deceased have been

year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator
warned to
or other person interested, is hereby
give notice of such change, and in default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over.
with
And any person who neglects to
this notice will be doomed 10 a tax accoidmgto the
laws ot the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to tbe Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless be shows that he was unable to offer such

divided, during the past

lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will bo furnished at the Assesors' office on application.
been
rjsp-In no case where the Assessors have doom
put to the disagreeable necessity of making a
deor
will the possession of Government bonds
posits in the Saviffifs Banks be allowed as a plea
in mitigation of such doom.
JOHN W. YORK,
)
WM. O. FOX.
} Assessors.
)
STEPHEN MARSH,
,.

nU1iclln,n

^FasseiigertVain leaves

Mechanic Falls Junction
Can3.10 p. m., arrives In Buekfleld at 3.50 and
ton at 4.25 p. m.
otwl Q
1A
9.10
ana
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and Bosa. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland
--

ton.

*

at
Stage connections daily with passenger train
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfleld for
Canat
and
Mills
Turner;
West Sumner, Chase’s
ton for Peru, Dixfield, Mexico and Ruiuierd tails;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt»
oct9dtf
__

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PMSE.VGEB TRAIN SERVICE,
ellecl Snndny, Octnbcr II, 1183.

in

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS) grave pobtganb
m.
For Boston at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p.
™Boston for Portland 8.80 a. m.,
a.
8.40
m.,
Point
6.16,
Menrboro and Pine
Biddoq «i)
5 45 n m. Old Orchard, Waco,
ford and ELennebunk 6.16, 8.40 a. m., 12.30
8.40 V-rm,
3.30, 6.46 p. m. Wells Bench *'.16,
Bo3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Great Falls, and
Guwrence
Haverhill,
ver, Exeter,
m3.80
p.
l. owell, 6.16, 8.40 a. m„ 12.JO,
Alton Ha)
Bochester, Farmington and

J-02’?A3»P-

12.30
Rail Lines to points West ami South; the
with Sound Lines for New York.
A
Portland
8,46
Parlor Cars on trains leaving
8.30 a. m. and
m. and 12.30 p. m.. and Boston at
1.00 p.m.
•__
ST1VDAV TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.16 p. m.; arrive 6.30,8.46 p.ra.

EASTERN DIVISION.
ana
For Boston at 2.00 and t».00 a. m., tl.00
at 7.30
t6.00 p. m. Returning Genre Boston m. For
7.00
and
p.
12.30
and 9.00 a.m. and
b.00
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m„ 1.00 and
at
For Portamouth and Newbnryport
D. m.
For
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.
Salem
For
m.
6.00
m.
and
p.
Ames bury 9.00 a.
6.00
and Gynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and
on above trams.
p. m. PIJGGJJIAN CABS
9.00 a. m. and l.ov p. ra. trains connect

♦The

with Rail Lines to South and West....
tTbe 6.00 p. m. irain connects whu

£°Through°Tickets

to all polntsSoutb and West
sale at Portland Depot Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
tor

Street.

^ j FLANDERS, Gen. F. & T. A.
JAS. T. F0RBEK, Gen’l Manager.

JanS___SE_

GRAND mK RAlLff AY OF CANADA
CHANGE OF TIME.

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewuioa,

lllFor Oorham, 7.20
For

p.

LADIES,
try “PARLOR PRIDE”
STOVE

EI¥ AW ELt and you will use
other Polish.. Polish your Stoves ao<1
Ranges twice a year,the top once a week and
you will have them beautifully enameled;
an ornament to any room. Ask your grocer
or stove dealer for It. Otrcuiara, chromo
and
Ustsenton receipt of 10 cents.

qo

keep

dtA

_.

janl

7.06 A mM 1.16

a.ni. and
Gorhnni, Montreal and Chicago,1.30

4j°°£:cn'l"“f80

m.

For

Quebec,

1.30 p.

m.

ARRIVALS.

Prom Lewiston ui»d Auburn,

12.«»6. a. 16 ana >.o» p. m.
From Gorham, 9.40 a.

8.26 a.

and 7.00 p.

m.

n*.
in..

"'From

12.06 p. m.
Chicago and Montreal,
From Quebec, 12.06 p. Hi.
train an
on
cars
night
Pullman Palace Sleeping
an
Parlor cars on day train between 1 urtlaud
Montreal.
I|CKET 0FFICK1

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, MUwnali
Cincinnati, SI. Loon. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver. San Francisco,
and all point® In tlio

Canada.

Northwest, West unti Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Mauaga
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
otl2dtfJ. STEPHENSON. Supt.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave

On and after

Portland

as

follows:

Ferry,
For Bangor, Ellsworth, Ml. Deoertand
the
Vnncegoro, *1. John, Halifax,
and Aroostook
Provinces, St. Stephen
and
1.26
Eewistoa.
via
Connty, 1.20 p m„
Bar Har*11.16 P- m., via Augnsta; and for
B.
&
Piscataquis
K.,
bor, and Bangor
and
*11.16p. m., for Skowhogan, Belfast
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, *11.15 0. m.; W atervillr,
7.10 a. m., 1.20,1.26, *11.15 p. m., ..nd on Sat
Hal
urdays only at 6.16 p. m. ; for Augnsta,
lowell, IJ’ardiner and Biuaswtck, 7.10 u
.10
a.
m.
m., 1.26, 6.16, *11.16 p. m.; Bath,
Rockland and Knoi and Lincoln
10 a. m., 1.25 p. m.; Anl uru and
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p m.; Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m., til. 16 p.
m.; Farmington. Jloumouih, WinUirop,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.20 p. in.;
m.
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a.
and 1.25 p. hi.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will step
for passengers.
.th
with
jTlie 11.16 p. m. train is the night express 8tmnight
sleeping car attached and runs every
on
to
81towhegan
davs included, but not through
Dexter or
Monday mornings or to Belfast and
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
ru
Trains arw due in Portland asfollows: y1®,n<
8.40 a. *“•»
ing trains from Augusta and Bath
from
Lewiston. 8.50 a. in.; tiie day train*
aniiconu
gor and ail intermediate stations
niter
in., the
me roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p.
Augusta,
noon trains from WatervUle,
m.. the night
Hockland and Lewiston at,6.46 p. “>•
1.oOaPullman Express train at
r
lor

Baftj

Ticket**. Hn*l and second

f

duced

claw**,

rale**.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Kenumptiou of

Mrrvice.

CITV OF KICM'iONU will rebetween Portland and
sume service on the route
Maehlasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Portaud
Maehlasport cvel^
leaving
m.,
at
land
lTp.
Monday at i a. in., making one trip per week un
111 April 2d, when two trips per week will bo
made; from Portland, Tuesuays and Fridays,
steamer

and from

Maehlasport, Mondays

and

Thursdays.

PaVSON TIKJKEE, General Manager.
F E BOOTHBT.GeuT Pass, aud Ticket AgtuoSudtf
Portland. March 8. 1886.

1MPORTED

WINES and

LIQUORS

OF ALL RINDS,

FOR SALE BY

Portland, Mo

that flesh is
Dr Reed treats all chronic diseases
as incurable
heir to; all cases that are given up
1
and
physicians.
homoepathlc
by the allopathic
Ju take their case to treat and cure them. I find
to
die
can
cases
the
of
given
up
about four-fifths
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
ni. la »
a.
p. m.
novlOdtf
Maura—f>
Office

im
Iced water ruins digestion ; Dirigo water
and
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing
and
cool
refreshing
healthful. Delivered daily,
the
from the spring. Our Improved cans will
water cool from 36 to 46 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

t»83»

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES

DR. E. B. REED,

24___dtt
Dirigo Mineral Water.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,

and after JIONDAV, On. I»,
train* will run a* follow*

On

Clairvoyant and Botanic Pby.iciau,

Mad'cal Rooms 592 Congress St.,

_

Bail way
Connections via Grand Trunk
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls,
a. m.
11.45
at
Buekfleld
10.45 a. m., arrives at

11 tapis

ap!5_

STREET.

413 For® S**"®!.

ior me

ing lists of tbe polls and estates taxable In said

Jap

je23

Portland hereby

City
THE
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
will be In session every secular
that
said

o’clock in tne aiternoon,

*»«

Winter Arrangement, In Effect Oct. 12.1885.

Assessors’ Notice.
of

»*•

Vo<KJ0W3FETERS.
S0t
Rumford Falls aiidJBuckiield Railroad

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Assessors of the

i»mm

&m.;
R., 7.

comply

§

*

J.

uiauu

Through Tickets to all points West and 8ooth
Ticket Agent Fortmay be Fiad of 8. H. Hellen, of Preble
St., and
land & Rochester Depot at foot
St.
22
No.
Exchange
A
Adams,
of Rollins
9t0P at
sunt.

CITV ABVEBTI8EMENTS.

PROPOSALS !

TRAINS.

and after Monday, Oct. Id,
will leave
«*£Mf*g*"3 1NN5, Passenger Trams
•*«
Jt-'^""w-PorduiiO at 7.30 «.
—“-“”1.03 p. ui., arriving at Worceater
leave
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning,
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. m. and 11.16
m. and 6.46
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p.

THURSDAY.

Catalonia.April
Cephalonia.April
Gallia.May
Pavonia.May

du

ARRANGEMENT-OF

sept2i-dtf_General

Boston to

supi

_On

For NEW YORK.

Men’s Furnishers at Whole*
sale and Retail.

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

6 66

PEWIT,

Portland and Worcester Line.

From

*P-

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays escepted )
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J- B. COYLE, Jk.. Manager.
ocltf

second-hand Remington Type-Writ-

Wanted.
to do general housework. Call at 144
PINE STREET, in the forenoon.^
ap7tf

feb4

STEAMSHIP CO.,

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST.JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

New

arrive.-’£

0Ct5______

FARE $1.00

—AND—

er.

ap7d3t_B. A. ATKINSON

International

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

WANTED.

AT once,Call at

April

20th

I

STEAMERS.

vvi*f,*vuv.

ILCU

| about tlth April

freight-P^^ANCE

—

Bridgton.10*40

J. A. BKNNKXT, G. X. A.

ad-

human feet of men, women and children of all sizes to be fitted to
almost
for
Boots from my store
any price that can
be named, from the finest French Calf and French
JU

r*Xd

|

THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

Three door* weal

Leave

Portland,

trains oi

Passage:
cabin.*60 and *80. Return..*60 and *160
..Return *60
Intermediate*30
..Return at lowest rates
.*20
Steerage
For
& CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf

H

3.W

4.46
Bridgton Junction.10.38
Bridgton, arrive.5“

Rates of

J.

Me._apr3-4

XVIU IU UUftiac OllU iVH»

I

3d April

_d8m

Haskell & Jones,

where they

to

Portland.

8th April.
22d April.
Oregon
oth May.
Toronto
BRISTOL SERVICE:
For Avouinoulh Pocli (PirecI).
Sarnia

Melvir J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.

declS__

j

STEAMKE8.

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.

6-1

Established 1S67.6-1

j

Liverpool
18th Marcb
1st April
15th April

and

HAWKES BROTHERS
—

PATES i_

_SAILING

Oct. 5, 1885.

Leave Portland (P. SO. R. R.).....9.00

11-20J.

DOMINION LINE.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, JR.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Agent

_d3m

tenement
location and

them less liable to become damaged by moths.
D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner, P. O.
dress, Deenng, Me. Order slate at Horse R.

a

DUNHAM,

of Exchange St.

B|ST OF WORK AT

manner.

CRATE.
—

Street,

Middle

180

two

Office._

—

SOLD ONLY BY

TENNEY

’EXCHANGE

WITH

REFLEX

novlleodtf

WANTED—To

a

SPECIALIST,

514

buy 81,000 cast off clothing,
furniture, &c., of all kinds. Highest cash
call
or
address
immediately, MR. S.
price paid;
LEVY, 97 Middle St.. Portland, Me.6-1

erences.

HOTEL.

Me.

180 MIDDLE

—

UNITED
traveling salesman for Portwholesale tea, coffee
land and vicinity by
STATES WANTED—A
havcommission;
and

sizes, widths and shapes.
Soles for Name and Address of

Exchange St., Portland,

Everybody to use Bowker’s
Plant Food to make tneir plants bloom and
blossom; 10 and 25 cent packages; give It a trial.
W. C. SAWYER & CO.. Preble St.6-1

__6-1

sive

A. ADAMS Ar PO.,
Bo.ton.
Street, Cor. Broad SI.,
““

nov20dtf_

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

piano
person owning
know that all instruments under my excluWANTED—Every
clean Inside, rendering
care will be

PROF.CHS.LUDWIGVON SEEGER,

—

westerly
street
room, steam or hot air heat. High St. or any
40 Exup to West End. N. S. GARDINER, No.
change St.

a

or

E.
115 State
fehK

a

SON, 17 Plum St.

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University;
of the Iron
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order
Crown i Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, dec., die., says:
« LIEBIG CO'S COCA BEEF TOWIC
should not be eon founded with the horde of trashy
It is in no sense of the word a patent
cure alls.
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be rot only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it has received in all
parts of me world. It contains essence of Beef,
disCoca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are
solved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
Sherry.”
Invaluable to all who are Bun Down, Nervous,
or afflicted with
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitation!.
EES MAJESTY’S FAYOEJTE COSMETIO CLYCEEIKE.
Used by Her Royal Highness tht^Princess of Wales
and tbo nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping.Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
DTEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrup of Sana*
pnrtlla, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

AND

7-1
470 CONGRESS ST
WANTED—A
LANCASTER BUILDING,
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
WANTED-At 106 STATE STREET
7-1
G1RE
capable girl for general housework,
_novl2_d6lB
furnished or unfurnished
Locke & Locke,
in
the
located
of
term
to lease for
WANTED—House
years,
end of the city, modern house, bath

for

Made in all

sepl4

Ad-

a

Our productions are
the Perfection of Shoe-making.

M. G. PALMER,

8-1

small furnished house.
dress Box 177, Falmouth Hotel.

a

LADIES,
MISSES AND
CHILDREN.

X.

grocery
No. 41
8-1

WArkKIl^«/MrG&eslrlWhS:

m

I

FOR

NEW

ST._

to know

*EECT«

J. &

light second-hand
Apply at
wagon; will pay cash.
—A

R.,

further
the General

Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
and THURSDAY at 6.00 P. M., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. 5^*Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.

Book, Card

people
WANTED—The
can have locksmith work and bell hanging
J. P GABRIELworkmanlike
done in

_ewnrmly6

on

WANTED—Ladies

cash;
buy
WANTED—To
house,
good repair, good
Press
Address

lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

Look

to

to know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman still remains at 42 South street*
in treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and ingrowing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty,
will call at residence if desired without extra
charge. Corns removed for 25 cents._8-1

WANTED

«r?at

^We^tfras^e^SrSaSd
address
apply
to

Comineuciui:

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

MARKS,

WM. M.

WANTED.

WANTED
FREE

d Sandwich Islands, New
reduction In rates

r

^eaUmf and' Australia.

The

Hiddefm-il, Maine.d4w

sunny.

of the

Ieb5

to Rent.

R. H. INCERSOLL,Treasurer,
mar23

steamers
W fm.IaDLn Cldna
cisco

CAB 08.

BUSINESS

]an22

CONSISTING

Col'ds, Asthma, and all diseases

MAINE.

of 7 Lathes, one Swing 2 feet,
turns 17 feet; l Planer. 20 inch x b feet: 1
Saunder’s Pipe Cutting Machine, with Taps and
Dies; 2 Upright Drills, Centering Machiue,
Chucks, Bench Vises, Lathe Tools, Taps and Dies.
Reamers. Chucking Drills, Arbors, &c., Ac. All
ITie only repair shop In Biddein running order.
ford and Saco. A tine business opportunity for

WOLFE’S

does not connect for San Fran^Steamer of 10thsail
from San Francisco regular-

TO

(*I£_

Machine Shop, Tools and Machinery,

Apply

sail from New York for Aspinwall on
and 20th of each month, carrying
and freight for all the above named

ioth

passengers

lower tenement in

LET—A

BENT-House No. 40 South street, for
a private family.
Centrally located and
6-1
pleasant. B. SHAW 48% Exchange St.

Co.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

some one.

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.
dreamers
the 1st

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R, B.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

,

1885-6-WINTEB ARRANGEMENTS-1885-6

LET.

TO

Jo

nov28__dt*
PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

California,
Japan, China,

ARRIVALS.

JV

Peruvian._May

To

Commencing Monday, Oot. 5,1885,

v. 1U
until further notice Passenger Trains
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00
Fabynna, Bethlehem, Littleton,
W.
ter, WooiUville, Montpelier,
bury, Newport, Burlington, ^wanton,
eounecliiL
on
Ogdeumburg, and all poiius
lints.
termed lat*
in
3.00 p. m., for Bartlett and

10.40 a. m.. fjom Bartlett and way Station-*
5*55 p. ui., from Swuuioo, Bui liagiou
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, 8rwi
oc3at
October 3.1886.

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C. P.
WALDliON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. to
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

6-1

ALONZO S. DAVIS,

PORTLAND STAR MATCH
apr3

Shop and Power

April

April
\

PARISIAN.
SARDINIAN.

R. R.

Ogdensburg

FALL AND WINTEK ARRANGEMENT.

1886.

TXf?h8125Y'
Men. 25

Peruvian.
Polynesian.

11
25
8
15

PoftianTand

..

STEAMER

THURSDAY,
Mch. 4

Annual Meeting of the Portland Dispen-

dtjmos

20 OXEN JOR SALE.

RI DDE FORD,

F>via Halifax!?' I

B.ULROADS.

stations.

Liverpool no<l Portland Service.

information,
Eastern Agents.

The
sary will be held at Its rooms, 484% Congress
for the
Monday, April 5th, at 4 p.

land.

_mmdl-v

Mass.

L. LUAG.

Arrangements.

Winter

1885.

AGENTS WANTED.

seen on

marl 0

Opportunity.

Business

to
PARTY wanted in every town and village
manufacture aud control a patented article,
novel and new', and In great demand; can be maae
dolby anyone, and in any carpenter shop; a few
a good
lars capital Is all that is required; this is
a
establish
to
chance for an enterprising man
good paying legitimate business without capital
For full particulars address
111. E. STEPHENSON, 18 Boylston St.,

on

o-

allanlline.

only

Great

well matched and In good condition;

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

rent

tended to.

eodtf

The Standard of Purity anti Excellence.
Endorsed lor its Purity and Healtlif illness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entire-

p“”1»ni1“trS
to
hoard ^

and wui
wUl

S

FOR

and after Monday, April 5th, at
ALLbe
tbe St. John Smith Farm, St. John street, Port-

ly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Pli. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Asmyer of Maine from ’75 to 83.

no

SAGE—A iy3 story dwelling house
with garden lot and orchard, situated on
Forest Avenue, Woodfords, a short distance above
the M. C. R. li. Station. The premises may be examined, and terms of sale made known upon apALEXplication to the proprietor at the house.
ANDER HANNAH._16-3

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.

mar26

and fixtures;

atnlcc-P"3'".?33;.s
outs
elegant fountain,

BENT—Rooms with power in Mr. C. R,
Milliken’s building, No. 49 Union St., also
St.
pleasant imper tenement No. 59 Hampshire
B. SHAW,~48% Exchange St.6-1

tnard

leave Orr’s Island for Portland
landings at G.4f, A. M. Arrive at
A. M. For freight or passage ajiply

in

store

on

EXCHANGE-A desiraon one of the
in one of the
popular
with
a
large farm confinest villages in Maine,
nected; also a splendid spring of mineral water,
second to none in the State. For particulars, address WM. LYDSTON, 120 Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me.33-4
ble hotel property situated
FOR
most
thoroughfares, and

Cottage

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, dall>

March -9.1sat,
Sundays excepted, on and alter Great
Chebeague
at 2 P. M., for Long, Little and
Keturnlni,.
Island,
Islands, liarpswell and Orr's ami ndeniimllate

on

TI1E
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGfe SURPLUS. EQUITHORSES FOR SAFE.
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and consera

stOBE—First-class drug

Boston,
great tl>orol'Sll.f‘lto^ .'^ie'ltoek
Duuts
hie location; doing

BE

SAGE OR

chusetts standard, and of
the New York standard.

THE
tuality,

Congress

STEAMER CORDON

mh29dtf(JAPa.

3-1

B. SHAW, 48y3 Exchange St.

SALE-

SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.

sea-

644

HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.

BUSINESS CHANCES.

a new

REUORD IS

■

to

SWEETSIR’S Bleachery,

son, at
street.

pleasant
frame dwellSAGE—In Gorham,
Hill. Inquire of II.
TO nice order, Munjoy
FOR
ing house two story with ell and stable con8. PRIDE, No 3 Calioon Block, 385 Congress St.
within five minutes walk of depot, Normal

which has had thirty-six years’ experience.

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,

new' ones

the south-

on

gooil opportunity

houses.

JTS

Dim-

best shapes for pressing

our

FOR
westerly side of State street near Danforth
to erect a block of two
a

IS A

HO HIE

2nd t.lm bpst bargains.

ur.irir

cult feet fitted nicely; also a few more bargains in
541 Congress St., Portland.
our half price goods.
M. G. PA..MKK.
_3-1

1848,

IN

ORGANIZED

St___6-2

FORMA
for men,

MAINE.

OF

very

coining eveiy
ladles’ hats, and
FOUND._The
select fr°m already tEisi
week 24 shapes

St._0-1

Excliange

of tile
OII8AAE—House lots; a number side
of
best, lots in Deering, ou the sunny
overview,
location;
good
Prospect Hill; splendid
for
lookiiur the city and surrounding country
of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress

THE

PATENT

Ar

own

FORSAAE Six, in the best weswith all modern imtern part of the city,
tliree steam, tliree furnace heating;
Drovements
also one first-class
to
$7000;
prlcesrange $6000
location for a physithree story brick, fine central
ve new house on E essem
fi
also
cian, price $8500:
W. H. WALDRON, 180
den
Deerlng.

40

the Ocean, Peterson, from Rock^Scli'IIady ofVork,
while hove to off Thatcher’s

port.

(our

or

nuart.

quired;

NEW MODEL RANGE,

hauled off”with light damage.
at JonesSch Three Sisters is reported ashore

in 10

ill 5-lb pails; WiaTtic in 3-lt

choice canary seed,
cents per pound; extra
IaOlt
putting up,) 15 cents per
mixed

steady

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly

_

8

business
FOR
the

Surrendered policies,
Dividends,

ship Llewellyn J Morse, Y ea
7.1c, for Liverpool: Helicon, Howes, for New York
barque Mendota, Nash, for Iloilo and New York.
Sid fill Victoria, BC, Mcli 27, ship Astoria, Anderson, San Francisco.
Ar at Hamburg Apt 3, ship Ellen Good. Kelley,
Guayinas.
At Buenos Ayres Feb 28, barques Fremont Liuuell, from New York,ar 20tli; Megunticook.Hemingwav. one; 1) A Braytou, Gray, and P C Merriman, Howes, do; Thos Fletcher, for sale.
Ar at Bahia Fell 27, barque Geo M Stanwood,
Webber, Buenos Ayre.
Ar at Pernambuco Mcli 3, barque Oasis, Call,
from New York for Hong Kong, (and sld Stli.l
At Bio Janeiro Mcli 14, barque Allandale, Newman from Pensacola, ar 2d.
Ar at Para Feb 25, barque Nicola, Brown, Lisbon ; Mcli 3. sell Grace Andrews. Andrews. Newport News; 15th, Lizzie Lane, Herrick, PhiladelP
SM fm St Thomas Mch 12, sch Sebago, Hinds,
Manzanillaand North of Hatteras; 10th, Emerson Bokes, Marston, Forto Bico.
At Kingston. Ja, Mcli 30. sch Victor Puig, Harris. from Charleston, ar 27th.
Ar at Cardenas Mch 30, sch Belle Hooper, Gilkey, New York.
Sid fm Sagua Mcli 29. sell GeorgiaB McFarland,
Strong. Delaware Breakwater.
At Matanzas Apl 1, barques Sarah A Staples,
Bartlett; JB Babel, Sawyer, and Lillian, Bumbat, for North of Hatteras; Leveuter, Vesper, do;
B
brig Josefa, Goodwin; J fl Lane, Slmte; Anniefor
Storer, Adams, and Cora Green. Philbrook,
North of Hatteras; schs Nina TiUson, Acborn,
and Florence Lelancl. Adams, do.
Cld at St John. NB, 7tn, sell Mark Pendleton,
Pendleton, New York.

Exchange

__bl

SAXE—Choice mixed canary seed at

(

plain

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT GB COLO WATER.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAR AMAZINGLY, and gives universal eat isfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without itSold by all Grocers BKW Alt E of imitation*
tvel! designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tll8
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Aucklauk, NZ, Mch 2, barque E O Clark,
Staid, Wliangaroa.
Sid fm Iloilo Feb 13th, barque Corypliene, Ginn,
Feb 19.

cSl

Street.

Ulrica R Smith, of Jouesport, and Orozlinbo. of Calais, went ashore at Cutler uight of
26th during the storm.
Sch David Toney was in collision with schr A L
Dow at South Amboy 7th. The latter had foreland for New
tsland night of 6tli, lost part of deckioad lime.
Machlas April 8-Brig Raven, for Cuba, drifted
but was
ashore night of 6th on Sanborn’s Point,

WilOOU;

cure''smoked
10DreCssed hogs, city, OgaVsc P lb;

located,
SALE-Brick bouse, centrally
Brick house
whli all modern improvements.
house, 9 rooms.
will, 10 room "tatli room- Brick
and good trades. For par11 v.rf ni State St
HculaS on N S-’ GARDINER, 40

FOR

"ftehs

acston Produce Market.
BOSTON. April 7.1886.—The following are to.
day’s quotations of Provisions, Sic.:
Pork—Long cut 13 ooaili 25; short cuts 13 OC
13 60[backs 13 60@14 00; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 13 00® 13 25; pork tongues at 813*13 25
nrime mess at $12 O0@12 50; extra prime at 9 6C
mess, old, at 10 70*11 GO; do new at
&1‘> 00 Western prime mess pork 10 75S.T1 75,

P

Maggie

for do;

NB,fordo.

ascagoula.

Sid fm Nuevitas 7tli lust, sch Lizzie Chadwick,
Chadwick, New York.
Sid fin Delaware Breakwater Ctli, barque Stephen G Hart, from Matanzas: and sch Naiitasket,
from Cieufuegos. both for New York.

to-day:

pails;7>/i@7y*c

van

W flnllins. Stratton. SulliMulvey, Kaudlett, St Joun,

fl

,,

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
follow
SAN FRANCISCO, April 8.1880.—The
stock!
lDg are closing official quotations of mining

If,

Vow Vnvir

xtu

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid lm Liverpool 7lh iHSt, ship A J Fuller, Colcord, New York.
Sid fin Demarara Mch 18, sch Lizzie Heyer,
Harrington, St Thomas.
Ar at St John, PR, Mch 15th, sch Waldemai,

-•*•

tierces;7®7Vic

ISES.___

__

Ontario.

in

Millbridge.

do for

BOSTON—Ar 7th, sch Minnehaha, Bryant, from
Manillas.
Below, sells Clias II Haskell, Jas S Lowell, and
Mary A Rice.
PROV1NCETOWN-111 port, schs R F Hart,
Harding, from Portland for Philadelphia; James
Young, Linnekin, Bootlibay for Cambridge. Md.fm
SALEM-Ar 7tli, sell M lv llawley, Hawley,
Rockport for Savannah; Lady of the Ocean, Peterson, Rockland for New Yolk.
In port 7th, schs Abm Richardson, Patershall,
Portland for New York; Francis Coffin, Bellatty,
New York for Ellsworth; Zelia, Hallowell. Whiting for New York; Madagascar, Tinker. Boston
for Calais; Mary Langdou, Emery, Rockland for
New Bedford; Bertha Glover, Spear, do for New
York; Stephen Morgan, Meliaffy, Tliomaston for
Suffolk, Va; Elhiulge Gerry, Dyer, Rockland for
New York.
Also in port, sells Wm Flint, Dodge, St John,

San Francisco, Marcli 31—Ship C C Chapman,
now at Port Blakely loading lumber for Boston,
will take 280 spars, from 70 to 100 feet long.
Ship Jos B Thomas, at Hiogo, is loading afull
hast.
cargo of teas for this port, to be shipped
Barque Adolph Obrig is loading 00,000 cases oil
at this port for Calcutta.

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
are
NFWYOBK, April 8, lS86.-TheifoUowing
stocks to-day:
closhig quotations for mining
^
Colorado Coal.

lb

Godfrey,

Tluce-miartcrs of sclir Mary‘S Lee lias been
purchased by Messrs Edward and Nathan lowers
of Bucksport, at the rate of $2300.

-.
Unjou Pacific*••"•■*
bB%
Western Union Telegraph..

6Va@6%e p

FOR

\’pw York

Sid 7th, schs Henry Sutton, Manson. Portland;
Wi.lie Mar.in, .Holbrook, do; Daylight, and A
Tirrell, Boston.
NEW LONDON—Sid 7tli. ship Rufus E Wood,
(from New York) for Shaughae.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sid 7th, sc s Matilda
Brooks, Com Tucker, J L Newton, Mary B Rogers
and Mary E Crosby.
EDGARTOWN— In port, schs Inez, Leighton,
Perth Amboy for Boston; Yankee Maid, Leighton
New York for do; Mary Brewer, Kenney, do for
Biddeford; Lucy, Wosster, Amboy for Portland;
Chase, Snow, New York for Rockland; Eugene,

pieces.

Central.\0}M
fit. Paul
.;.,?a%
fit. ..

at

Bootlibay—D

Minnie Louise.
Also sailed, steamers Sarnia, and Bristol.

jersey Central.
Northwestern........
Northwestern preferred.idJ
Stew York

ilrd

for

SAILED—Brig David Bugbee; sells Normandy,

New

Best.
Bexiie Con.
Hale & Norcross.
Con. Cal. & Va.

Mary Elizabeth, Dunton,

and

Michigan SGeulral ...

Father de 8met......

NEm

Clioate.

OllillCV.13.1

..’*.!!*..

2.21

Sell A Anthony, (Br) Norris, Port Williams, NS,
for New York.
Sell Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Eoekland—
lime to C S Chase.
Sell Josie, Smith, Machias for Boston.
Sell Harvester, from Vinalhaven for Boston.
Sell Cinderella, Nichols, Bound Pond.
Sell YVillle Seavey, Simmons, Friendship.
Cleared.
Steamship Montreal, (Br) Boucliette, Bristol,—
D Torrance & Co.
Steamship Sarnia, (Br) Gibson. Liverpool via
Halifax—D Torrance & Co.
Sell Duroc, Anderson, Bangor—J Conley & Son.

26%
Krie.r
KiUftireterred—..

21
do preferred...
17
Honiestake.*.*. 2
Con. Cal. & .
1
Bodle.
1

J

THUESDAY, April 8.
Arrived.

call

Quicksilver.. -.

water

PORT OF PORTLAND.

dull
tile paper 4®5 per cent. Exchange continues b s
and steady-actual rates at 4 80% for 60-day
dull
are
bonds
Government
and 4 88 for demand.
firm. The
ami steady. Railroad bonds quiet and
stock market was moderately active and weakei
the
in the last hour and prices yielded Vs to %,
the lowest
market closing about steady at near
cases
prices reached during the hour, and in some
about tlie lowest of the day.
Tile transactions at the Stock Exchange aggiegated 277 328 shares.
The louowiug are to-day’s quotations ol Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s .;9i
New4%s, reg .112%
New 4%s, coup.112%
126%
New 4s, reg.
New 4«. coup.126%
Vs
..127
Pacific 6s ol
The following New York stock market is received dally, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
.142
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Alton preferred.1£5

■*•*

..Apl

ia‘ri^ay.::::n:3? w■•■■!;;; g“»{“

New York Stock and Money Market

••

Apl

3
8
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
10
10
13
15
lo
17
22
2b

M1N1ATUKK ALMANAC.APRIL 9.

PORTLAND. April 8. 1886.
Port
Received by Maine Central Railroad-For
for conand 28 cars miscellaneous merchandise;merchanmiscellaneous
cars
92
roads
necting
dise.
___

Hiirllmrt.nn .Si

...

Parisian.Portland... .Liverpool... .Apl
Apl
Saratoga.New York..Havana
Apl
Colorado.New York..Havana
Oregon.Portland ..Liverpool....Apl

107
112
112
1-2
130
108
104
108
111

on

OF~STEAMSHIPS.

New Orleans.New York..Havana.Apl
Suevia.New York.. Hamburg.... Apl
Baltic.New York. Liverpool....Apl
Moravia.New York..Hamburg ...Apl
Apl
Niagara.New York Havana
Heckla.New Yrork. .Copenhagen. Apl
Apl
Anchori a.New York..Glasgow
Schiedam.New York. .Amsterdam.Apl
Alaska.New York..Liverpool... Apl

Railroad Receipts.

fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, April 8, 1886,-Money
continues easy at 1 Va@2 per cent. 1' f1®.®

*»»**■>

Apl
Britanie .New Yolk..Liverpool... Apl
Gellert.New York..Hamburg ...Apl

105

.109

xoow.—vwwwu

FOB
FKOM
Rlieln.New Yoik.. Bremen

111
115
124
107
101
116
123

••

o,

Apiu

middling 8sAc.

1’ortland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 3 86 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.Bank.100
16J
167
Canal National
loO
148
...........100
Bank.
Casco Nat.
61
49
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
150
148
Bank.••••100
First National
122
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 120
142
Natiunal Traders’Bank.100 140
JO
80
Ocean Insurance Co.100
100
90
Portland Company.
60
60
Portland Gas Company. 50

...

MALE—A desirable 2% story wooden
house situated in the western part of the
with Sebacitv on Hhl street heated by furnace,
and p easant; i.i eood
goandgas; healthy, sightly
on PREMneighborhood; nice stable. Inquire

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

NEW ORLEANS, Apr 8, 1886—Cotton steady;
middling 834 c.
MOBILE, April 8, 1886.—Cotton is firm; mid
dliig 834c,
SAVANNAH, April 8, 1886.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8B/ec.

Florida.4 00@4 25 Good.17@18
Messina.4 50^5 00 Store.12^14
K*B»Malagers.2 00@2 60 Eastern extras
...13@14
Orange*.
12
Florida.4 25@4 75 Can & Western..
Island.12
75
5 00@5
Valencia
Limed.
Messina and Fabx.3 00®4 00.
Jerrno

BONDS.
State of Maine Cs, due 1889.110
Portland City 6s,Muiilclp’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, It. K. aid 1007...122
Bath City Cs, Mum various.102
Bath City Os It. It. aid various.... 100
113
Bangor Oity Cs, long It. It. aid....
Bangor City 6s, longMun.120
Belfast City 6s, It. K. aid. 103
106
And. & Ken. K. It. 6s, various
Portland & Ken. It. It. 6s, 1890..111
6s.....110
It.
It.
&
Farming’tn
Leeds
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s.. 120
Maine Central It. R. Consol 7s....128
Maine Central K. It. Skg 1 und bs. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg bs... .103
2d mtg 6s.106

PERTH AMBOY—Ar 7th, sch Will T Donnell,

u •

Fad

81c.

Choice.20^22

Lemons.

toil.

dean,1stock,
STRbbT,_7-1

■ p_Horses; Just received at Brown’s
1 car load ot horses
stable, 11)0 Federal St„
for sale
suitable for either working orcUivlnt,,
7-1
chean for cash. THOMAS O BRIEN

sells

Pork opened weak, closing'steady at 0 20®9 25.
Lard easier at 6 905 5 92. Boxed meats steady—
shoulders 4 00@4 10; short ribs 5 30; short clear
at 5 65® 5 70.
Receipts—Flour, 24,000 bbls; ! wheat. 12,000
bush; corn, 47,000 bush; oats, 32,000 bush;lrye,
1.000 bush; barley, 21,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 bbls; Wheat, 8,000
hush: corn, 42,000 bush; oats, 39,000 bush; rye,
3.000 hush; barley, 15,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, April 7. 1886—Flour is dull;
XXX 3 00@3 15; family 3 25@3 35; choice 3 80®
3 90; fancy at4 30@4 40: extra fancy at 4 60®
4 90; patents at 5 10@5 40. Wheat higher; No 2
Corn firm; No 2 Mixed 33%.
Red at 8534@80C.
Oats higher; No 2 Mixed 30c.
Receipts—Flour, 1,000 bbls; wheat, 16,000 bu;
corn. 71,000 bush; oats, 10,000 bush; rye, 2,000
bush, barley 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 4,000 hills; wheat 4.000 bu;
corn,9,000 bush; oats 23,000 bush ;rye, 1,000 bu;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT. April «, 1«86—Wheat—No 1 White
84c; Melt Red 85y2c; No 2 Red 84c; No 3 Red at

::::::::15ii6lRed
xop..*!«|%j»2%
Seed2 15@2 20
Timothy

Applet!.

line of custom; good
321 CUMBERLAND

Aracaju.

Also ar 7tli, barque Miranda. Corbett, Sagua;
J H Eells, Rockland; Palestine, Calais;
Cld 7th, sells Jennie A Stubbs, Stubbs, for Aux
Caves; Paul Seavey, Fletcher, Bangor,
Passed the Gate 7th, schs E L Gregory, from
New York for Boston; John Douglass, do for New
Bedlord; Kenduskeag, fm Newburg for Bangor;
Seth M Todd. Hoboken for Portland; Gamma, do
for Boston; Helen A Chase, and Standard, do lor
do; Win H Mitchell, do for do; F T Drisko, do for
Ipswich; Perseverance. Amboy for Portland; G
W Glover, do for do; Vulcan, do for Saco; Alpine
Elizabethport for Kennebunkport; L Holway, do
for Portsmouth; Yreka, do for Lynn; E G Sawyer
do for Newliuryport; Elvira, do for do; Red Jacket, New York for Boston; Hyena, Port Johnson
for Warren; Mary O’Nell, Philadelphia for Bos-

The
cold pen, black holder, called owner
Fountain Pen,” very valuable to the
Kfcoottuto
the
same
Whoever will return the
receive a
KR'S OFFICE. Municipal Court, will
suitable reward.___——

Ii

at actual value.

J

STEAMERS.

FOUND._

T ost_A

vative

....

Snow

1

.O'

___

,,

4
3

_

Ducks
Geese.

"Vtt»i

only moderately active; receipts 33,200 bush; exports 1337 busli; sales 70,000 bush spot; No 3 at
§5%e, do White at 39@39VsC; No 2 at 36c; Nodo2
White 40540*/. C; Mixed Western at 30:539c;
White at 39544c; White State at 40c. Coffee is
quiet at 8%c. Sugar stronger; refined steadier;
C 4%@5c; Extra Cat SVagSVic; White Extra C
6%@6%c ;Yellow 4y2@4%c ;Mould A 6%e ;OffA
5%@534c; standard A at Oc; granulated 6 5-16c;
Confec A 6 3-16c; cut loaf and crushed at 6%c;
powdered at 6%@6%c; Cubes at 6 7-16c. Pcroienni—united 72’/8C. Pork steady ;mcss at 9 50
@10 00 for old ;* 0 50@10 75 for new. Card shade
lower and moderately active; Western steam spot
at 6 2556 27% ; refined 6 50 for Continent; 0 80
for8. A.' Hinter firm;Western at 15@35c; State
18@33e;Elgin creamery at 34@35. Cheese firm;
State at 9@ll%c; Western 8y2@10%c.
Freights steady; wheat steam 3yad.
CHICAGO, April 8.1886.—Flour market quiet;
Winter Wheat 4 40@6 85; Wisconsin at 4 0-:®
4 65; Michigan at 4 60@4 70; softSpringWheat

High Mixed Corn.51@52
25@3 50 Cora, bag lots....54®5o
Meal, bag lots. .53®54
00@5 26 Oats, car ots....42®43
Oats, bag lots—43@45
00@6 25 Cottonseed.
00

5.5

anu

„„

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

St

uuu

sales 11,800 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 20@2 90; superhue
Western and State at 2 80@3 30; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 1553 50; good to
choice do at 3 G0@5 40; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00®5 26; fancy do at
at 5 20® 5 30; common to good extra Ohio at 3 26
@5 26; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 26®
6 30; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 7655 10; choice to double extra do at 6 16®
6 30, including 1700 bbls city mill extra at 4 70@
4 75; 1100 bbls fine do 2 2052 90; 400 bbls su15
perfine at 2 80®3 30; 800 bbls extra No 2 at 325®
@3 50; 2,900 bbls winter wheat extra at 3
6 30; 3700 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 25@5 26.
Southern flour steady jeommon to fair extra 3 35®
3 75; good to choice do 3 80@6 40.
Rye Flour is
linn. Wheni—Receipts 22,950 bush ;exports 60,359 bush; spot lots shade lower and less active,
closing firm; sales 128.000 spot; No 2 Spring at
91%c; No 2 Red 90%@90%c; NolRedat99e;
No 1 White 95c. Rye nominal. Burley steady.
Corn—spot lots less active but steady; receipts
72.000 hush; exports 43,185 bush; sales 65,000
bush spot; No 3 at 44%c: No 2 at 45%@45%e
Oats shade stronger and
in elev; Yellow 46%c.

v\ us
“1 once knew a steamboat down South that
it had a
not much larger than a dry goods box, but
on the
saw
ever
as
as
whistle
any
you
steam
large
engineer
Mississippi river. But every time the
blew this whistle the boat stopped, because all
the steam had been used up in making the noise.
who
Now that reminds me of lots of Christians
and who
are all whistle, who make lots of noise,
Jones.
there.'’—Sam
stop light

0035 26

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 8, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 7,000. shipments 2000; stronger shipping steers at

Massachusetts.

25@5 60

.....

medicine oil at 05c p gal; crude do 45c;
blackfu.il oil 52c; cod do 32c: porgie do 27c.
Fish scrap $9 p ton; liver do $G; fresh livers at
50c p bucket.
Fisli waste $3@$4 p ton.

I have not been troubled with the rheumatism
and can
since being cured by taking Atliloplioros,
medicine
recommend it to all as being the only
me at
that I have ever found that seemed to help
all in that disease. Edwin Sears, Provincetowu,

low grades.3
X Spring and
XX Spring..5
Patent Spring
Wheats.6
Mich straight
5
roller
clear do....5

Bay and

Fortune

Trout$11 p hhl; pickled codfish 500; haddock
$414 ; halibut heads 3% ;tongues $5: sounds $12;
tongues and sounds 8 00; alewives J3 00; salmon
13 00; fins 7 00; fins and napes 4 50; No 1 shad

to report
angry memorandum, and threatened
him to the company._

Flour.
Superfine and

50@53c._

Gloucester Fish Market.
EOR THE WEEK ENDING, April 7.
Codfish—We quote large Georges codfish 3 25 p
$2 /t ;
qtl for new and $2% for old; small Georges
Bank $2y3 p qtl for large and 8214 for small;
00
3
Qtl.
at
P
Shores
3
cured
do
3
25
and
00;
dry
cusk 2%p qtl; haddock at $2; hake at $1%;
and pollock 82; slack salt-ed do 2 75.
Boneless and prepared fisli 8 % ®4%c p lb for
hake, haddock and|cusk, and iVi&ViC p lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
at 7®8c p lb; smoked salmon 15c. Scaled her
ring 10c p box ; No 1 and tucks 14c. Bloaters at
60c P 100.
Mackerel—We quote inspected Shores $5% P
hhl for 3s, $6@$9. for 2*. $20@$26 for Is; and
$30 for extras.
Fresh Halibut—Last sales of fare lots at 6 and 9
p lb for white and gray.
....
Herrring—We quote Nova Scotia large split at
4 50 pbll; medium 3 00; Labrador 4 00; Round

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sid 30tli. ship Palestine, for San Diego.
PENSACOLA-Ar 7th, sell Mary Sprague, Boland, New Orleans.
BALTIMORE—A1- 7th, sch Maggie E Gray,
Crockett, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, sch Melissa Trask,
Trask, Trinidad; E H Harriman, Wood. Cieiifuegos; J B Anderson. Boone, Bath; Freddie L1 orter, Dolby, Portland; Isaac II Tillyer, Smith, do;
Elva E Pettengill, Dodge, do.
Cld 7th, brig Henry B Cleaves. Cliarlson, Card?
lias; Amy A Lane, Lane, Matanzas; schs Hattie
H Barbour, Lord, Bangor; W L Bradley, Chase,
Portland; J It Smith, Case. Salem.
Belmv 7th, sch E H Harriman, Wood, from Cienfuegos for Boston.
NEW YORK-Ar 7th, ship Titan, Allyn, Hong
Kong; brig Etta Wliittemore, Wlight, Cardenas;
sells John Bird. Bird, Zaza; J K Stetson, Trask,

LOST AND

FOK SAAB.

price
rARion pRibE M/o.fp.,
89 FULTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
F&MSm

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

PORTLANO, ME.

Also General Managers for New England for the

Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FKOII

HAKKI.OV.

VI.1INK

_

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
in the
Cotton anil other merchandise
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
elevator.
ceipts giveu. Otis Brothers
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS,
1*14dtf

No.

ut,

998 Commercial 8|r»«i.

PRESS-

THE

Funeral

FRIDAY M0RN1HG, APRIL ».

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre—The Magistrate.

& Co.

For Sale- House.
U nderwear—Bines Bros.
City of Portland.
Found—lioehe & Eaton.
Wante i Situation.

John 11. Kimball, of Westfield, Chautauqua Co.,
N. Y„ writes, May 20,1885, that lie was suffering
with Rheumatic Fever, and had Constipation so
had that many times lie went twelve days without
he as a
an evacuation. Given up by physicians,
last resort took Bramlretli’s Pills, two every night
well man,
for seven weeks. Now lie is an entirely
and never uses any other medicine for himself or

april

Ho will answer-

any inquiries,
eod&w

5

Derangements of the liver, with constipation, injure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter’s Little
Oueadose.

Liver Pills.
apr G

d&wlw

[Reported for the Press.]
Bangor, Tuesday. April 0.
The April term of the Supreme Judicial Court
for tills comity began here at 10 o'clock this
Prayer was
morning. Judge Haskell presides.
offered by the Rev. Mr. Busfield, of the Baptist
church.
The continued docket numbers about 1800 cases.
Over 200 eases have been marked for trial, and
tlie term will probably be a long one. There were
a large number of attorneys iu attendance at the
opening of court.
Ill the afternoon the case of Edison L. Oak vs.
It was an action
Win. H. Dustin was taken up.
It was agreed by the
of aire/aci'in against hail.
was valid,tlie
its
face
It
tlie
oatli
that
upon
parties
of
plaintiff should have judgment for tlie amount
tlie defendfor
unless
was
ids debt,
it
competent
ant to void tlie validity of the bail bond by showing the falsity of tlie bath in the particulars named
in which case tlie action should stand for trial. If
tlie oath upon its face should ho held insufficient to
warrant tlie arrest,and the bail bond should thereby lie held void, then judgment should he entered
for the defendant.

Crosby & Crosby for plaintiff.
T. H B. Pierce for defendant.
Wednesday, April 7.
The court was occupied nearly tlie entire torein

making assignment

of cases for

There being no case assigned for the afterthe juries were excused, until Thursday
morning, and court adjourned to that time.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
Thursday—Kicliard Cavanagli, intoxication;
2d offense; GO days in county jail.
GeorgeRobinson, intoxication; 2d offense; GO
days in county jail.
George Robinson, assault on a police officer; 30
days in county Jail.
,.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The subject for the Bible class at the Y. M.
C. A. rooms this afternoon at 4.30 o’clock Is
“The First Disciples,”—John i. 35-51.
A special meeting of Ilobah Encampment,
I. O. O. F., of Saco, has been called to consider an invitation to visit Portland.
Hon. G. F. Talbot, of Portland, will deliver a

lecture before the Diaz Union, Saco, up-

“Domestic Service,” tonight.
Chautauqua Circle will meet this
evening with Miss Addie Brock, No. 78 Park

on

Vincent

street.

Detective Ira True, of Hallowell, is about
to open a detective agency ill Portland, and is
looking for an office here.
Capt. A. F. Lewis and son, Edward A.
Lewis, of Cape Elizabeth, have opened a fish
business at Norridgewock.
It is thought that Peter Conley, of this
city, will go to England soon, accompanied
by William Spelman, his backer, to row Perkins.
A volume of essays and sketches by Edward H. Elwell, author of “The Boys of
Thirty-five,” will soon be published under

the title of “Fraternity Papers.”
The Sarnia, Capt. Gibson, of the Dominion
line, sailed at 2.45 p. m. yesterday for Liverpool. She took 18 saloon, 6 intermediate and
10 steerage passengers, and a full cargo,
a The Washburn Union meets this evening
in the vestry of the Church of the Messiah.
An attractive programme has been provided.
A large delegation of Knights of Pythias’
wenttoScarboro last night to organize Nonesuch Lodge, of which we spoke in yesterday’s edition. The party expected to return
a special train at 4 o’elock this morning.
Twentv-eieht short lobsters were seized

by

R. Davis several days ago.
Yesterday morning lie was brought before
His case was conthe Municipal Court.
from William

tinued.

There will be a special meeting of the executive committee of the Woman’s Auxiliary
to the Young Men’s Christian Association at
the rooms of the association today at 3 o’clock
p. m.
The Montreal, Capt. Bouchette, of the Dominion line, sailed for Bristol, Eng., direct
She took two passenat 3 p. m. yesterday.
gers, a full cargo and 416 head of cattle for
the Easter market.
Funeral of

Judge

Barrows.

The funeral of the late Judge Barrows
took place from his former residence in
Brunswick yesterday afternoon. The house
was filled with the friends of the deceased
jurist, and among them were included many
From
members of the Bar of the State.
Portland were noticed Judge Webb of the IT.
S. District Court; Judge Symonds, ex-Judge
of the Supreme Court; ex-Judge Nathan
Cleaves, and Judge Peabody of the Probate
Court; Hon. J. II. Drummond, Geo. E. B.
Jackson, Esq.; S. C. Strout, president of the

Cumberland Bar Association; Gen. Francis
Fessenden; Col. J. W. Spaulding, reporter of
decisions; Samuel Trask and H. R. Virgin.
From Saco came Judge Tapley, ex-Judge of
the Supreme Court. From Bath, Judge Walton and members of the Sagadahoc Bar.

Judge Libbey.

From Augusta,

The remains

were

enclosed

were

casket, bearing

in
a

laid in the library and
broadcloth
covered
a

silver

plate with the

age

The services,
and name of the deceased.
conducted by Kev. Mr. Holbrook, the rector
of the Episcopal church in Brunswick, were
The passages of
very brief and simple.

Scripture relating
read, and
no

to the immortal

life

were

There was
prayer was offered.
and no eulogy was pronounced.

a

singing

The Y. M. C. A.

Anniversary.

A rich treat is in store for the members
and friends of the Portland Young Men’s
Christian Association on the occasion of the

thirty-third anniversary exercises at City
Hall next Tuesday evening, April 13. Rev.
R. R. Meredith, D. D., of Boston, who has
been secured to deliver the address, is one of
the most interesting speakers in the country.
are his engagements, this is
the only date that could be arranged with
him for this month. Admission will be by
ticket. Tickets can be procured on Saturday
free of charge, on application at the 1. M
C. A. rooms. Members of the Association
and of the Woman’s Auxiliary will be admitted on presentation of their membership

So numerous

cards.
Sons of Veterans.
Guilford Camp, Sons of Veterans, of Saco,
gave a delightful entertainment and dance
last evening, in Saco City Hall, to the members of Shepley Camp of Portland, and F.

Camp of Biddeford. The three
camps, headed by Frank’s Hand of Saco, paraded the streets of that city during the afternoon, making a fine appearance. At the
hall, the drama, “Parted,” was played in
C. Warren

good shape, and after the play the dance was
enjoyed to a late hour, when Shepley Camp
returned home.
Presentation.
Last summer, Great Eastern Lodge, No. 4,
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, visited
Bangor. At that time the Ancient Order of
Hibernians tendered them their hall. Wednesday night, at a meeting of Penobscot Division, Ancient Order of Hibernians, in
Bangor, an elegant ice pitcher was presented
to it from the Firemen’s Lodge in this city,
in acknowledgement of the courtesies received last

Rev.

J.

A.

Bellows' Tribute

to the

terday afternoon, was attended by nearly all
of the leading business men of the city, representing the Board of Trade, Merchants’
Exchange, the Odd Fellows, the old Mercantile Library Association, the Fraternity,
and the home for Aged Men, for all of which
the deceased was so unceasing in his efforts,
and the business enterprises in which be
took a prominent part.
During the hour of
the service, the Board of Trade rooms and
Merchants' Exchange, besides some of the
places of business on Commercial street, and
in other parts of the city, were closed.
Among those present were Hon. George 1’.
Weseott, I. P. Farrington, Hon. W. W.
Thomas, Jr„ Geo. S. Ilunt.W. S. Dana, Hon.
Charles McLaughlin, H. J. Libby, J. B. LibJ. B.
by, Hon. W. L. Putnam, W. II. Smith,
Liscoml), Hon. Geo. F. Talbot, M. X. Kiel),
Capt. J. S. Winslow, Capt. B. W. Jones,
Eben Corey, I). E. Emery, Charles S. 1 obes,
Hon. Mark P. Emery, L. O. Short, Thomas
E. C. Jordan and a large number

Shaw,

of friends and relatives.

11KFORE JUDGE IIASKEEl..

today

by the

The funeral of the late T. 0. Ilersev, at
the family residence on Danforth street yes-

There
tives

trial.
noon.

Remarks

Memory of the Deceased-

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT.

noon

the Late The-

Frederick Frothingham.
Rev.

FINANCIAL.
*720,0^1'—H. B. Holiius & Co.
NEW ADVERTiSEMENTS.
B. A. Atkinson & Co. -Cor. Pearl & Middle Sts.
Wanted—Kent.
Specialties—Owen, Moore & Co.
For Sale—Farm.
Asthma—German Asthma Cure.
To Let—Room.
Buttons—Millett & Little.
For Sale—Horse.

family.

Appropriate

TO-UAV.

Wanted—Agents.'
Drapery Department—Owen, Moore

of

Services

ophilus C. Hersey.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ABVKItTISIBMBIfW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THE LAST CEREMONY.

summer.

Evergreen Cemetery.
At a meeting of the trustees of Evergreen
Cemetery held Wednesday evening, Keuel S.
Maxey wras elected chairman and William T.
Small secretary and treasurer, for the ensuing year. Frank M. Floyd was elected
superintendent.

were

and

from relamany floral tributes
a sheaf of wheat and a

friends,

star being placed upon
stands and tables bore
flowers in profusion.

casket, while
bouquets and cut
the

The services were conducted by the Kev.
Mr. Frothingham, a former pastor of the deceased, and were of a most impressive character. The choir of the First Parish church
was in attendance, and sang “Heaven is my

libme,” after which Mr. Frothingham spoke
in feeling and appropriate words of the life
and character of the deceased. He spoke
■

in substance as follows:
We meet today, friends, at the close of a great
sorrow: it fell heavy and cold on a
private life. It
al force of man is not usually more than equal to
the needs of dailv life. It fell at the close of a
life devoted to ends, by the current opinion of his
And the sorfellow men. not deemed unworthy.
row in tliis house today, my friends, the many expressions of sorrow among his friends, and the

resolutions which have been prepared by various
bodies of his fellow-citizens, and among them especially those from the children born into privation and danger, showed that this life was not
lived in vain.
That sorrow caused not alone by disaster and
loss and the failure of earthly hopes, but of the
which struck to the heart a nature
diappointment
so kindly sensative by him to the good opinion of
In death’s
fellowmen—now comes to an end.
still alembic it surely will be transmitted into joy.
One who has a right to say it, in speaking of the
life, has expressed the thought, how
ittiug to our general human life, that in it are two
points: One when, a beggar, he prepares to plunge;
Tliis
one when, a prince, he rises with his pearl.
is true of every life. And let us all remember, the
for
and
for
his
thetweakest
inspiration
strongest
his strength, that no soul shall miss its pearl.
But
of
th.t
he
who
has
won
price.
pearl
Happy
whether through the high consecration which
comes as near to sacrifyee as man ever ought to
come, he w ins that pearl as through that grace of
Clod by which though through error and doubt
and failure and loss he becomes at last what he
ought, it must finally be his, Uod cannot suffer
any child of His to fail.
Hero in the presence of great death let us not
read the dreary lesson, "vanity of vanity, all is
vanity.” Is hot a mighter and noble lesson
brought forcibly to our view, that namely of
Here rise in
the worth of the eternal verities.
their majesty, truth, righteousness, honor, brothwe
look
them do not
as
at
And
service.
erly love,
thro’ them the great
our minds find speaking
words of eternal life.

iiearl-diver’s

Mr. Frothingham concluded by reading a
number of selections from the scriptures.
At the conclusion of the reading, the choir
The officisang “Nearer my God to Thee.”
ating clergyman then offered prayer, and after the choir had sung “Rest, weary heart,”
the services closed with the benediction.
The body was interred in the family lot in

Evergreen Cemetery, the following gentleW. S. Dana,
men acting as pall-bearers:
Wm. L. Putnam, Geo. S. Hunt, J. S. Winslow, Eben Corey, Geo. F. Talbot, D. F. Emery and M. P. Emery.
The Rev. J. A. Bellows, the last pastor of
the deceased was prevented from participating in the services by the condition of his

voice, but had prepared the following:
When two years and a half ago, I came to this
city to become pastor of the Second Unitarian Society. it was at this house, on ilie very day of my
The recolinstallation, that 1 was first received.
lection is witli me. very sweet and tender, of the
kind welcome, the earnest grasp ot the hand of
him who today rests in Uod. It is hard that I
cannot, with my faltering voice, adequately speak
of what he was to the church, and to me, its latest minister. That service will be most fitly rendered by one who knew him for a far longer term
of years, and whom our friend loved much.
In him was witnessed once more the eternal triumph of the strong will over the weak body. In
tlie last mouths that he was seen in our streets
and ways, or, as the few who knew him best saw
him in his own home, there was made very clear
that revelation of the soul which is the sweetpst
evidence of immortality, moral and spiritual
power emergent from sickness and suffering.
Through the long wear of pain and the high discipline of sorrow was fashioned that crowning
nothing else can avail), of the mysterious working of God’s will. This is the perpetual resurrection of life out of death, of higher good from seeming evil. Those who knew him in his many business relations will bear witness to his faithfulness
his honesty, his wonderful courage, when, seem
indy, physical strength must fail him. But he
had willed to live; and with such men the will
counts so much that at last the body hardly counts
at all. It was marvelous to see how, when sudden
disaster and heart-breaking loss came upon him—
trouble that would have crushed many far stronger men—he came forth from the shadow of it all,
worn and exhausted, indeed, but with that kina
of cheerfulness that marks the best of the ltoraan
stoics, and is not so common as It ought to be in
He had died
our too easy-going Christianity.
many times in weariness of body, in anguish of
spirit, in heart-break over the disasters and cruelties of life, before death finally released him. I
like to think that for him, who was so tired, who
had so often found it hard, or quite Impossible to
sleep—there is now “the long quiet of the heaven-

MARGARET.
Wednesday evening Mrs. Emma 15. Dunham’s opera of “Margaret,” in six acts, received its first interpretation, in the Kooky
Hill Lodge, K. of P., course, at Lewis’ Hall.
Woodfords.
The plot of the opera, in brief, is that Henry
Talbot; son of an English earl, despite Ins father s
commands, secretly weds Margaret, the rector s
takes up his abode
daughter, and with his bride
in Switzerland, apart from all connmm cation
with friends. Margaret and Henry both die and
leave their infant daughter, Margiiret, to the care
of a Swiss peasant and Ids wife. When the play
with her Swiss
opens young Margaret is living
so
years of age.
adopted parents, and is fifteen or
Lorn
Howaiu, who
nobleman,
a
Hhe meets
young
is hunting in the neighborhood. They fall in love
and betroth themselves, and he promises to reIlls bride.
turn in four years and claim her for
During that time Margaret's grandfather has died
the title
assumes
and her father’s twin brother
and goes to Switzerland on a search for his niece.
He finds her. learns of her parents' death, ami
takes her to England, where she is educated and

brilliant

a

becomes

ity.

Those who have worked side by side with him
in many a noble charity, know how ardently our
friend put his time and money, his strength and
heart Into them. It is surely a law that one gets
only what one gives. He gave himself, the best
gift one can offer humanity, and be got back the
blessed reward, which is the largest compensation,-the sight of the good work growing under
his hand. He lived to see (what is not granted to
all men), that the judgment, the courage, and the
enthusiasm he had put into at least one noble undertaking—the Portland Fraternity—had borne
fruit a hundred fold. Many a time, when at some
one of their public meetings, where the orderly,
well-behaved boys and girls were ranged before
him, visibly rescued from so much of evil and
danger, ho would recall for me the early days of
that organization, when it was but a doubtful experiment, and the disorder and anarchy—call It
chaos—out of which had grown such fair fruit. If
the many lives of young men rescued from the
lurking temptation could speak today their rightful gratitude for his aid, there would be need of
10

rrnoooiio»•

•<>,,>•<1

nn

ivthnp milrtirv than tliA

benediction of those ho so richly served.
1 lie world Is poorer for the want of this faithful
honorable life, largely spent in the service of his
He will live for memory and love.
fellow men.
May the heavenly peace, into which his tired
lias
entered, touch and give light to those
spirit
who now dwell in the shadow of ills loss.
During the day the flags on the City
Building and the International steamer offices were at half-mast.

Rev. Dr. Robbins, ex-president of Colby
is going to Europe with his
family. He leaves Rochester for New York
next week.
Capt. A. Grant, who has been famous for
real estate litigation in the District of Columbia, in which General Butler lias been
counsel, is dangerously ill. He is a native of
Maine and went there from Massachusetts,
where lie is said to have built a number of
the mills at Lawrence. He was a pioneer in
the organization of the Grand»Army of the

University,

Republic.
Temperance.

Sunday evening, April 4th, the regular
monthly temperance meeting, held under the
auspices of Maple Lodge took place and
addressed by Mr. Minot of Pride's
was
Corner, Westbrook. His address was enjoyed
Mr. Hast also

Monday evening, the 5th, Orient Lodge, Saccarappa,
held a public temperance meeting in the
vestry o£ the M. E. Church. There was fine
speaking by Messrs. Shinn of Deerlng, Dennett and White of Saccarappa.
The singing
fine.
At the recent explosion of the Powder
Mills ‘at Gambo, Harry Hooper was one of
the victims. He was a member of Light of

was

Home Lodge, Good Templars, South WindAt a

regular meeting

resolutions of repect

adopted.

were

of the

Lord

cool, begins

droop, and her uncle takes her hack to her
mountains. Here Lord Howard again meets her,
all is explained, and both are made happy.
The scenery by Mr. J. B. Hudson, painted
expressly for the occasion, was very pretty,
and depicted scenes in Switzerland and

England,

and tire orchestra of

four

pieces

by members of Chandler’s Band, with Miss
Minnie Meserve at the piano, did justice to
the instrumental
score.
The chorus of
twenty-four was well drilled and rendered
their music with precision and taste, while

principals acted with spirit and sang
with much feeling. The following was the
cast:
Margaret.Miss Alice Dunham
Lowell
KaiCStanley.Mr. Irvin
Lord Howard.Mr. Geo. W. Cooper
Lord Chelmsford.Mr. Harry Nickerson
Swiss Cotter.Mr. Chas. Conant
Cotter's Wife.Miss Lulu Plummer
Lady Emily.Mrs. J. S. Dunham
Every seat in the house was occupied and
many were obliged to go away for want of
room.
Many of the choruses and solos were
heartilv encored. The opera was repeated
last night to another excellent house, and it
is thought a handsome sum will he realized
for the charitable object for which the opera
the

given.

was

GUS WILLIAMS.

The sale of seats commenced Wednesday
morning for the entertainment of Gus
Williams’ “Oh! What a Night,” to be given
tonight, and Saturday evening and Saturday afternoon. The New York Telegram
says.

That inimitable German dialect comedian, Gus
Williams, appeared in his new play, “Oh, What a
Night!” at the Harlem Theatre Comique last
evening. In the play lie sustains his old-time
reputation. He introduces several new comic
songs and gives a recitation entitled “A Lock of
Hair,” which descends from the pathetic to the
ridiculous in a way to convulse with laughter the
most aedate listener. Miss Topsy Venn rendered
a couple of songs in a pleasing manner.
NOTES.

There was another fair sized audience
present at Oliver Doud Byron’s and Mrs.
Bvron’s play of “Inside Track” last night.

The

Gospel

inusicale at

Mission was well

attended last night and several of the numbers were encored.
Listz has received a command from the
Queen to visit Windsor Palace.
And now it is said that the famous llerr
Seidl cannot visit Boston at the head of the
Metropolitan Opera House Orchestra, as he
lias been

suddenly

summoned to

Europe.

Rubinstein, the pianist, is reported to have
refused an offer of $100,000 for 100 concerts
in this country on account of his dread of
seasickness.
In Memoriam.

quarterly meeting of the Veteran
Association of the I. O. O. F., held last evening after appropriate remarks by President
At the

Little and other members of the Association
relative
to
the decease of Mr. T. C.

Hersey,

the

following

was

unanimously

adopted:
Whereas, It has pleased God in his all wise and
inscrutable providence to remove by death, our
elder brother, Theophilus C. Hersey, one of our
official board, it becomes us to bow submissively
to his will while we are saddened iu view of the
loss,
we, iu connection with the subordinate
lodge, of which he was so long an honored memhave
sustained, it is proper aud we do hereby
ber,
bear our cheerful testimony to the value in which
he was field, as a true and faithful Odd Fellow, exaud
empting in his life, the cardinal principles
virtues of.our order, Friendship,!Love and Truth;
therefore,
Jlesolred. That we deeply sympathize, with his
afflicted family, iu the severe loss they have sustained, and also with the business community iu
the loss of an enterprising merchant and valuable
U1M£C11.

Itesolved, Tliat a copy of our action be forwarded to the family of Brother Hersey and the same
be spread upon our records.

lodge

reported and

’86.
In getting off a horse ear in Boston a few
ago, John Davis, who was to pitch for
the Boston Unions on their southern trip,
and who has signed with Toronto, sprained
one of his knees.
He will be unable to pitch
any till he reports at Toronto, even if lie
docs then.
Umpires in the New England League tiiis
season will appear on the field in uniform.
“Stripes” will be the prevailing style—at
the close of a game.
The tickets for games in Portland this
year will be printed in Boston. They will
be numbered from 1 up to 30,000.
In the Chicagos' first game of the season,
which was played Jit Memphis, Flynn and
The score was
Moolic were the battery.
tied until the ninth inning, when the Chitheir
customary ability to
cagos with
“brace” at the critical minute, put in a
streak of batting and earned three runs,
which won the game.
Samuel II. J. LaRoque, third baseman of
the Newburyports, arrived there Tuesday,
making seven members of the team now in
town, and leaving four more to report.
LaRoque is a well-built young man, and if
he finds the ball it looks as if the opposing
fielders whould require a boat to return it to
the diamond.—Newburynort Herald.
The Newburyports play the Bridgeports
at New Haven on April 23, and again on the
24th.
Reilley, the catcher of the Portlands, is
know n by the nickname of “Lightning Joe.”

The Cape Elizabeth Grays, a new base
ball club, will give a dance at Ferry Tillage
next Monday night to help eut in the purchase of uniforms. JA boat will leave for

Portland after the dance.
The Bostons started on their southern trip
last night.
The Dartmouth College nine will leave
today on a vacation trip, playing their first
game with the|Beacons on theLTnion grounds,
in Boston, tomorrow'. The team is made up
as follows: Vlan P. Artz, catcher; Chandler,
first base; McCarthy, second base and captain ; Quackeuboss, third base; McManus,
snort stop; ispringueia, leit new: Aiicen.
centre field; ltanlett, right field; Aiken and

Johnson, change battery.
The Boston Blues

have

decided

AQUATIC.
The respective positions of the

ted or Davis will be secured as trainer

W. II. Sanborn & Co., may be found at
Chadwick Block, No. 100 Cross street, first
door below Free street. A full line of furniture, bedding, etc., on hand, which we shall
sell as low as any dealer for cash, or on en-

plan. Repairing
specialty.

stallment
a

upholstering

tered upon tlie duties of his office.
The Portland and Rochester Railroad
Company are fitting up the depot in this village in fine order for summer business. The

The border foot is Pompeian red, frescoed in
colors and gold. The side walls are terra
cotta; the woodwork chestnut and walnut,
in hard finish. Mr. Thomas Graifam, painter
for the company, is doing the work. The
office is soon to be suppied with a telegraph
Mr. John
and an
operator employed.
Brown has faithfully performed the duties
of station agent for
nearly twenty-four
years. During that time he has not been
absent from duty twenty-five days. He has
travelled on foot to Portland a number of
times, and carried the mail bag over his
shoulder when it had been left by the train,
in the rush of business or through neglect.
At such times he has made good time and
delivered the mail at the city office nearly as
soon as the mails by train reached the office. On one occasion he walked the distance, six miles, in 55 minutes.
The receipts for freight at thjs station during the month of March amounted to upwards of $3,000. 'The receipts for passenger tickets amounted to nearly 3GOO.
GRAY.

The Gray Park Association Lave

expended
fair grounds. The

$6,000 on the new
is claimed to be the best in the
State. The track is very even, smooth and
on a solid foundation.
The grounds are located in the village, about two minutes walk
from the business centre.
It is reported that tire woolen mills at May-

factory will be started up next week by
parties from abroad. Arrangements are being made to put the spindles in motion next
week.
_
alls

SPORTINC MATTERS.
PORTLANDS’ TRIP.
has been secured for. the
Portland Club. It is McKinley, who pitched
for the Torontos last season, and it is said
he is a good pitcher. The contract was sent
to him to sign yesterday. This will give the
Portlands four fine pitchers, three catchers
and five fielders.
The New York Sun has the following on
Portland-Newark game: “The
Wednesday’s
Boston Unions failed to appear at Newark,
and
Manager Hackett of the
Wednesday,
Newark Club had to send to this city for the
Portlands in order to play an exhibition
game. When the Portlands arrived at Newark their batteries were played out, and
they were loaned Knowlton and Trott of the
THE

man

Newark Club.”

CUMBERLAND COUNTY LEAGUE.
There will be a meeting of representatives
of the clubs in Cumberland county who pro.
pose.to enter the league, at the United States
Hotel, tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’clock.
There will be an incentive for some good
work among the clubs this year, it being a
Globe. It
pennant offered by the Portland
is expected that clubs from this city, Westand
other
places
brook, Yarmouth, Bridgton
THE

will be represented.

BALL

NOTES.

Mr. A. H. Soden, president of the Boston
League team, is building a summer cottage

In tills city, April 7. at the Maine General Hospital, Martha A. Chase, aged 62 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock,

ft

lu Saco. March 31, Abigail C., wife of the late
Nathaniel Heeling, agetl 8il years (! months.
In East Parsonsfleld, March 30, Morius Adorns,
aged 32 years.
In Old Orchard, March 30, Mrs. Mary T. Stubbs
aged 63 years.
In Somerville, Mass., April 5, Joseph Paine,
aged 73 years,—formerly of Portland.
[The funeral service of the late John Mallay will be held at 7.30 this morning, at No. 110
Sheridan street.
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FURNITURE,
CARPET STORE

RANGESTORE
ANY EVENING IN THE WEEK.

To Purify Your Blood.

Hood’s

We are desirous of showing
you our stock and building
under the electric light.
A visit will repay you.

100 Doses One Dollar.
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Farm lor Sale.
West Cumberland; 60 acres of good land,

good orchard; good buildings.
S. A. THOM ES,
St., Woodford’s, Me.

TO

convenient furnished room 114
OXFORD ST., at a reasonable rate.
9-1
I.ET—A

CEILING
DECORATIONS.

OPEN UNTIL 9 EVERY NIGHT.

House, Offiee and Store Decorations

ISAACG,ATKINSON
dtf

City of Porllaud.
City Clerk’s Office, I
}
April 8th, 188G.
the petition of Small & Barrows, for
a Stationand
maintain
to
erect
permission
11
ary Steam Engine of four horse power, at No.
Exchange St.,
Notice is hereby given, that the Mayor
and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties interested in said petition, at their room, City Building. on Monday, May 3d, A. D. 1880, at 7.30 p. m.
By order of the Board,
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

UPON

_d3t

aprO

A

SPECIALTY.

prepared

are

to

and would advise all

EVER BEEN
It stands with
and

ASTHMA,

Price $1.00 per bottle. A copy
of Dr. Flower’s Rules for the
Treatment of Consumption accompanies each bottle.

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,
BOSTON,

.....

contemplat-

feb26

1

I
if

sh—,.
Argus Office.

..

8ALE-A good horse, five years old this
Spring, all sound and kind, good style and a
good roader. For further particulars inquire of
A. H. PARKER, 14 Merrill

FOR

8

St._0-1

have old and valuable
repaired and regilded, at 110 Exchange St., Portland, Me. ROCHE &

FOIIINR—IVheve

to

EATON.^

tenement of 5 or 0 rooms, in
good location, by tho first of May, or at
once. State location and price. Address u. F. K.,
9-1
Press Office.

WANTED-A

We are

1 Lot new Homespuns 37 1-2 cents.
1 Lot Short Lengths in French
Dress Goods 37 1-2 cents.
1 Case Shirred Seersuckers 6 1-4
cents.
1 Lot Cocheco Shirting Cambrics
5 cents, former price 10 cents.
Colored Velvets 75 cents, worth

$1.00.

Black Velvets Embroidered in Colors in ten Beautiful Styles $1.75,
former price $5.00.
Extra Bargains in Black and Colored Surah Silks.
New Dress Goods just received to
be sold at very low prices.
Lot Black French Dress Goods
1 50 cents, former price $ 1.00.
Full Line of the Celebrated Dr.
Ball’s Health Corsets, and the

TIT,Milt BROTH.
mar!9
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Both above grades have been sold by ns
for years, and never anywhere near so
low as we now offer them. Call at once
while the sizes arc complete.
Rain Umbrellas also on sale To-Day.
See our advertised sale of Underwear
from sunken steamer Oregon.

RINES BROTHERS.
d3t

aprS

SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SALE OF

FINE WATER COLORS
—BY—
F. K. Ml.

REIIN, OF NEW FORK,
—

CYRUS
Fine Art Rooms,

marl2

AT

Registered.

________

rtr __.
PRICE lit*
Cents*

Every one has beard of
the wonderful effect* of the
Spruces and tho Pine* t»
cases of Lung Disease. TbA
Kev. Mi*. Murray, in his book
on tho Adirondack*, lately
published, relates tho case of
a consumptive young man
who was entirely cured by
months’ camping
a three
out ft»oong the pines, la
France the physicians regularly send their consumptive patient* to tho pine
woods, and order them to
drink a tea made from the
spruce tops.
GRAY’S SYRUP is a scientific combniation of the guut
which exudes from the Red
Spruce treo. In this preparation tho gum never sepur
and balsamic properties are
preserved.
For Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,Throat Affections, Ac.,
it acts like a charm.

KERRY, WATSON & CO.,
Wholssala Druggists, Montreal.
eodlstor4tlip

“having

decided to close

rip my business at 610 Congress Street,
I should be glad to make u|> the balance
of my picture frame mouldings at very
reasonable prices. I also have a great
maay fine goods which I should like to
dispose of.
Customers having accounts would do
me an especial favor by settling before
the 15th lust.

—

F.
610

DAVIS’
Congress

SI.

_
eodtf

ap7

GYRUS F. DAVIS.
..

i»

exhibiting the best line of

Room Papers and Ceiling Decorations
that have been shown in tills city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
Also the
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers.
largest stock of common papers in the State.

We

guarantee
as

prices

our

as

low

the lowest.

AXMINSTER,

Fm-lUh

MOQUETTE,
WILTON,

American
American.

VELVET,

English, Lowell

afgefim, Bromley*1

BODY BRUSSELS,

Worcester, Homers

H&^’aS^des

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

HigSns^hffielphla
of cTteap

THREE PLYS
EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPERS

and^anfe
lines
llnfl

P

giod,

Large Stock
of
These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

KIDDEMINSTERS
ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

feet
f^anduf24feet
™fg“nd

LINOLEUM
8HEETOILCLOTH

In „

83HSL

_

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
All qualities and in

TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES

Great

Variety

Of Patterns

MADRAS

at the

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

Very Lowest Prices.
Buy these goods of

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

us

and save money.

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting the best at the
lowest prices.

BON’T SWEAR
When you hurt yourself; try something better for
pains—Baker's CJreni American Specific.
m it
|is liable to happen to any
A mlsone at any time.
UN
nil
step causes a sprain; a
I rnninp||ms sudden fall wrenches a
flf.i.lllr nl I shoulder; a quick move

nUwlllbll I Inear

a fire overturns

a

kettle of hot water and some one is scalded; a
sudden change in the atmosphere brings on toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism. For all such and
for many other household troubles of greater or
less importance, BAKER’SCreal American
Specific Is a remedy.
This is to certify that I IlflVIlA IIT
caught my foot and fell full | W I I Mil I
force striking the edge of a !■ 1 I III! U I
as a mil
tub with my nose, break- m a|
1111 I U
ing the flesh away from II N
UH I II
the cartilage, making itmil
the
doctor
to
take
several
stitches
for
necessary
to keep It in place. I used very freely Baker’s
I have not had any
Great American Specific.
soreness resulting from the blow, and no discoloration of the flesh, and but little swelling.
Every
body should have a bottle for instant use for
&c.
Burns,
Toothache,
Sprains, Cuts,
WM. M. DOW, Borland, Me.
1
State of Maine.
County of Cumberland. I
Win.
M. Dow, and affirmed
Personally appeared
that the above statement by him signed is true,
B.
LEWIS
SMITH,
before me.
Notary Public.
Bilker’s (treat Americun Hpreific is a
clean and purely vegetable preparation, free from
injurious ingredients. It does not simply numb
the pain and afford temporary relief, hut acts as a
counter irritant and draws out the pa in.
Try it
and see. It is sold for

^urremedy

Rememb 6f
tliat if
1
*
[does not fulfill all our claims
C M *T" C
printed on the label, we
U. IN I OI will refund your money at

FIFTY
once.

This injures you satisfaction.

Proprietors,

MAURICE BAKER & CO.,
mar2D

PORTLAND, MAINE.
lstor4thpeodtf

IVa anil Yellow five
BEANS!
Best

Qualify,

5 CENTS PER

QUART.

Evaporated Apples,
10 CENTS PER POUND.

Faotory: Rouses Point. Wholesale Warehouse!
220 State Stneet, Boston.

janll

now

190 & 192 Middle Street. «ti

FOR A FEW DAYS-

ION.

81 CENTS.

frames

Designs and Colorings.

marSO

Turner Bros.’

__

eod&wl4-3m

9-1

is complete with

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

AT

QVP I I

__

a young married
business
Acof 15
the
groof
references
best
Address
given.
cery business;
A B. C. care Chase & Son, S3(l Federal St., City.

^

SPECIALS

^

Ladies’ Warranted Gossamers,
mail

MASS.

make esti-

ing work of this kind to call ear*
ly, before the rush of Spring business commences.

LORING,

Our

Harmonize as the public well know.

COUGHS, COLDS,

rival for

a

Trade Bark

quainted

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

eodlylstor4thpeF

59 CENTS.

by
experience.
WANTED—Situation
years
with
hardware, paint and oil and

Carpetings id Wall Papers
CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

Ferris Good Sense Corset Waist.

mates on all binds of above work.
We have
competent workmen

CHILDREN

aprO

We are prepared to offer the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown In this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles ami get our prices. We
have selected our

1

We

MAMOER.
aprO

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Buttons!

aprodlw_South

Wall Papers, Draperies,
Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &e.

as

DR. FLOWER’S LUNG CORDIAL is without question the
most wonderful Lung remedy ever
It eradicates the
discovered.
germ of CONSUMPTION AS NO

marked them down and shall sell all at
less than half price. The lot comprises:
25 gross Ivory Buttons, all colors, fit
5 cents per dozen.
25 gross Wash Ivory Buttons, all colors, at 10 cents per dozen.
25 gross Cut Ivory Buttons, all colors,
at 15 cents per dozen.
25 gross Cnt Steel Metal Buttons, all
colors, at 19 cents; marked from 50 cts.
25 gross Open Work Cut Steel Buttons,
all colors, at 25 cents per dozen;
been
sold at 50 cents.
25 gross Metal Buttons, all colors, at
10 cents: been seld at 37 1-2 cents.
A full line of large Trimming Buttons
from 50 cents per dozen to $1.25.

a

MARRETT. BAILEY & CO.

SARSAPARILLA

“One year ago I was apparently so far
gone with Consumption that my life
seemed only a question of days rather
With my faith in the
than months.
ability of physicians to help me all gone,
I tried almost every known remedy,
with no apparent benefit. Finally, as a
last resort,! was induced to try Dr. R. C.
Flower’s Lung Cordial. The very first
dose gave me relief, and with the first
bottle I took a new lease of life, and I
can honestly say to-day that one spoonful of this remedy is worth more to the
sufferer from Lung troubles than a gallon of any other known remedy. A bottle of it Is now one of my choicest possessions, and at the first symptom of a
cough or cold I fly to it for,the relief it
never fails to give.”

extraordinary bargains. Having a surplus of many Kinds of buttons, we hare

Enquire

SUCCESSORS TO

fore purchasing elsewhere.

TVc offer in our Button

AX including
of

dt*

HJJAILEY SCO.,

Lace

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on Pickering
Square, Bangor. “I have had,” said Mr. Johnson,
“a canker or humor about me for a long time,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth and
I had a feeling which I can best describe as general ability. Have tried many remedies, and at
last bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla. I am free to
say that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
best thing for purifying the blood known.”
If you have any disease arising from impure
blood, no matter how serious, you may be sure
that Brown’s Sarsaparilla will cure you. If notd

C. XV. ALLEN

Consumption
Conquered ! WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

MILLETT&LITTLE.

—AND—

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY.
marl4

New

MILLETT & LITTLE.

COR. PEARLAND MIDDLEST8.,

sale cash, five hundred dollars at time of sale, balFive days will be allowon delivery of deed.
ed for examination of title.
CHARLES F. LIBBY.
Executor of Will ol Hiram Beal.
apEdlw
ance

Carpetings,

BROWN’S

CONSUMPTION.

This is the Season

“Tw o months ago I commenced taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla as an experiment, a3 I had no appetite or strength, and felt tired all the time.
I
attributed iny condition to scrofulous humor.
I
had tried several different kinds of medicine,
without receiving any benefit. Hut as soon as I
had taken half a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
my appetite was restored, and my stomach felt
I have now taken nearly three bottles,
better.
and I never was so well in my life.” Mrs. Jessie
F. Dolbeare, Pascoag, K. I.
“Having been afflicted with a complication of
disorders, the result of impure blood, I took
Hood's Sarsaparilla, and the result was perfectly
satisfactory.” Mrs. J. Barton, New Haven, Ct.

Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and
shoe dealer in Bangor, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when he began the use of Brown’s Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his name.
He is in better health than for years. He says

BRONCHITIS,

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

When a good medicine is a necessity. The impure state of the blood, the deranged digestion,
and the weak condition of the body, all call for
the purifying, regulating, and strengthing influences so happily and effectively combined in Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It overcomes that tired feeling,
cures lieadach6 and dyspepsia, and expels every
taint of scrofula from the blood.
“My daughter had been ailing some time with
general debility, and Hood’s Sarsaparilla was
recommended to us. After she had taken three
bottles she was completely cured and built up.
It is with great pleasure that I recommend Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.” Ben M. Mirkielees, Supt. Cincinnati & Eouisvill Mail Line Co., Cincinnati.

man.

out

from No. 52 Brown street.
In this city, April 8, at the

residence of his son.
Isaac Emery, Esq., Rufus Emery of Buxton, in his
86th year.
[Funeral from the Baptist Chureli in Buxton,
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
In Biddeford, March 2, Miss Louise Wilde, aged
74 years.
lu Saco, April 2, Martha I). Baker, aged 80
years 3 months.
In Union Falls, April 2, Joshua Locke, aged 80

and it helped him more than anything he ever has
When he went to sea a few days ago he bought a
large supply and said lie should come home a well

REMEDY HAS
KNOWN TO DO.

CO.,

now oc-

cupied by M. A. Dillingham, together as the
a carsmall building in the rear formerly used
penter shop, anil the lot on which the above buildings stand. The lot is forty-two and two-tenths
feet on Spring street and about forty-nine teet
deep. Tlds property is well rented and has modern sanitary plumbing, with two water closets attached to iron soil pipes extended through the
roof with foot ventilation. The above property
will be sold at auction on the premises Sniurtlny,
April Hull, ISS6, ill eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, subject to the taxes of 1886, and the
rights of the present tenant at will to thirty days
Terms of
notice before termination of tenancy.

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices be-

dlt

Respectfully request

DEATHS

SARSAPARILLA

my27

Balance of Damaged Linen Handkerchiefs
from the Oregon, at 12 1-2 cents.
Men’s
French
Balbriggan Shirts and
Drawers, all sizes, 50 cents each.
Twenty New Styles in Jerseys now ready
for inspection.

cfc

offered for sale consists of the

property
with dwelling house overhead,
THEstore
with

It is sold by all Druggists for $1.00; 6 bottles for
$0.00. AKA WAKKEN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me

SPECIALTIES FOR TO-DAY.

B. A. Atkinson

Streets

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

CHAS. A. CABRERA, 32 Hawley Street,
Boston, Mass., writes:

Buttons!

AT AUCTION.
of Park and Spring

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

WHEN THE DOCTORS COULD
DO NO MORE.

PORTLAND,

In Fry eburg, April C, by Rev. B. N. Stone, Jolin
F. Gilman, Jr., auil Miss Laura E. Bennett, both
of Pryeburg.
In Phipsburg, April 5, Fred H. Spaiks and Miss
Nellie E. Rollins.
In Chelsea, April 1, Wilfred F. Drake and Miss
Mattie A. Hassam.
In North Berwick, March 24, Sumner C. Morrell
and Kate H. Abbott.

the wound.

A new

and

He took one bottle

blotches.

ACCTIOSEERS.

REAL ESTATE

VALUABLE
Comer

•

SARSAPARILLA Carpet Department

To commence the sale we shall offer one thousand
WTood Poles with fixtures complete, ready to put up,
at 25 cents each.
One thousand Extra Finished Poles, in Cherry,
Walnut and Ebony, with heavy brass fixtures, all
complete for 85 cents.
Fifty pieces Imitation Madras, including twelve
different colorings and designs, at 10 cents per yard.
Material for Window Drapery and Sash Curtains,
in Muslin, Madras, Silks and Fancy Fabrics, with
fixtures for the same.
Entrance outside,
i ] < i < 1

YESTEBDAY’S BALL GAMES.
At New York—New Yorks 8. Amhersts 0.
At Newburyport—Newburyports ll,Amesburys 0.
At Haverhill—Lawrences 4, Haverliills 1.

including equipment.

will endorse the above.
Mr. G. A. PARcnER, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a drug store.
There was in that town an acquaintance of liis
whose vocation was that of a sailor. Fram eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor;
hair came out, face and body covered with

BROWNS

goods remarkably cheap.

POLO NOTES.

mile,

Sarsaparilla

money will be refunded.

We have opened In the room up-stairs directly over
front store, a department for the sale of Draperies
and Fixtures for the same.
As an inducement for
customers to go up-stairs we shall sell all these

sistant measurer; S. T. Mugridge, J. P. CilJr., S. K. Macomber, directors; F. B.
ley.
Wil son, Mervyn A. Rice, J. P. Cilley, Jr.,
regatta committee. Another meeting will be
held in May to make arrangements for a series of regattas.

SACCARAPPA.

Mrs. Grove, wife of Mr. Isaiah Grove,
aged 39 years, died at Bridgton, Monday.
She was a native of this village. Her remains were brought here yesterday and
buried in the old family lot.
Mr. Harry M. Cousins has been appointed
police officer for the ensuing year and en-

DRAPERY DEPARTMENT.

this

MARRIAGES.

cut off near the hand;
the ether two were cut off at the second
joint. He is a resident of Gorham. Drs'
Watson and Gilman of that village dressed

flit

Jacob Gaudaur and Albert Ilamm yesterday put up in St. Louis, Mo a forfeit of $100
in connection with a challenge for a double
scull race for the championship of America
The
which is issued to Hanlan and Lee.
race may take place any time this season after June 12, and upon any rowing course in
the United States or Canada.
The spring meeting of the members of the
Rockland \acht Club was held recently.
The following officers were elected: S. T.
Mugridge, commodore; Mervyn A. Rice,
vice commodore; J. P. Cilley, Jr., secretary
and treasurer; F. B. Wilson, fleet captain;
J. B. Loring, measurer; C. E. Goulding, as-

SUBURBAN NEWS.

was

BROTHERS.

apr9

season.

which are issued at the rate of $15,000 a

The middle finger

each

by having the erew placed by their trainer
early in the spring. In all probability Plais-

papers by our best known
historians.

Fred Twombly, an employe in the leatherboard mills, had three fingers of his right
hand caught in the calendars Wednesday

each
each
each

19c
19c
25c
50c

Odd lots of Ladies’ Underwear from 14 cents up,
to close them out.
Also odd pieces in Children’s Spring and Summer Underwear at 10 cents per piece and up.
2 cases Ladies’ Undervests, all sizes, at 31 cents.

com-

men

per cent, gold bonds. Interest payable January and July at the Farmer’s Loan and
Trust Company. The road is a feeder of
the Michigan Central Railroad, with which
it has a valuable traffic agreement, practically guaranteeing the interest on the bonds,

berth and the money was taken from his
pocket while lie was asleep. There is no clue
to the thief.

doz. Ladies’ Damaged White Gauze Undervests at
doz. Gents’ White Damaged Gauze Undershirts
doz. Gents’ Grey Damaged Summer Weight Undershirts
doz. Ladies’ White Summer Weight Undervests and Pants

RINES

Means health and happiness; bad blood means
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Khernn, Cancer
Pimples, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and
various other difficulties which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.
Rev. Theo. Gerrish is Pastor of the Pine
Street M. E. Church, and author of “The Blue and
the Gray.” A member of his family had a severe
tried in
case of Canker in Mouth and Stomach,
various ways to get relief, at last bought Brown’s
and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish

BROWN’S

As these have only been wet and are not injured
a particle for wear any gentleman desiring fine underwear should call at once.
Also for this sale we shall sell out
35
25
55
45

PURE BLOOD

EACH.

CENTS

68

the Bowdoin crew are at present
doubtful and as there is much difference of
opinion amongst boating men in general the
only way of arriving at a binding decision is

been received. It is No. 2 of the third
volume, and it reflects great credit on its
publisher, Superintendent S. M. Watson of
the Public Library. The frontispiece is a
fine portrait of Gen. Henry Dearborn, and
the contents consist of
many excellent

Robbery.
nyde Park, Mass., was
robbed of his pocket book containing SI00
on the Boston boat coming
Portland
to
Thursday night. He put his trousers in his

These goods are finer and would sell faster than
those we sold last year at $1.12 to $1.75 according to
size. All sizes of these will be sold to-day at

prising

has

of

TO BE SOLD TO DAY AT GREAT SACRIFICE.

breast.

Messrs. H. B. nollins & Co., offer a limited amount of Detroit, Bay City & Alpena
Railroad Company’s first mortgage 30 year 6

G. F. Gates

UNDERWEAR

trimmed with red; the hats will be blue and
the stockings red.
The new grounds of the Kansas City Club
are 350x400 feet square, and the grand stand
will seat 8,000 people.
Dearth, Pushor and Talbot, of the Bowdoin nine, have remained in Brunswick to
superintend the improvements to be made on
the delta. The entire in-field of the delta
has been dug out to a depth of about eight
inches and will be filled in with a layer of
clay and then rolled down. Over this a coat
of sand will be placed, and as soon as it
dries it will be one of the finest grounds in
the State. Wright & Ditson are making the
uniforms, which will be plain white with
the word “Bowdoin” in blue letters on the

$1,200.__
Maine Genealogical Register.
This attractive periodical for April

and

Steamer Oregon’s Dry Goods!

style of uniform to be worn this season. The
sh'irts and breeches will be dark blue,

The Boston Herald yesterday gave a
sketch of the Waltham Club, with the portraits (?) of the team.
Guthrie of Bath is
the cover point of that team.
At Newburyport, yesterday afternoon, the
Walthams defeated the Bostons 3 to 2. At
Woburn, in the evening, the Wobums defeated the WTalthams 3 to 2.

genealogists

F. 0. BAILEY & L0„

the

on

AUCTION KALES.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

days

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Gray—Jedediali Libby to Marcia F. Whitney,
land. $000.
Portland—Geo. If. Cummings to Sarah M.
Bicker, land. $100.
North Yarmouth—Alice D. L. Hayes to Henry
M. Hamilton, land. $1000.
Clias. H. Knight to Horace G. Boss, land. $300.
Horace G. Ross to Joseph B. Libbv, land. $300.
Horace G. Ross to Clara B. Boss, land. $400.
Brunswick—Mary J. Swett to Denniss Gatchell,
land. $1000.
Clias. H. Toothaker to Wm. S. Williams, land.

trotting park

PERSONAL.

ham.

him

to

over

—

by the large audience, Rev.
made interesting remarks.

society.

of

Switzerland. Margaret, thinking

ly days.”

In the church, for the brief time that I was its
minister, he was constantly ready for any task required of him. He had the old-fashioned notion—
not the new fashion at all—that it is a man’s duty
to “go to church,” to take his part in carrying it
on.
If he were not in his place in the pew, it was
because he was absolutely physically unable to
get there; and very often lie was there when pain
and suffering sat so plainly on Ills face that one
could have cried out for very pity at the sight.
With strong, religious convictions of his own, and
no man is good for much whose convictions are
not strong, very often, it may lie, he differed
from mine, or from any minister’s preaching. But
nothing could exceed his cordiality, his kindliness,
when any word of mine seemed to him good and
helpful, and he would eagerly find for It, what
might seem to the preacher himself, over praise.
Such men arc “pillars of the church” in more
than the common acceptation of the term; because, first of all, they are living men. with spirits
potent to serve in the growth of that religion
which is the religion of life—a religion for human-

woman

Howard meets her, hut believes Margaret still in

at Fort Point, Stockton, where a portion of
his summers will be spent.
Bert Knowlton will endeavor to find a
pitcher for the Belfast team in place of Dilworth, and it is expected the team will
again head the list of local clubs in Maine.
Charles W. Fuller of Auburn, who was appointed umpire of the Maine College League
at the meeting of managers at Waterville,
Saturday, to succeed Mr. M. A. Pingree,
was the well-known captain and pitcher of
the high school champions of Auburn for
the two years of ’83 and ’84. He also played
third base and was captain of the team at
He umpired sevKent’s Hill, last spring.
eral games last summer and fall, and his
success was so uniform in his new place,
that he was elected to umpire tile season of
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CHARLES K. GAGE,
GOB. PINE AND CLARK STS.
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TELEPHONE N05-A
New 188*i model Royal Mail,
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fast
DeRim.—no cement,—new
Bar,—new
tachable Handle
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
The
to examine nt my store.
Wheel of the year. In great defew
old
mand.—A
pattern Royal Malls at reduced prices.

C.

L.

BAILEY,

4*41 Middle Mtreei.
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